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THE PRESIDENT has given me permission to take a kind of voyagewith him — to watch him closely through a working week. I have a uniqueopportunity, and at this moment its prospect staggers me.. ..I will in fact bedoing something that less than a handful of Mr. Ford's own staff of 533 hasdone: I will be with him most of the time, hour in and hour out, throughthe whole week's range of his back-breaking routine. BY JOHN HERSEY
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THE
PRESIDENT

By John Hersey

A stubborn calm at the center

get a lift from his awkwardness. I am glad that he is a
hard case for the hired image-makers....The real Gerald
Ford, for better or worse, will always be visible.'

Donald Rumsfeld, with a sheaf of papers under
his arm, opens the staff door to the Oval Office and
nods over his shoulder to me to follow him, and we
walk in. The President, seated behind his desk,
greets us; first names come easily to him, and be-
cause he and I have met before, he uses mine.

It is 8:33. Monday morning. A rainy day.
Rumsfeld pulls a chair up to a corner of the desk

and puts the papers down. I sit against the curving
east wall of the room, in a straight cane-backed
chair. The President, holding a pipe to his mouth
with his left hand, tips a butane lighter into it and
puffs up a cloud.
The Assistant to the President begins talking and

passing papers across the desk. A Navy steward in
a red coat serves coffee. I am far too excited at
first to be able to follow what is being said. I am
conscious of the arching energy, on a table just
to my left, of Frederick Remington's sculpture,

"Bronco Buster," a cowboy bending to the rise of a
violent caracole, the dark bronze horse under him
seeming to explode with ferocity and joy. Not quite
so sharply to my left is the utterly still figure be-
yond the desk, dark-suited, contained, reading some
document his aide has handed him, pale drifting
smoke the only motion there.

The President has given me permission to take a
kind of voyage with him—to watch him closely
through a working week, I have a unique opportu-
nity, and at this moment its prospect staggers me.
By the time the week is over, I will have been given
access to a President of the United States of a sort
no journalist has ever had. It is already clear that
Mr. Ford is going to be even more open with me
than was Harry Truman when, a quarter of a cen-
tury ago, he allowed me a somewhat similar privi-
lege. I will in fact be doing something that less than
a handful of Mr. Ford's own staff of 533 has done:
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I will be with him, most of the time, hour in and
hour out, through the whole week's range of his
back-breaking routine.

I sit here trying to get my bearings. Charles Will-
son Peale's foxy and sexy old Ben Franklin is
squinting disconcertingly at me from across the
room through mod-looking spectacles. Over the
mantel one of Peale's seven Washingtons, this por-
trait full-length, the face austere and disapproving,
looks past me and straight at his distant successor,
as if wondering, wondering. I am curious about the
days ahead. I want to know what I suppose every
citizen wants to know. Our country has been
through agonies of failed leadership. Are we in the
hands of steady men now? What is the quality of
this quiet person murmuring to his aide? What is
his style, and what secrets, if any, does it encode—
or is all of him right out there on the surface? How
does he make decisions? Is he bright enough? How
stubborn is he? Is he at all flexible? Is the office
changing him? Has he been able to lift his vision
from the boundaries of the Fifth Congressional Dis-
trict of Michigan to the full sweep from Maine to
Hawaii where the electorate lives that had no
chance to choose him?
The figure behind the desk is drenched in the

dazzling artificial light of this room. A dark pin-
stripe suit, the lapels just the right width for this
year; a tie slashed with bold diagonal stripes. I
search the face, now tilting up from reading. There
is a slight tuck on the lower right cheek, not
matched on the left. Higher on the left cheek are
three barely visible bumps, suddenly folded now
into the creases of a smile. Which fades quickly.
At the foot of the long slope of the bald forehead
there are stark, slashing horizontal lines of the
skinfold over the deepset 61-year-old eyes that need
no glasses, and, beneath, two darkish puffy semi-
circles. The eyes seek Rumsfeld's. The strong im-
pression I get is of total relaxation: The hand
guides the pipe as if the pipe were free of gravity.
Rumsfeld is explaining something. His hands,

held out before him on a plane parallel to the desk
top, sharply chop thumb to thumb, then cut away
from each other, the fingers fanning. Ford listens,
puffs, says, "Let's get them in here and talk about
it."

9305 A.M. Jack Marsh is in the chair where Rums-
feld sat. "You saw the letter," the Counselor asks,
"from 37 Democrat freshmen opposing any further
aid to Cambodia?"
"I read about it this morning."
The pipe is clamped in the right side of the

mouth. The face gives no message. Strong eye con-
tact is maintained.
"Here's a letter from 15 Senators"—Marsh reach-

es it forward; says it proposes a candidate for
Under Secretary of Transportation; summarizes the
man's record; makes it clear that he has been a
good political soldier.
"Give it to Bill Walker, Jack."
Beyond the Presidential desk from where I sit, a

head of Harry Truman thrusts its feisty challenge
into the room. The bronze face looks pleased, as if
saying: Who'd have thought I'd be one of three past
Presidents represented here?
The third is Abraham Lincoln, who stands, slen-

der and brooding, on a pedestal on the east side of
the room, to my right. Ford chose this company of
three: Washington, Lincoln, Truman. Mrs. Ford
found the Truman head abandoned in the White
House warehouse.

918 A.M. Rumsfeld, Marsh, Hartmann, Nessen and
I Friedersdorf enter for the daily session preparing_

:Terri Nelsrsrela____Lki for hi ehd_..:Igis. Ever since
e ays, reporters ques ions n these brief-

ings have been searching, prolonged, often fierce—
the sum of all the questions being: Does a President
ever tell the truth?

As the men draw chairs around the desk, the
President rises—what a big man he is!—steps to a
table behind him, picks up four brand new pipes,
still in their store packages, and tosses one to each
of the pipe smokers, Hartmann, Marsh, Rumsfeld
and Nessen, who has just switched from cigarettes.
"Someone gave me these. I don't much care for
that type of pipe," he says. Bright-colored pipes
with meerschaum or plastic bowls and elaborate
cooling stems. Marsh and Rumsfeld, knowing each
other's color preferences, make a swap. The stew-
ard is passing coffee again. The President, who
drank tea at breakfast, now takes his second cup of
coffee.
NESSEN (glasses parked on top of his head): On
Cambodia. I think I'll be getting flak from some
things Humphrey said on "Face the Nation" yester-
day—that aid wouldn't help the situation even if it
got there. Hubert said he'd seen some C.I.A. cables
that came to the same conclusion.
The Plexiglas-covered globe of the earth beyond

the President's desk suddenly seems to jump up
Into full scale. Cambodia. I am all ears. The Presi-
dent, who has in recent days seemed to be com-
pletely out of touch with the mood of the country
on the everlasting suffering of the Asian wars, is in
a tight struggle with Congress—yet again—over
emergency funds for both Vietnam and Cambodia.
I can imagine Truman's explosion if he had been
crossed on a conviction of his in this way by an old
friend. No—Ford's tone, when he speaks, is exactly
the tone he used when he was talking earlier about
a prospective Under Secretary of Transportation:
his utterance is slow; he pauses long at his mental
commas; he never uhs; he speaks as if he means
just these words and no other words would do.
FORD: What I've said was that if no aid was
sent, it would be inevitable that the Government
would fall; if it was sent, there'd be a 50-50 chance
of survival till the rainy season, or roughly that.
RUMSFELD: In the senior staff meeting, Brent
Scowcroft said he knows what Humphrey saw, and
it did not say that even if aid were sent the Gov-
ernment would fall. But I cautioned Ron about
being too blunt here. There are bound to have been
differing interpretations.
FORD: I agree. Point one (he raises a straight
right forefinger), whatever Hubert saw, there could
have been a phrase or a sentence that could have
led him honestly to believe what he was saying,
and point two (his right hand comes up again, the
forefinger and middle finger raised but bent; the
hand is loose), we don't know for sure everybody
Hubert saw, or for that matter exactly what cables
he saw.

HARTMANN: We do know that the public believes
the President gets all the information and others
only partial information. Don't call Hubert a liar.
Say something like, "The President's best judgment
is . . ."

MARSH: It's significant that he did tip his hat to
you for supplying more information than in the
past.

FORD (leaning back in his shiny black leather
swivel chair): We made a conscious decision that
Henry would go before Congress, or maybe a sub-
committee, and give as much information as possi-
ble. That led Sparkman to come to his conclusion,
which was to support the whole package, and it led
Clifford Case to support substantially the whole
package. Even in that group, though, who got a lot
of facts, you have differences of opinion.
RUMSFELD: Ron, use Bob's point that we have all
the information, and various people using the same
information can come to different conclusions.
NESSEN: Then I'll say, based on the facts you
have, Mr. President, you've concluded that there's
a 50-50 chance of the Government's being able to
carry on till the rainy season if aid is sent—

FORD (holding up an arresting hand). —in time.
Ten days or two weeks.
NESSEN: What do I say to questions about their
dickering for a lower figure?
FORD: In our discussions they suggested a lower
figure. We believe our figure is right. They have the
authority to set the figure. Henry made the point to
the group that we want no part of giving too little.
Better an adequate figure and an honest effort than
too little.
MARSH: Wasn't it Churchill: "Too little and too
late"?
HARTMANN: The Sudeten Plan. It was when
Hitler . . .

9:50 A.M. The Nessen group departs.
Behind the President's big black seat at the desk,

between it and the tall south windows, stands a
wide table, on which, backed by two delicate silver
Argand lamps designed for tubular wicks that once
burned whale oil but are now equipped with tiny,
flame-shaped electric bulbs bravely glimmering in a
sea of light, there are color photographs of Betty
Ford; of all the Ford children at their father's
swearing-in, with Jack in the foreground; of Mike
and his wife Gayle; of Steve and his bright jeep; of
Susan and her cat Shan; and of the family's golden
retriever, Liberty, on the White House lawn. Papers
that the President must read, most of them in sepa-
rate blue folders, are stacked in front of these pic-
tures on the table, and Mr. Ford swivels now to
pick up the pile and lift it to his desk.
He takes a fresh pipe from the top right-hand

drawer of his desk, packs it and lights it. The stew-
ard comes in to remove cups and rearrange chairs.
The President reads a personal communication from
Secretary of State Kissinger, who is away, shuttling;
and a long briefing paper for a meeting the Presi-
dent is to have before lunch with Dr. Arthur Burns,
Chairman of the Federal Reserve Board.

After a time, Mr. Ford rings for Terry O'Donnell,
the keeper of the staff door, and asks him to haye
some photographs delivered to Mrs. Ford, for her to
autograph for friends. Later O'Donnell comes in
with some commissions to sign, among them the
certificates of appointment of Carla Hills, the new
Secretary of Housing and Urban Development, who
is to be sworn in at noon on this day, and of John
Dunlop, the new Secretary of Labor, who is to be
installed next week.
The President begins reading again.
I feel that no matter how still I sit, I am a dis-

traction, and I leave the Oval Office.

I listen to Ron Nessen's briefing on a monitor in
his office. It turns out that after all the time spent
with the President on Hubert Humphrey and Cam-
bodia, there is not a single question from reporters
on the war. Instead there is a ferocious grilling that
starts with a question whether the President had
been informed at any time by William E. Colby,
Director of the Central Intelligence Agency, or by
any other C.I.A. official, "that the late Senator
Robert Kennedy had told two associates that he
had vetoed or been able to veto a plan—this ques-
tion takes a long time to ask because it is a com-
plicated thing—the C.I.A. plan to contract with the
Mafia to assassinate Prime Minister Castro."
NESSEN (after a pause for thought): I am not
going to say anything about that, Jim.
Q: Will we ever find out anything about that, or
the previous story about the C.I.A. assassination al-
legations which were asked about last week; that
is, is the White House ever going to have anything
to say about those stories?
NESSEN: Right now, I am not going to say any-
thing about it, Walt.
Q: Last week you said a number of things. Why
are you not going to say anything about it?
NESSEN: I can't.
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All during the press conference, reporters keep

coming back and back to this subject. and 14 more

times Hessen says, in one phrasing or another, "I

am just not going to talk about that."

11:51 A.M. During the meeting with the Nessen

group, the President asked to see "the latest go-

round on the Carla Hills thing," and now Bob Hart-

mann, who is in charge of speechwriter', and Bob

Orben, one of them, bring in the final draft of

the President's remarks for the swearing-in.

It suddenly seems that Cambodia and the C.I.A.

might as well be on the moon.

"I thought I might have a little fun with Carla

to disavow my male chauvinism," the President

says.

"You have to be careful there, Mr. President,"

Orben says. "That's suddenly a verboten area. In

no part of the speech do we refer to her as a

woman."

"Betty's been out in front on this Equal Rights

Amendment business, and I'd like to get something

in. Can't we do something with the budget side

of it? You know, like a household budget. Let's

see." He looks at the text. "The budget gives her

a lot more than was given to Jim Lynn"—her male

predecessor, still in the Cabinet as Director of

the Office of Management and Budget. 'That

doesn't sound like male chauvinism to me. Why

don't you fool around with that?"

12:07 P.M. He stands at a lectern on a podium

in the East Room of the residence, alongside

Secretary-Designate Hills and flanked by her hus-

band, her children dressed to the nines, the Vice

President, and a ceremonial delegation of Senators

and Congressmen. The room is murmurous with

standing guests. Television lights are on. The Pres-

ident places his sgxech on the lectern, and a re-

spectful silence falls.

"I am in very good company," he starts out,

"welcoming Carla into the Cabinet as Secretary

of Housing and Urban Development, Carla; Mr.

Justice White, who is about to administer the oath;

HUD Under Secretary Jim Mitchell and I are all

graduates of Yale Law School.

"Maybe I better not say that too loudly. I can

imagine a dozen other prospects starting to prac-

tice the Whiffenpoof Song. (Half-hearted laugh-

ter) . . ."

This voice is different from the relaxed one I

have been hearing all morning. Of course, it is

amplified; perhaps the amplifier has wooden parts.

I have heard that Gerald Ford loves to make

speeches. That he loves to sit for hours at lunch-

eons eating bad food and listening to worse speech-

es than his own. That for years he has been fly-

ing here and there across the country carrying the

Republican word. Recently he hired a former pro-

ducer for CBS News, Robert Mead, to give him

pointers, and Mead has been trying to help the

President loosen up. He has urged speechwriters

to provide texts early, so the President could read

them out loud several times to get his mouth com-

fortably around the written words. "It's hard to

vocal some of those long sentences," Mr. Mead

says. He has been trying to stamp out some of

Mr. Ford'r Grand Rapids pronunciations: "guahran-

tee," "judgement." But Gerald Ford has very likely

uttered five million words in speeches on and off

the floor of the House, and as Vice President and

President, and he is, I am beginning to see, a man

of intransigent habits. Right now, introducing Carla

Hills, he is his old speaking self. Besides, his arms

and hands, which all morning have been gliding as

gracefully as the smoke that played games around

them, have gone rubbery—though it must at least

be said that his gestures, unlike Mr. Nixon's, have

a direct connection with what he is saying. I get
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a lift from his awkardness. I am glad that Presi,

dent Ford is a hard case for the hired image-

makers. Here his stubbornness will help us all. It

is likely that the real Gerald Ford, for better or

for worse, will always be visible and audible to

the citizenry, no matter how hard the experts try

to disguise him.

Now he praises Mrs. Hills, refers to the Housing

and Community Development Act of 1974, and

says, "One of Carla's major jobs will be to imple-

ment this massive and, I believe, progressive pro-

gram. Incidentally, Carla's budget for fiscal 1976

will be VA-billion. That is $1.6-billion more than

was given to her predecessor, Jim Lynn. Now if

that does not dispose of male chauvinism, nothing

will." (A pretty good laugh.)

12:19 P.N. The President walks from the East

Room along the brilliant red carpet of the cross

hall, past the flags, past the aggreesive Houdon

bust of Joel Barlow, under the twinkling Adam

fling papers. David Kennerly, the President's per-

sonal photographer, who is bearded and brassy,

and who well knows that the most abashing eye on

earth to men of power is the camera's winking

lens, comes in to snap some shots. Kennerly, or one

of his four assistants, makes a record of every ap-

pointment the President has, except for those with

his closest staff. Perhaps these are "for history" in

lieu of the Nixon tapes. Mr. Ford pleases
many of his visitors by seeing that they receive

photographs, later, of themselves in easy intimacy

with the President of the United States,

The President has a number of questions he

wants to ask: How soon will there be signs of eco-

nomic recovery, and how strong will it be? Is the

money supply going to continue to rise? Fast

enough to promote recovery? Not so fast as to re-

ignite inflation? Inflation is slowing down—is this
a permanent reduction or is there still an underly-

ing problem of inflation that will reappear when

the economy begins to turn around? What will be

the effects of larger-than-budgeted Federal deficits?

Dr. Burns, in a quiet, rather high-pitched voice,

gives the President a thorough explanation of mon-

etary and economic trends; the meeting, scheduled

for 30 minutes, lasts 65. Dr. Burns has brought

several charts; on some of them upwardness is

visible.

"Nice to meet you, Shirley. . . I thought all the

girls down there in Texas looked like this."

chandelier!, past the proud Hoban columns like

marble guardsmen—beyond whose picket line crim-

son-coated musicians of the United States Marine

Band, their violins soaring to salute the chief, play

from the score of a moving picture called "Villa

Rides"—past black ushers, past uniformed aides,

past Secret Service operatives with radio wires

dribbling down from their right ears under their

jacket collars, past notables and bureaucrats and

toadies, breasting all the pomp with his brisk stride,

which is loose-haunched and shoulder-floating, like

that of a fettlesome quarterhorse.

In the State Dining Room he receives guests be-

side his new HUD Secretary, and he chats without

haste with those who push their faces close to his.

12:38 P.M. He is back in the Oval Office, at his

desk, his chin resting on his left hand. Dr. Arthur

Burns, Chairman of the Federal Reserve Board,

whose gray hair seems not to be receding but actu-

ally to be advancing down his forehead, leans over

the end of the desk to the President's right, shuf-

1:41 PAL Enter, breathlessly, Miss Shirley Coth-

ran, of Denton, Tex., Miss America of 1975, who

has had to cool her nifty heels for 40 minutes

while the President and Dr. Burns were having

their tete-k-tete. Miss America is accompanied by

Doris Kelly, a young lady who is described as

her chaperone; by her Congressman, Ray Roberts;

and by Mayor Joseph A. Bradway of Atlantic City,

where she was crowned.

The President, apparently bucked up by what

he has heard about money, now seems to have no

difficulty whatsoever wrenching his attention away

from the economy.
FORD: Nice to meet you, Shirley.

MISS AMERICA (memorization straining every

sweet muscle of her face): I have presents here,

sir, for you, and also one for Mrs. Ford.

FORD: My wife and I watch the Miss America con-

test all the time. We really enjoy that on TV.

MISS AMERICA: I sure hope you saw it this year.

That was the best year.
FORD: It sure was!
ROBERTS: My most famous constituent, Mr. Presi-

dent, and, I may say, my most beautiful one,

FORD: I thought all the girls down there in Texas

looked like this, Ray.

Now comes a stampede of pool photographers

with still and motion-picture and TV cameras, and

with hooded lights on long wires. The President

and his little party are herded toward the east side

of the room. David Kennerly, who has grown

familiar with his boss, says, "Would you mind

putting her in the middle, please?" "Not 'her,'

David," the President says. "Her name is Shirley.

Where are your manners?"

Miss America runs off to the side to put down

her purse, which may not look nice in the photos.

While cameras click, the President, taking advan-

tage of a briefing, which has informed him that

Shirley has studied at North Texas State University

and plans to be an elementary-school guidance

counselor, is chatting with her in a low voice.

"How long will that take? . . . That's wonderful.

. .. Fine new buildings you have there. . . ."

"Thirty seconds, please," Assistant Press Secre-

tary Bill Roberts calls out to the photographers.

Then: "Lights, please. Thank you." And out goes

the pool.
MISS AMERICA (in haste, sensing that she her-

self is being eased toward the door): As I travel



oniair
around, people ask me about all kinds of things, Mr.
President, and I'm only 22 years old, but I really can
say that I support you in every single thing you
do.
FORD: I really appreciate that, Shirley. Going back
to school next fall?
MISS AMERICA: In January.
FORD: I'm certain that after a hard year it will be
welcome.
MISS AMERICA: Sure hope you have a chance to
visit North Texas State again, sir.
FORD: Real nice to see you, Shirley. Congratu-
lations and good luck.

Miss America looks flustered and puzzled. The
President realizes why, before anyone else in the
room does, possibly even before Miss America her-
self. "Hey," he says. "Better not leave your purse,
Shirley. We've got some real bad characters around,,,,
here,"

1:41 P.M. The President has 15 minutes for lunch
before the next scheduled appointment. He ducks
into a small private room off the Oval Office that
Betty Ford has been fixing up for him as a kind of
hideaway.

I retire to the staff anteroom. So far I have had
a sense of rushing after the President from one iso-
lated fragment of administration or ceremony or
politics or planning to another and another. I realize
that I am still slightly agog, and that I have sud-
denly cut across the grain into a continuous timber
of the Presidential process. But I wonder: When is
policy made? When is thinking done? How have I
missed scenes of the tense struggle over Cambo-
dian funds? I have seen so many new faces; per-
haps in time I can sort them out. I feel hurried.
But here in the anteroom Terry O'Donnell, the
young man who juggles people and papers in and
out of the Oval Office, and Nell Yates, who keeps
the logs and assists O'Donnell, are calm. Come to
think of it, everyone I have seen today has been
calm. And the center of the calm, its essence and
source, has obviously been the President. With
Truman it was all nervous energy, moral inten-
sity, emotion in harness, history clamoring for ex-
pression. Here the strongest impression, so far,
is of relaxation.

1:55 P.M. The President, it turns out, has taken
only 10 minutes to eat. He calls me in and tells
me that it will not be appropriate for me to sit
in on the next meeting, which is to be in tl-e
Cabinet Room. "This isn't really my party," he
says. "The Chief Justice asked if he could come
in to see me, and we've got the leaders of Con-
gress, too. This is a historic get-together. I don't
know as there's ever been a summit meeting of all
three branches of Government in the White House
like this in recent times—certainly not in my mem-
ory since I became Minority Leader."

He motions me to a seat.
"Let me tell you about the meeting." I am im-

pressed in these few minutes by the President's
courtesy and trust; with one or two excepthns,

ore caudal
or ulat than he in .eling me.
really does seem --i-opefilTral'177-wrrinuched
that he rushed his already meager lunch period in
order to give me this time. I take note, too, as he
talks, of his grasp of the briefing he has had.

"We have a tough decision," he says. "There
hasn't been increased compensation for the Judici-
ary since '69 and there has been a 44.5 per cent
increase in the cost of living since then. This is
particularly serious in the court system, because
most real fine lawyers get more than the $40,000
District judges get, or the $42,000 that Appeals
Court judges get, or even the $60,000 that Supreme

Court Justices get, or the $62,500 the Chief Justice

01116MaalleaariMalokawillanalaalmilawalamarmarram

gets. The Chief Justice thinks the courts aren't get-
ting, or else they're losing, their best judges on ac-
count of this. We have the same problem in the
Executive Branch, where the ceiling is $36,000.
We're losing top people both in the military and
the State Department. Congress is having similar
problems. The Chief Justice strongly feels that
Congress ought to separate out the Judiciary from
Congress and the Executive, but I doubt if this
will be possible. The political environment is not
right for increases. Congress isn't in the mood for
them. I myself have suggested a 5 per cent one-
year cap on all Government increases. Under the
present system the cost-of-living increase would
amount to something like 9 per cent. If you co-
ordinate that with 5 per cent increases in all three
branches, the first-year cost would be $1,159,400
for the Congress, $1,039,250 for the Judiciary,
$1,496,725 for the Executive, and—I was aston-
ished at this—$27,450,000 for the military. An ar-
rangement like this wouldn't catch the Judiciary

'This room is an egg of
light,. .there are dazzling
parabolas of power here;
authority seems to be
diffused as an aspect of
the light in this room, and
each person who comes
into this heady glow seems
to be rendered ever so
slightly tipsy in it and by it:

cup, but it would give some relief and then keepthem current. on't know. We're going to have
Ito work something ou eep our best people in
Government."

2:01 P.M. He takes me into the Cabinet Room for
the opening moments of the meeting, when the
pool cameramen will in any case be present.

Chief Justice Warren Burger, Speaker of the
House Carl Albert, Senate Majority Leader Mike
Mansfield, Senate Minority Leader Hugh Scott,
House Minority Leader John Rhodes are waiting for
Mr. Ford. The warmth of the greetings is abound-
ing. Cambodia, energy, taxes—all quarrels are
forgotten. Here enemies seem to be in love.
FORD: All three branches—
A SENATOR: A three-ring circus.
BURGER (seeing the other two branches in such
intimate embraces): I feel as if I ought to be on
the other side of the table.
FORD: In judgement?
BURGER: In the dock!

Re-entering the Oval Office alone, I feel its great
force.

This riom is an egg of light. I have seen that each
person who comes into it is lit up in two senses:

bathed in brightness and a bit high. I have clearly
seen each face, to the very pores, in a flood of
indirect candlepower that rains down from a pure
white ceiling onto the curving ofrdwhite walls and
a pale yellow rug and bright furnishings in shades
of gold, green and salmon. But there are also daz-
zling parabolas of power here; .authority seems to
be diffused as an aspect of the artificial light in the
room, and each person who comes into this heady
glow seems to be rendered ever so slightly tipsy in
it and by it—people familiar with the room far less
so, of course, than first-time visitors, some of
whom visibly goggle and stagger and hold on tight
as they make their appeals; but even the old hands,
even the President's closest friends, and even the
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President himself, sitting in a bundle of light be-
hind the desk of the chief, seem to me to take on
a barely perceptible extra shine in the ambiguous
radiant energy that fills this room.

Gerald Ford wanted, and was entitled to, an
Oval Office in his own style. His wife helped him
achieve it. Only a few traces remain of the Nixon
Oval Office, with its ostentatious expense-account
taste: the Peale Washington; a picture by an un-
known artist of the mid-19th century, called "The
President's House"; the vulgar gold curtains be-
hind the President's desk; the desk itself; and a
few chairs. The vile bugs that fed the tapes are
gone; when President Ford learned that a device,
though dead, was still embedded in the desk, he
had it rooted out. Mrs. Ford, assisted by the taste-
ful Curator of the White House, Clement E. Con-
ger, planned a thoroughgoing redecoration, and
while the Presidential couple was in Vladivostok,
the transformation was made.

Some exquisite pieces were brought into the
room—a Massachusetts Hepplewhite-style chest of
drawers, for instance, on which the Truman head
stands, with a serpentine front and fan inlay quad-
rants on the drawers; and a Federal card table
made in Salem, Mass., about 1810, whose top is
supported by a large, carved, gilded, spread-winged
eagle—the only known table of its kind in Ameri-
ca. Most beautiful of all, to my mind, is a grand-
father clock, designed by John' and Thomas Sey-
mour of Boston in the early 19th century, with
fluted columns at the corners and beautiful satin-
wood inlays; its forceful ticking inexorably marks
the moments of history—and of nonhistory—in this
room of light.

And so the room now is elegant, but the Presi-
dent's own territory, on and around his desk, is
simple, and is comfortable for him. Centered on the
desk in front of him is r metal football, raised from
a penholder base, with a plate inscribed SOUTH
HIGH FOOTBALL CLUB. It is from the teammates
with whom he still has occasional reunions. To his
right, next to the desk, is a side table with shelves
for smoking things. Next to that, on the floor, is the
brown suitcase in which he carries papers back
and forth to the residence each evening and on
weekends. His whole family is on the table close
behind him,

3:19 P.M. The President is back. Secretary of
Health, Education and Welfare Caspar Wehiberger
and Rumsfeld enter.
The President and the Secretary have been to

the same party last night.
WEINBERGER: Thanks for last night. That was
fun.
FORD: Barbra Streisand's a real good entertainer.
WEINBERGER: She is. I'd never known much about
James Cann . .
The President, leaning back at ease in his big

chair, and placing his hands together, fingertip to
fingertip, praises the job that Cap, as he calls the
Secretary, has been doing in HEW., and asks him
to stay on in the Cabinet.
FORD: Every President has to have his own
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Cabinet and his imprint on a Cabinet, but I never
agreed with those demands for wholesale resigna-
tions in 1973.

WEINBERGER: That first Cabinet meeting after
the '72 election was the most shocking thing I've
ever been through. Such a contrast to your first
meeting, Mr. President. There wasn't a person
who'd been at that earlier meeting who wasn't im-
pressed with the difference.

Secretary Weinberger thanks the President for
the great honor of his invitation to stay, He says
he is 57 years old, and for seven years he has been
away from "an income-production situation." His
wife, he says, has had a great deal of discomfort
from osteoarthritis and is anxious to get back to
California. . . .

"I didn't know Jane was that adversely affected,"
the President says. "I'm sorry, Cap. Betty has
something like that, I guess you know. She's been
having some trouble again this week. She has this
pinched nerve, you know—gives her a whole lot
of discomfort. She has a great deal of fortitude,
though. She bounces back."

After some further exchanges the Secretary
again thanks the President for the great compli-
ment, and says he will give an answer very soon.

3:48 P.M. The President receives Bob Hartmann
and three speechwriters, Theis, Friedman and Or-
ben. Two speeches are in the works. One is to be
a light affair at a dinner of the Radio and Tele-
vision Correspondents' Association. "It's a fun oc-
casion," Orben says. "Nothing serious. They're
going to have Charlie Byrd, a jazz musician, then
Bob Hope for 15 or 20 minutes; then you'll follow."

FORD (with a laugh that is not altogether corn-
fortable): Why do I always have to be hooked up
with Hope and these pros? (Starts reading a pre-
liminary draft. He again laughs: this is his infec-
tious boomer. Then, after a pause): What's this
about Judge Crater? Who's Judge Crater?

ORBEN: That's a milking laugh after the big one—

HARTMANN: Judge Crater was a prominent judge
of the thirties who disappeared, and—

FORD: Why don't we leave that one out? . . .

A serious speech is scheduled for Notre Dame
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next week, and the President reads several pages
of a draft. Then he breaks off.

FORD: The only problem I have with this—and
maybe I misinterpret the attitudes of college stu-
dents today—but I think they're moving away from
the views of the last five years. I'm concerned
about building rather than tearing apart. We don't
want to repeat the mistakes of the sixties—or of
the thirties. We want them to prepare themselves
to avoid those mistakes. We need a subject that's
meaningful—I'd think a foreign-policy topic. Not
condemning the generation that ran' things the
last 10 years, but looking back to the mistakes
of the thirties and fifties.

THEIS: Father Hesburgh, who was a leader of the
antiwar movement, strongly suggested we avoid
Southeast Asia. The subject of hunger—

FORD: I'm not talking about Vietnam or Cambo-
dia. I'm talking about a positive approach—that
this generation of college students shouldn't fall
into the trap of the college students of the thirties,
of being oblivious to Europe's problems and those
of the rest of the world.

HARTMANN: The timing's bad. Cambodia is going
to be coming to a head, and anything you say is
going to be read by the press as another plea
for aid.

The President has put his feet up on his pipe-
stand side table. Suggestions from the speechwrit-
ers begin to swirl around him, but even I can see
that an idea has lodged itself in his mind, and
is there to stay.
"Higher education in the private sector . . ."

"Office of liaison in the White House for higher
education . . ." "College presidents . . ." "A quasi-
governmental agency, where kids can buy tuition
bonds . ." "Going without dinners, eating rice in
the dining halls . . ." "Notre Dame prides itself
on bringing students from abroad. . ." "Peace be-
tween generations . . ."
The Presidential feet come down.

FORD: O.K. Let's think about the theme of stay-
ing involved in the world. You know, Kennedy
made the Peace Corps proposal at Ann Arbor. I
think the Peace Corps, with all its critics, has been
a good program. The U. S. has had a great record
of being humanitarian, The first foreign policy I

voted for in Congress in 1945 was on the Marshall
Plan—that was a great humanitarian one. If you
go back to the post-World-War-II period—the
Marshall Plan was nonmilitary. The best com-
mencement speech I ever gave was at Mike's com-
mencement at Wake Forest. I didn't want to lec-
ture them but wanted them to be better than we
had been. Disciplined freedom—here (reaching for
his brown suitcase), I, have it right here. My
files are the only ones I trust. Here. (He reads:) "Of
course, the young generation knows perfectly well
that we senior citizens were never your age, that
we were born on the threshold of senility, and that
whatever we think we remember about our youth
is inaccurate and irrelevant. . . ."

4:40 P.M. Rumsfeld, Marsh and Counsel Buchen
talk with the President on sensitive matters of
personnel. I am not present.

8:05 P.M. I sit by while Rumsfeld goes over a wide
range of matters, many of which are ready for the
President's initials. Mr. Ford writes with his left
hand, the hand curving above the writing. My
thrilled agitation of the morning has given way
to dazed exhaustion. I am still profoundly dis-
turbed by what seemed to me the aimlessness of
the speechwriting session—though I realize there
will be another round on the Notre Dame speech,
perhaps several more rounds. I keep thinking, how-
ever, of a speechwriting session of Harry Truman's,
at which most of his principal advisers, including
Dean Acheson, were present, and during which
policy was really and carefully shaped through its
articulation. But now Rumsfeld, with his endless
vocabulary of hand signals—stabbings, long.
fingered rounding out of abstractions, flat-handed
layering of relationships, squarings off, chops,
slaps, flicks, pinches, punches, piano playing and a
bit of harp work—gives concise and brisk explana•
tions of items he raises, and President Ford, in no
hurry, makes decisions as they are needed.

7:20 P.M. After 11 hours and 44 minutes of work in
the West Wing (this does not, of course, include
reading done in the residence between 5:30 and
7:30 in the morning, nor reading to be done there
later this evening), the President goes "home."

Oval Office meeting: Nessen, Rumsfeld, Hartmann, Marsh, Friedersdorf, "Are there any

traces at all of the temper tantrums? . . . Ford sounds, as always, totally serene."



Every-10-days-or-so routine: "The texture of Mr. Ford's hair is. extremely fine;
Mr. Pitts tries hard to give it the dry look, full on the sides."

PPP.'

Liberty is her name, and she gets a not inconsiderable number of letters,
all of which arc answered. There's also a resident Siamese cat named Shan.

With O'Donnell and Rumsfeld. "The style is that of Middle American business- "He does 20 push-ups and 20 lifts of his torso. He says he falls asleep in

men's in-group fast talk: 'Waffle . . . honcho . . . kind of salami-ing it.'" 10 seconds, sleeps soundly for five hours and wakes up fully refreshed."

Breakfast, TV and "an overpowering ambiance of history. The walls are papered' "This woman said, 'You're one of the few odd people who do things left-

in huge, lush and wildly inaccurate scenes of the War of Independence." handed when you sit down, but you're right-handed when you stand up.'"
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A hard—edged cc

'I have seen a first glimpse
4.r1u! who has been so considerat

compassion far beyond the

7:40 A.M. The President, accompanied by two
Secret Service men and a valet carrying the
brown suitcase, arrives from the residence. He
is dressed today in a flashy suit of bold vertical
stripes of shades of gray; he looks a bit drawn
this morning. It is raining again.

7i42 A.M. Brent Scowcroft goes in to show the
President dispatches from Henry Kissinger and in-
telligence messages that have accumulated over-
night. I sin not invited to join them; the. President,
in setting the ground rules for my access to him,
has specifically excluded these daily foreign-policy
and security sessions.

Lieutenant General Scowcroft, who is 50, is
Deputy Assistant to the President for National I
Security Affairs. This means—though you would
never know it to look at him—that he is Henry
Kissinger's administrative alter ego; when the Sec-
retary of State is away, and he is often away, the
general alone speaks for him to the President on
foreign and national-security matters. Short, wiry,
rooster-quick, with sparkling eyes, he seems a
living model of a sprite that must surely dwell in
Dr. Henry Kissinger, who cannot possibly be as
heavy and lugubrious all the way through as he
looks and sounds on the outside. As to point of
view, Scowcroft does in some eerie way actually
seem to inhabit Kissinger. The general is a rarity—
an intellectual soldier. He has a Ph.D. from Colum-
bia in international relations, he has studied at
West Point, Lafayette, Georgetown, the Strategic
Intelligence School, the Armed Forces Staff College
and the National War College; and he has been an
assistant professor of Russian history at West Point
andcda perorny.fessor of political science at the Air ForceA

5:30 11.14. Robert Trowbridge Hartmann, with whom
1 now enter the Oval Office, is one of the President's
two Counselors; he is 58. His explicit areas of
responsibility are speech-writing and, vaguely, poli-
tics, but he is a long-standing friend of Mr. Ford's
and was his Chief of Staff during the Vice-Presiden-
cy, and he talks about all sorts of things with
him now. Hearty, bluff, gray-haired, ruddy, he was
once Washington bureau chief for The Los Angeles
Times, and he is shrewd and accurate in assessing
how the press will respond to whatever the Presi-
dent does. He has a mischievous look in his eye

Before breakfast—"Lip since 5:30, as on most morn-
ings," and weft into the day's Washington Post.



TUESDA
A hard—edged conservative voice

1 have seen a first glimpse of another side of the man
who has been so considerate.. ..Is it an inability to extend
compassion far beyond the faces directly in view?'

7:40 A.M. The President, accompanied by two
Secret Service men and a valet carrying the
brown suitcase, arrives from the residence. He
Is dressed today in a flashy suit of bold vertical
stripes of shades of gray; he looks a bit drawn
this morning. It is raining again.

7342 A.M. Brent Scowcroft goes in to show the
President dispatches from Henry Kissinger and in-
telligence messages that have accumulated over-
night. I am not invited to join them; the President,
in setting the ground rules for my access to him,
has specifically excluded these daily foreign-policy
and security sessions.

Lieutenant General Scowcroft, who is 50, is
Deputy Assistant to the President for National
Security Affairs. This means—though you would
never know it to look at him—that he is Henry
Kissinger's administrative alter ego; when the Sec-
retary of State is away, and he Ls often away, the
general alone speaks for him to the President on
foreign and national-security matters. Short, wiry,
rooster-quick, with sparkling eyes, he seems a
living model of a sprite that must surely dwell in
Dr. Henry Kissinger, who cannot possibly be as
heavy and lugubrious all the way through as he
looks and sounds on the outside. As to point of
view, Scowcroft does in some eerie way actually
seem to inhabit Kissinger. The general is a rarity—
an intellectual soldier. He has a Ph.D. from Colum-
bia in international relations, he has studied at
West Point, Lafayette, Georgetown, the Strategic
Intelligence School, the Armed Forces Staff College
and the National War College; and he has been an
assistant professor of Russian history at West Point
and professor of political science at the Air Force
Academy.

8:30 A.M. Robert Trowbridge Hartmann, with whom
1 now enter the Oval Office, is one of the President's
two Counselors; he is 58. His explicit areas of
responsibility are speech-writing and, vaguely, poli-
tics, but he is a long-standing friend of Mr. Ford's
and was his Chief of Staff during the Vice-Presiden-
cy, and he talks about all sorts of things with
him now. Hearty, bluff, gray-haired, ruddy, he was
once Washington bureau chief for The Las Angeles
Times, and he is shrewd and accurate in assessing
how the press will respond to whatever the Presi-
dent does. He has a mischievous look in his eye

Before hreakfast—"Up since 5:30, as on most morn-
ings," and well into the day's Washington Post.

as he hands the President a strip of teletype, say-
ing, "You'll be happy to see that Martha Mitchell is
against you."
The Presioent reads and laughs. "That's a cheery

note at 8 in the morning," he says.
Hartmann hands him another item—some not-

so-cheery news about conservative Republicans;
and an announcement that the Senate is planning
to recess for Easter in just 10 days—which allows
a very short time for the struggles over taxes
and Cambodian aid.
He tells the President that a delegation from

the Gridiron Club —"the Privy Council of
the Press"—seeks an audience with him to present
a formal invitation to this year's dinner.
He gives the President a speech Ford had made

at William and Mary, as possible background
for an interview he is to have later in the day
with the editors of Fortune, on the development
of American institutions.
Then Hartmann says that Jack Stiles, a Grand

Rapids newspaperman who collaborated with Ford
on "Portrait of the Assassin," a book that was
a by-product of Ford's service on the Warren
Commission, wants some information from the
President's personal files.
Now I have a moment of seeing the President

as an author, with the look on his face of one
who may have a deal in the works.
THE AUTHOR: M-G-M contacted me about taking
"Portrait" and making a documentary of it. Buchen
turned them down. Then M-G-M contacted Jack,
and he went to California for a day or so.
They want to make three two-hour documentaries,
using "Portrait" as a theme. Our book took the
testimony of witnesses from the report, and it
backed up the commission's finding that Oswald
did it alone. Simon & Schuster's thinking of
republishing it. Jack wants to find out how the
radio and television rights stand. With all these
charges of assassination plots against Castro and
everything, there may be some interest. I still
think the way we used the witnesses' testimony
was: Number One (the forefinger rises to the count),
more readable than the report and than the other
books that were critical....
The President does not get beyond Number One.

Sin A.M. The senior staff meeting is apparently
lasting somewhat longer than usual this morning,
and Rumsfeld's deputy, Richard Cheney, fills in
for him while he is delayed.

Right away, Cheney brings up a sticky item.
In his first State of the Union Message, in January,
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urging "energy independence," the President asked

Congress to authorize full-scale commercial devel-

opment of the naval petroleum reserve at Elk

Hills, Calif. Out of the blue, a few days later,

without having notified the Administration, the

Standard Oil Company of California announced its

intention of pulling its drilling rigs out of Elk Hills

in order to avoid possible criticism of its role there.

(Elk Hills was one of the reserves involved in the

Teapot Dome scandal of 1922.) The Navy, Cheney

says, has not yet found a new operator and he raises

the question whether the reserve should be trans-

ferred from Navy to Interior Department control.

FORD: I'm more interested in getting action,

getting production, getting oil, than I am in what

agency runs the place. On my next trip west

I want to go out there and see first-hand what

Elk Hills looks like. I'm disturbed nothing's happen-

ing there. I'd like to get some action. We're

interested in substance, not jurisdiction!

8:110 A.M. Donald Rumsfeld, who comes in now,

is by far the most equal of the theoretically

equal top members of Mr. Ford's staff. He is

also, at 42, the youngest of them. His gift is for or-

ganization. He is the only member of the staff fre-

quenting the Oval Office in whose eye 1 think I can

see, now and then, behind his fashionable "aviator"

glasses with their delicate black rims, a glint that

seems to say, "That big leather chair on the

other side of the desk looks comfortable. I wonder

if it would fit me." He is bright, jealous, crafty

and fiercely combative; he once captained the Prince-

ton wrestling team. He served four terms in Con-

gress, representing the wealthy North Shore above

Chicago, and his voting record was almost identical

with Gerald Ford's. He Is a Nixon holdover—

campaigned for him in '66, ran the Office of

Economic Opportunity for him awhile, and in

1970 entered the White House as his Counselor

and Director of his Cost of Living Council. To

Rumsfeld's credit, he eventually was given the

shudders by Haldeman and Ehrlichman, and he had

himself shot out as far away from them as he

could be—to Brussels, as Ambassador to NATO.

President Ford called him home from there. His

active hands move as if blown by every gust in his

mind —always shaping, shaping, grasping bits of

form out of the chaos of power.

Now, taking over from Cheney, he reviews

the senior staff meeting and helps the President

plan the rest of the day.

8s07 A.M. As Jack Marsh is about to enter the

Oval Office, someone hands him an urgent cable

for the President's eyes. Marsh reads it. He says

to Terry O'Donnell. "Get General Scowcroft. The

President's going to want to ask him some ques-

tions about this." He enters and hands the paper

to the President. It is from Ambassador Frank Car-

lucci in Lisbon, and it informs the President of an

uprising against the Portuguese Government by air-

force units. Scowcroft is soon at attention before

the big desk.

FORD (Unfiapped): Do we have any information

that their air force has been unhappy?

SCOWCROFT: Not particularly, as a whole. Two

or three weeks ago there were some rumors

of a possible coup, primarily, it was thought,

in armed forces guarding—
FORD: Any philosophical differences between

the air-force group and other army units?

SCOWCROFT: Not that we know of. As a practical

matter, it would be difficult for the air force to

L

mount a coup.
FORD: Keep me posted, Brent.
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SCOWCROFT: I will, Mr. President.

FORD: I'm glad we've got Frank Carlucci over

there. He's a good man. Any further word from

Henry?

SCOWCROFT: Yes, sir. I'll bring it in later. From

Turkey. Not particularly encouraging.

John 0. Marsh, Jr., who is 48, and who, as

Counselor, is in over-all charge of the President's

relations with Congress and with various sectors

of the public, including businessmen, women, mi-

norities and consumers, has a way of pointing

at a photograph over the mantel in his office

of his farm in the Virginia hills and, with a

slanting look just above, and off to one side

of, his interlocutor's forehead, saying, "That's my

little shanty in Strasburg. I'm just a country

lawyer." Roughly translated, this means: Watch

out, my friend—take a good grip on your credit

cards. Jack Marsh was in Congress with Gerald

Ford—as a Byrd Democrat. Now calling himself an

Independent, he is ideologically much the most

conservative man in the inner circle on the staff

(in the 90th Congress, Gerald Ford voted 63

per cent of the time with the so-called conservative

coalition of Republicans and Southern Democrats;

Marsh voted with the coalition 98 per cent of

the time), yet he seems personally the most sensi-

tive and humane man in the group.

MARSH: Did you see that they've got this 36-

billion bill up there to create jobs? They apparently

put it together quietly in committee. . . .

By now I have noticed that whereas the Nixon

insiders used the word "they" when speaking of hos-

tile forces, the press, demonstrators, enemies, all who

were considered threatening, this Administration

uses it exclusively for a single, solid and frustrat-

ing entity—the Democratic majority in Congress.

FORD: Let's get some more information on

the bill. . . .

MARSH: I've been talking with some folks from

Chrysler, and they feel there's maybe too much

bad news about the economy coming out of here.

They were talking about boat shows. They've been

doing real well, selling lots and lots of big craft.

Sales are down on the blue-collar lines, the small

boats, but they're real happy over-all. Chrysler boat

sales are up and auto sales are down. Maybe we

ought to take hold of some signs . . .

Now Marsh brings up a sensitive matter. The

Washington Star has carried a story that Represent-

ative John Rhodes, the man who succeeded Gerald

Ford as Minority Leader of the House and an old

friend of his, has announced that House Republicans

are going to develop a legislative program of

their own, separate from the President's. He has

been quoted to the effect that "the days Republi-

cans can get elected on somebody else's coattails

are gone, gone forever."

MARSH: I'm not that upset about it, Mr. Pres-

ident . . .
The President's face is a mask. I can see no sur

-

prise, no hurt, no anger.

• 9'20 A.M. The Nessen group comes in.

NESSEN: I had a big go-round on the C.I.A.

In yesterday's briefing. I'd like to ask you this:

What are your personal views on the use of

assassination?
Here I do see a moment's flash of the Truman

style. Mr. Ford's answer is an immediate reflex.

FORD (leaning forward, striking the edge of

the desk repeatedly with a forefinger) I've been

assured it's not going on, and I don't want it

to go on.
Nessen gives a full account of the ferocity

of the questioning in yesterday's briefing. The

range of allegations, he says, is widening, to

the point of speculation that the C.I.A. may have

been involved in one or another Kennedy assassina-

tion, or both. What is he to say about all these

things?
A long discussion ensues, about who is, or

should be, checking out allegations of past plots

by the C.I.A. The question is not settled here;

It will be taken forward.
And I have seen one way in which policy

is spurred, if not engendered.

The Rhodes embarrassment is discussed. Rumsfeld

bitterly says he thinks the Republicans on the

Hill have been watching the President slide in

the polls and "are trying to put some light between

them and you. Wait till the polls go up again:

then they'll come running."

FORD: John's all right. I don't worry about him.

HARTMANN: It's like when I was writing papers

for the Republican Policy Committee—remember,

Mr. President?—and we called them Constructive

Republican Alternative Proposals. It didn't take

those clever Democrat lads long to find out what

the initials spelled.

Hearing this, I suddenly remember the paren-

theses marking deleted expletives marching like

an army of ants across the Nixon transcripts,

and I realize that I have yet to hear—except

In Hartmann's acronym, to cheer the President

up—a single four-letter word in this room.

Max L. Friedersdorf, Assistant to the President

for Legislative Affairs, gives a report on how

the President's request for $222-million in emergen-

cy aid for Cambodia stands in a Senate Foreign

Relations subcommittee and in a House Foreign

Affairs subcommittee, and how the dickering on

the tax-cut bill is coming along in the House

Way and Means Committee. Friedersdorf, a tall

blond Hoosier, a former newspaperman, is in

complete command of his material; he has pre-

liminary counts on how the votes will go in various

committees. The President, thoroughly at home with

Congressional give and take, talks zestfully, pre-

dicting how this man and that man will finally come

down. He names some who are dead set against

him; he speaks their first names with fondness.

The prospects are bleak. It is hard to understand

why the President, who has made so much of

the need for this aid, is not upset.

10350 A.M. The President receives a young lady

who has been dewignated Maid of Cotton for

1975. This stunt is a replica of yesterday's reception

of Miss America, except that it has more crassly

ommercial overtones.

At his press briefing a few minutes later, Ron

Nessen tells the mediamen about the visit to the

Oval Room of the Maid of Cotton, who in real life

Is Miss Kathryn Tenkhoff, of Sikeston, Mo.

NESSEN: Secretary Butz also attended the meeting.

Q: Did Butz come over just for that?

NESSEN: Cotton is his area of responsibility.

Q: How much cotton do they grow in Missouri?

NESSEN: They grow cotton queens in Missouri.

They grow cotton somewhere else.

11:01 A.M. The first sharp shock of the week

is in store for me.

Assembled in the Cabinet Room are all the Ad-

ministration's big guns on the economy and energy:

the President himself; Vice President Nelson Rocke-

feller; Secretary of the Treasury William Simon;

the President's Cabinet-rank Assistant for Economic

Affairs, William Seidman; the new Secretary of

Labor, John Dunlop; James Lynn of the Office

of Management and Budget; Chairman Alan Green-

span of the Council of Economic Advisers; Chair-

man Frank Zarb of the Energy Resources Council;



Dr. Burns of the Fed; Rumsfeld, Hartmann, Scow-
croft and some staff assistants.
The President asks Secretary Simon for a report

on the status of the tax-rebate bill.
SIMON: Mr. President, were attempting to keep
this to a temporary, one-shot thing. As you know,
the House has proposed a $21.3-billion rebate
using more or less our method, but lowering the
income allowance. No one in his right mind believes
that when they get going on this it'll be temporary.
On the Senate bill, I went up and testified before
the Senate Finance Committee, and I guess a
ball-park figure of where they'll come out would
be $25-billion, and you can bet your hat the
House won't be able to resist matching those
goodies • . .
FORD: Any chance of lifting the $200 ceiling on
individual rebates?
SIMON: There's a fair shot of getting $500.
Mr. President, this whole deal of theirs is more
of a welfare thing than anything else. They're
making the assumption that low-income people
should get more than their share of the giveaway.
It's just a welfare thing, Mr. President.
FORD: Let me ask you this: I have two sons
who worked last summer and earned about $1,500
each. Would they get $100 rebate?
SIMON: In my judgment absolutely.
FORD: That's ridiculous.
SIMON: If they're typical of young people who
work in the summertime—
FORD: It's ridiculous.
SIMON: I couldn't agree more, Mr. President.
SEIDMAN: Essentially it gives them back their
Social Security tax.
SIMON: That's exactly what it does.
HARTM,A NN: But if they go out and spend it—
FORD: They'll spend it, all right! (Laughter.)
A little later

FORD: What's going on about the oil-depletion
allowance?
SIMON: I think they're cutting a deal up there
right now. . . .

FORD (after more discussion): Our position
should be that we do not want a Christmas-tree bill,
with a whole lot of favors and gifts attached
to it, and we've got to attack the whole issue
of including cutting out the oil-depletion allowance
in the tax-stimulus bill.

This was the first time I had seen the President
aria the Vice President in the same room. They
now face each other on opposite sides of the
center of the long Cabinet table. The President,
as usual, is still, controlled, imperturbable. The
Vice President, by contrast, is as active as a
2-month-old kitten. He slumps, shoots bolt
upright, leans 'to one side, then to the other,
whispers, nods when he agrees, shakes his head
when he differs. Now he speaks up.
ROCKEFELLER: h it too late to propose an
excess-profits tax on the oil companies with an
allowance for plowback?
SIMON: It is, sir. We've proposed a windfall-
profits tax in preference to that.
FORD: I'm not sure I understand the difference
between a windfall and an excess-profits tax.
SIMON: Sir, the windfall tax aims like a rifle
at crude oil, as opposed to an excess-profits
tax which would cut across the whole range
of an extremely complex system of profit calcula-
tion.
GREENSPAN: Trying to audit through the profits
system of the multinationals would lead you into
a hopeless maze.

The Vice President subsides like a balloon with
the air escaping.
FORD: The main thing is to attach as few
amendments as possible to the tax bill, so as

to get the stimulus as soon as we can. . . .
The meeting lasts for an hour and 15 minutes

and goes into great detail on issues that are
quite technical: an intention to impose countervail-
ing duties on European Community dairy products;
proposed Export-Import Bank financing of liquefied
natural-gas facilities abroad; negotiations with
Chairman Albert Ullman of the House Ways and
Means Committee on the energy bill, and what to

Face to face, across the
Cabinet table—'the
Immovable Object and the
Irresistible Force:
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do about "their" $5.9-billion Emergency Employ-
ment Appropriations Act.

Mr. Rockefeihr with belling tones interrupts
the Ex-Im discussion with a warning that supertank-
ers carrying liquefied gas are extremely dangerous.
If one blew up in an American port, he says,
the whole city would go up. He paints a vivid
picture of urban devastation.
The President's interventions are minor, until

the discussion of the Democrats' big bill to provide
Jobs. Here his only interest is in keeping spending
down. He proposes the preparation, as quickly
as possible, of "an updated scoreboard" on the
budget, reflecting Congressional proposals to spend
more and more, and Congressional refusals to
rescind or defer spending already authorized. He
stresses more than once the need to dramatize
"their" additions to the deficit.

Why am I shocked? Because in this discussion
I have seen a first glimpse of another side of
the man who has been so considerate, so open
and so kind to me as an individual—what seems
a deep, hard, rigid side. Talking here he has
seemed a million miles away from many Americans
who have been hardworking people all their lives
and are now feeling the cruel pinch of hard times.
What is it in him? Is it an inability to extend
compassion far beyond the faces directly in view?
Is it a failure of imagination? Is it something
obdurate he was born with, alongside the energy
and serenity he was born with?

12:14 P.14. He takes Rockefeller into the Oval
Office with him. To my regret I am not invited
to join them—I would have loved to see the
Immovable Object and the Irresistible Force collide.

I gather they talk about two things. First,
the Domestic Council. This body, originally con-
ceived as a planning unit in the Executive, de-
volved under Nixon and Ehrlichman into an opera-.
tional clearinghouse that kept things moving. Ford
and his staff early saw a need to restore its
predictive function, because it was obvious that
the President was not by nature a planner. Ford
had had a long habit of juggling a multiplicity
of problems in the Congress that demanded instant
attention; everything was always on a day-to-
day basis. And he succeeded to the Presidency,
as his Counsel Philip Buchen puts it, "under
a tyranny of urgency." And much as he would
have liked to emulate Truman, he lacked Truman's
sense of history—lacked a feel for how a decision
would look five—or 50—years hence. The thought
was that Rockefeller, having put a Commission on
Critical Choices to work after he resigned from the
Governorship of New York, might bring a planning
competence to the council. Ford appointed James
D. Cannon, long a political adviser to Rockefeller,

as director of the council, and the two men talk
now about the early stages of Cannon's and the
Council's work.

Second, the C.I.A. Who should investigate?

12135 1%14. The President calls in Alan Greenspan
to fill him in on the conversation yesterday with
Dr. Burns. Alan Greenspan is a devotee of Ayn
Rand ("The Fountainhead," "Atlas Shrugged").
the Objectivist philosopher, and, like her, he advo-
cates pure laissez-faire capitalism and "rational
selfishness."

12:411 P.M. General Scowcroft goes in for two
minutes—presumably with the latest word from
Dr. Kissinger.

12:44 P.14. Mr. Ford receives Frank Stanton, former

vice chairman of the board of CBS, who for a year
and a half has chaired a panel, set up jointly
by the U.S. Advisory Commission on Information
and the U.S. Advisory Commission on International
Education and Cultural Affairs, reviewing the op-
erations of the U.S. Information Agency, the Voice
of America and the Bureau of Cultural Affairs
of the Department of State.

Before each appointment, the President

is given what is formally called a briefing paper;
informally, a talking paper. It has three parts:
a statement of the purpose of the appointment,
background and "talking points"—actual language
the President might appropriately use.

In this instance, Mr. Ford has been given the
following talking points:

"(1) I understand that your panel has addressed
some of the long-standing issues. . . . These
activities play an important role. . .
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"(2) There have been a
number of proposals in recent
years for restructuring our
information and cultural acti-
vities...."
Mr. Stanton is then to be

given a chance to make his
recommendations—which, in
the event, are that U.S.I.A.'s
Information functions be
transferred to the State De-
partment, that the long-range
cultural functions of U.S.I.A.
and State be combined within
State and that the Voice of
America be set up as an inde-
pendent entity under a
Government-and-public board.

"(2) The scope of your study
and its recommendations are
very impressive. I will want
to have it studied very care-
fully . . . .
"(4) Thank you for your

efforts . . . . You have made
a most needed and timely
contribution."

Actually, the exchange is
far freer and a little less
grammatical than this, but

all the same, it's the way
it goes.

1:10 P.M. The President re-

tires for lunch. I Join him
for a few minutes in his two-

room hideaway. One room is
a small study, the walls of
which are covered with me-
mentos, including a huge
Presidential seal, which is ac-
tually a rug, hooked for the
President in Grand Rapids by
his half - sister - in - law, Mrs.
Richard Ford; in one corner
there is a luxurious stuffed-
leather Barcalouniter, into
which the President occasion-
ally settles to read.

His lunch is served on a
tray on a small table beside
a desk in the other room.
Day in and day out, Mr.

Ford eats exactly the same

lunch — a ball of cottage
cheese, over which he pours
a small pitcherful of A-1
Sauce, a sliced onion or a
quartered tomato, and a small
helping of butter-pecan ice
cream.

"Eating and sleeping." he
says to me, "are a waste
of time."

I tell him that it has ap-
peared to me that he likes
being President.
"1 do," he says. "It's mainly

the challenge, John. I always
have enjoyed facing up to
problems; it's always been a
sort of way of life with me—
and you certainly have them
here. I really enjoy getting
up every morning, looking at
the schedule, seeing what the
problems ars, I don't long
To the end orthe day."

2:03 P.M. Secretary of De-
fense James Schlesinger and
General Scowcroft are closet-
ed with the President, to re-
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port on the deteriorating si-

tuations in Cambodia and

Vietnam. After about half an

hour, I am admitted.

They are talking about G.I.-

bill education, which the Pres-

ident apparently wants to cut

back, or perhaps cut out al-

together. The tall, rugged-

looking Secretary holds the

line as well as he can.

FORD: You do get into a

paradoxical situation. You

have an all-volunteer service,

but these benefits give an

Incentive to get out.

SCHLESINGER: They give an

incentive to get in, sir. But

many will stay. Were attract-

ing a different sort of person.

FORD: Ever thought of of

feting a greater educational

opportunity if they stay in?

SCHLESINGER: We do some

of that now, Mr. President,

but we're going to cut back

on it. English grammar but

not basket weaving, for which

they've gotten credit in the

past.

FORD: There are things I

can do to cut off certain

benefits. But we'll have to

go to Congress sooner or la-

ter. There has to come a

time when we end the so-

called Vietnam war, and all

its extras.

SCHLESINGER: We'll get up

an options paper on the

whole thing.
The two now discuss several

other subjects—officers' pay,

certain personnel decisions,

Thailand, Diego Garcia, Turk-

ey.
Suddenly the President

leans forward, and with a

vigor far surpassing any I

have previously seen him

show, his voice rising almost

to a shout, his forefinger

pounding on the edge of the

desk, he adjures the Secretary

to get the Navy going on

the Elk Hills petroleum re-

serve.
FORD: Get up there and

get the legislation, or we're

going to give that whole deal

to Interior. Tell 'em to get

off their cushions up there at

the Navy. The Navy damn

well better get moving. I want

you to get action. It strikes

me the Navy likes the cushy

little deal they've got out

there. I'm going to go and

see Elk Hills, and when I

come back I'm going to be

one of the few people who's

actually seen the place, and

I'm going to be in a position

to tell 'em what's what. Now

you get going.

SCHLESINGER (to his Com-

mander in Chief): Yes, sir.

3:011 P.M. Rumsfeld, Cheney

and William N. Walker, Di-

rector of the Presidential Per-

sonnel Office, come in' to talk
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main late at night. He no
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about some prospective ap-
pointments.

4:20 P.M. Marsh, Cheney, Ca-
binet Secretary James Con-
nor and Dr. Robert Goldwin
enter to warm Mr. Ford up
for the Fortune interview. Dr.
Goldwin has recently been
appointed a consultant, with
a mission of bringing intellec-
tuals in to see the President.
So far, he has exposed Ford
to people like Irving Kristol,
of the Department of Urban
Values, New York University;
Mrs. Gertrude Himmelfarb,
historian, of City College,
New York; Thomas Sowell, an
eminent black economist, of
U.C.L.A.; Herbert Storing, a
political scientist, of the
University of Chicago, and
Edward Bonfield, an urban
specialist, of the University
of Pennsylvania.

In preparation for this
meeting, Dr. Goldwin has pro-
vided Mr. Ford with the En-
cyclopedia of Americen Histo-
ry, edited by Richard B. Mor-
ris, et at., and the Encyclopedia
of American Facts and Dates,
edited by Gorton Carruth,
with certain pages tabbed. Mr.
Ford hes done his homework.
There is a meandering conver-
sation on history—one which
Mr. Truman would never have
needed; or, had he heard it.
would have called just too
damned highfalutin.

4:55 P.M. Fortune editors in.
Goes pretty well, Mr. Ford
reports afterward.

5:40 P.M. Marsh, Friedesdorf,
Cannon, Cheney, Lynn, Lynn's
0.M.B. deputy, Paul O'Neill,
and a couple of other staff
members meet with the Pres-
ident to discuss the possibility
of sending a message to Con-
gress on a consumer protec-
tion bill.
Once again, as the group

reviews a long options paper,
I hear In the President's com-
ments the distant, hard-edged,
negative voice I heard this
morning in the economy-ener-
gy meeting.
FORD: Is a consumer-protec-
tion bill in any form a viola-
tion of our new policy of
limited spending?

LYNN: You're going to get a
new law, no matter what
you put in this. Its almost
a certainty they'll have a law.
FORD: Then you get a ques-
tion: Is it wise for me to
go with a message?
LYNN: Well — to get out in 1
front with the consumer. . . .
FORD: On page 2, we ought
to hold this for further study
. . . . I'd be very hesitant
about establishing a consu-
mer-representative office in
every department. Your agen-
cy head is going to lose con-



A memento-filled hideaway. The hooked-rug seal was made in
Grand Rapids— by the President's half-sister-in-law.

trol. . We ought to get bet-
ter titles for things. The De-
mocrats come up with titles
like Model Cities, and we
come up with the Ocean
Dumping Act.. .. (Considera-
bly later, after discussion of
19 of 24 options): I must
say, on the basis of what
we've been talking about, I
can't see justification for
sending up a message on con-
sumer protection.. . .

In the end, Marsh suggests
thnt at a Cabinet meeting
the President might "mandate
the departments to concern
themselves with consumer
considerations." The Pres-
ident adds that he might then
also write laters to the chair-
men of the appropriate com-
mittees, on the need for cer-
tain reforms in the regulatory
agencies,

I So much for the faraway
consumer.

6:55 P.M. Rumsfeld and
Cheney come in together for
the evening cleanup. At one
point:
RUMSFELD: This is just
something to think about.
It occurred to me after
our meeting this morning
with Ron (Hessen] that
began as a session where
he could get guidance from
you, and then the Congres-
sional side came in, so Max
[Friedesdorf] could get guid-
ance, then other voices were
added, so that now it has be-
come a kind of senior staff

meeting. This morning it was
scheduled for 15 minutes and
lasted an hour.
FORD: This morning the
circumstances were rather
special.
RUMSFELD: That's true.
That's true. But what I'm
wondering is whether there
shouldn't be a regular senior
staff meeting in place of that.
And whether we shouldn't get
in a somewhat different cast
of characters — Jim Lynn,
Brent, Jack, Bob. It's fine for
Ron to come to you and get
your position on things, be-
yond which he wouldn't go.
FORD: As long as he could
get some input from you and
others besides myself--
RUMSFELD: Sure. He does
that all day every day. . . .
Maybe the senior staff meet-
ing should be followed by
a smaller group in here with
you.
CHENEY: Or perhaps you
should preside over the senior
staff group.
FORD: Always remembering
that I get more out of a
meeting with several people
than just one.
RUMSFELD: I'm just think-
ing of the most efficient use
of your time.
FORD: Why don't you think
it through and come up with
a plan?

7:20 P.M. Mr. Ford leaves
for the residence. Today he
spent four minutes less ir
his office than yesterday.
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'Why is he so quiet when he loses
...as if nothing really has been
lost—and that nothing would
have been gained, either, if he
had won?'
7:38 A.M. Here he comes
along the walkway through
another soggy dawn. He steps
through a tall door into the
brightness of the office in
a newish three-piece suit,
middling brown with a faint
check, trousers cuffless, and
when he bends down over
the brown suitcase for some
papers and then swings quick-
ly toward his desk chair, coat-
tails flying, you can see that
the pattern of his silk foulard
tie, riding a sliver of a tiepin,
is repeated in the lining of
the jacket. He has no less
than three pens clipped in
the vest pocket over his heart.
The Presidential seal helps
link his white cuffs.

Like everyone else in the
vicinity, I am energized by
the zest of this arrival. I
feel the need of a lift. Some
bad questions have been
building In my mind. What-
ever became of the motto
of "communication, concilia-
tion, compromise and cooper-
ation" with the Congress that
the President promised on the
evening after his swearing-
in? Why does everything here
seem to present itself in terms
of a contest with "them"?
Yet when he loses and "they"
win a round in that struggle,
why is he so quiet, so unper-
turbed, as if nothing really
has been lost — suggesting
that nothing would have been
gained, either, if he had won?
What is the-source and nature
of the deep, hard sound I
heard in this kind man's voice
yesterday, the sound that
troubled me so?

7:42 A.M. General Scowcroft
and David Peterson, of the
C.I.A. White House Support
Staff, go in for the daily brief-
ing.

8102 A.M. Counselor Hart-
mann goes in for his daily
appointment.

But this morning, I go to
the senior staff meeting, in
a sort of mini-Cabinet room,
where Teddy Roosevelt glares
down exultantly from over

the mantel at the bully young
chaps he sees at the long
table. Ford's staff, befitting
his constant yearning to be
with friends, is horizontal in
form. Nixon's was pyramidal;
urgencies mounted the slopes
to Haldeman at the apex, and
then went in, maybe. Nine
men of Ford's staff can walk
into the Oval Office at any
time—though there are ob-
viously heavy constraints on
their doing so: Assistant Rums-
feld, Assistant Kissinger (or
Scowcroft), Counselor Marsh,
Counselor Hartmann, Press
Secretary Hessen, Counsel
Buchen, Assistant (Economy)
Seidman, Assistant (Budget)
Lynn, Assistant (Domestic
Council) Cannon. The senior
staff comprises these men,
and they or their deputies,
and some others, like Frank
("the Energy Zarb") Zarb,
Greenspan and Friedesdorf,
attend. Secretary Simon is
sometimes present, though
not today.

Rumsfeld sits at one and
of the long table, and he
calls on one man after anoth-
er. Whoever has something
on his mind that he thinks
the President either should
know or should act upon
speaks his piece; others take
passes.

Budget's Lynn says that
yesterday he took the liberty
of telling some reporters that
the Democrats' $5.9-billion
emergency spending bill
would overstimulate the econ-
omy and swell the deficit,
and that he would urge the
President to veto it; perhaps
some of the staff have seen
the story in this morning's
Post.

Several have. There is some
talk about "how high a pro-
file" the President should
have on vetoes at this stage
of delicate bargaining. Up to
this morning, he has vetoed
25 bills—has been the most
veto - prone President since
Grover Cleveland, the all-time
record holder. Most of his
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vetoes have been standing up recently, how-

ever. and indeed, Friedesdorf now reports

that yesterday the Democratic leadership de-

cided it did not have the troops to override

Mr. Ford's veto of the 90-day oil-tax delay.

"Just thought I'd toss out a signal to them,"

Lynn says.
Fliedesdorf tells the staff he has some

other good news, too, for a change—that

the Senate Foregn Relations subcommit-

tee dealing with emergency aid to Cam-

bodia yesterday voted 4 to 3 in favor of

giving the Cambodians $125 - million, and a

House Foreign Affairs subcommittee split 3

to 3 on a proposal for somewhat less aid; the

Cambodian proposition is not dead. . . .

8340 A M. In the Oval Office.
RUMSFELD: The slot situation. As you

know, we've been keeping periodic book on

how we're doing on the 10 per cent reduction

in the White House staff. We now have 533

permanents. We're aiming for 490, although

we budgeted 500 for some leeway. It's very

hard; there's constant pressure to add peo-

ple. Last month we had 17 departures and

13 arrivals. We have a sizable percentage to

reduce between now and June.

FORD: You'll just have to keep the pressure

on.
RUMSFELD: We should be thinking about

the problem of coordinating domestic and

foreign policies. This has been a problem in

our Government since the forties, at least.

On that business yesterday of the counter-

vailing duties on European cheese and so

on, Simon went ahead on the basis of

domestic pressures— no contact with State,

which has to deal with the repercussions in

the European Economic Community. Some-

thing to think about. . . .

9300 A.M. One of Counselor Marsh's many

duties is as White House overseer of plans

for the Bicentennial in 1976. On the way in

to his appointment, Marsh, a Virginian chau-

vinist, whispers to me that he thinks of the

whole forthcoming celebration not as Bi-

centennial but as Tercentennial—on account

of Bacon's Rebellion against the colonial au-

thorities in 1676.
MARSH (to the President): They're getting

ready to go with a Wagon Train, a

Freedom Train—all sorts of national pro-

grams. some O.K., some awful. The work-

load an the Bicentennial is getting pretty

fierce, Mr. President, and I wonder if we could

,set up a task force on it? I'd suggest [Human

Resources Assistant] Marrs, Cheney, Goldwin,

[Cabinet Secretary.) Connor, [Domestic Coun-

cil Director] Cannon.

FORD: Good idea.
MARSH: Each state will have one week of

national observance, with one night each in

the Kennedy Center. With 50 states, that'll

take just about the whole year. It's.an idea

that might suit me, but it sure might not suit

you. Once a week!
FORD: The only thing that would suit you

would be a I3-week celebration, for the

original 13 colonies. Right?

MARSH: Of which Virginia, sir, was the first.

Do you know that until 1937, Virginia was a

colony longer than she was a state?

FORD: Some think longer than that.

MARSH: We've got to work out a role for

you that won't pull you apart. . . The 1876

Centennial theme was technology. Alexander

Graham Bell introduced the telephone, up in

Philadelphia, I think it was. There was the

reciprocating engine. New processes. Men

came on from St. Louis and Akron and Coun-

cil Bluffs, and there was a great outward

•
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burst in technology. We

need to get some sort of logos

built into our planning.

FORD: Jack Stiles Eco-au-

thor of "Portrair] was talk-

ing to me about the idea

of getting an American elec-

tronic and aviation and space.

industry show set up at Cape

Canaveral. They've got a lot

of unused space down there

since the cutbacks.
MARSH: A sophisticated

Disneyland. That's a good

idea.
FORD: I think it's a meri-

torious idea....

9:19 A.M. Most of the discus-

sion in the Nessen group this

morning is political. Max

Friedesdorf's slightly encour-

aging news from the Hill

raises questions: how to push

through as much Cambodian

aid as will survive; how to

get Congress to move on the

tax bill; how to get "their"

big-spending bill recommitted.

The President stirs with

pleasure—it almost seems as

it he has suddenly walked

through a door into his real

self. Familiar names: the old

horse-trading routines. Even

his hands seem independently

to enjoy themselves now as

they settle into the little en-

actments of bargaining they

know so well — counting.

weighing, arresting; a finger

encircles a thumb (We have

that man), knuckles rap thn

desk (Try again), the whole

hand flaps (He's hopeless),
reminiscences about motions

to recommit like memories of

great football games. The

names like candies in his

mouth: Frank, Gale, Hugh,

John, Al, Herman, Gaylord,

Barber, Mike. . . .
FORD: That Gale McGee

is a r.tanch guy. I remember

when Gale and I used to

fight tooth and nail for

foreign appropriations. In

those days, old Passman was

adamant against anything

foreign. . . . What's the next

step, Max?
FRIEDESDORF: Well, the

House subcommittee will vote

again, of course, and the full

Senate Committee will vote,

I believe, on Monday.

FORD; Anything I can do?

FRIEDESDORF: Our present

count on the probable vote

in the full Senate committee

is 7 to 7, with Senator Percy

undecided. I think a call to

the Senator would be most

helpful.
FORD: Sure. I'll call Chuck.

JACK HUSHEN (Nessen's

deputy, who is going to have

to take the briefing this morn-

ing, because Nessen will he

sitting in on a scheduled Cabi-

net meeting): What am I to

say about this Republican loy-

alty oath, to you and the

principals of the party, that

C)/
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Representative Anderson and

Senator Percy are circulating?
A kind of pledge of allegiance
to the party.
FORD: Haven't see it. I only

saw the news story.
FRIEDESDORF: John Ander-

son mentioned it Monday
night.

RUMSFELD: A value it does

have is that it brings people

out into the open, and it
offsets that Rhodes stuff

about a program independent
of yours.

FORD: Let's say, I'm grate-

ful for this show of strong
support—
HARTMANN (always the

realist): You don't have that

yet.
FORD (trying again): I'm

grateful for the support, and

I hope as many as possible—

MARSH: "Loyalty oath" is

not what it is.
FORD: I wouldn't use that

term at all.
FRIEDESDORF: Or even

"vote of confidence." . . .

HUSHEN: Jim Lynn came

out in the papers urging you

to veto the big emergency

fobs bill. Do you want to

say something about that?

FORD: I do feel an inclina-

tion to veto a bill for $5.9-

billion. But I don't want to

get too far out in front on

that, because some of these

smart politicians up there

might tack onto the bill some-

thing we want a lot—this

Cambodia and Vietnam aid.

This word of warning from

Jim Lynn, Director of O.M.B.

—that's a pretty strong sig-

nal. That's as far as I'd want

to go just now....

9:46 A.M. Mr. Ford reads

some briefing papers—Cabi-

net meeting coming. Across

the room, the Seymour grand-

father clock utters, utters, ut-

ters..

\
10:17 A 14, The President

goes to the Cabinet Room

to greet 53 state and national

winners of the 28th annual

Voice of Democracy script-

writing contest, sponsored by

the Veterans of Foreign Wars

and its Ladies' Auxiliary, for

which, this year, half a million

competing 10th-, 11th, and

12th-grade students across

the country have written

short broadcast scripts on the

theme "My Responsibility as

a Citizen."
As the Chief Executive en-

ters, these young presences
fill the Cabinet Room with
a vibrant energy, like that

of a ravenous school of fish

breaking water to feed. They

surge forward, wink flash-

bulbs, blurt out heartfelt en-

couragement and advice. The

President's cool soon quiets

them.

Mr. Ford's talking paper

has offered him some bland

suggestions on how to greet

these winners: "I want to

thank . . . congratulate . . .

would like to hear each one

of you. . . ."

Instead he strikes Out on

his own with a brief and

basic civics lesson—so basic

as to be, it seems, quite a

few grade levels below those

of his audience; yet he deliv-

ers the central passage of

this simple lecture with an

intensity of emotion that I

have not heard in anything

he has said up to this time:

FORD: I think this is a

wonderful thing for the
V.F.W., of which I am a mem-
ber, and its Ladies' Auxiliary,

to have done. You've been
here for a week? Then I trust
you've seen all three branches
of the Government. This
Government of ours has three

coequal branches. First we
have the Supreme Court,

that's the first branch. Then
the Senate and the House
of Representatives, that's the

second. And then we have

the President, and the Execu-

tive branch, that's the third.

We have a system of checks

and balances. The founders

of this Government, those

who drafted the Constitution,

had very strong feelings that

the best way to protect indi-

vidual freedom and to meet

the challenges from day to

day was to keep this system
of checks and balances in

each branch strong—and also

to leave substantial powers

in the hands of state and

local governments. I hope

you'll go back to your states

and sooner or later you'll take

some part in one of these

branches, whether in the judi-

ciary, or as a Senator or

Congressman, or maybe right

here as President. Have a safe

trip home, and we'll see you

back here one of these days,

hopefully, running things.

10:22 A.M. General Scow-

(Continued on Page 58)

The President: 'Let's say, I'm
grateful for this show of strong sup-
port.' Counselor Hartmann (always

the realist): 'You don't have that yet.'
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Continued from Page 54

croft and Rumsfeld confer
with the President in the Oval
Office.

10:45 A.M. Mr. Ford spends
a quarter of an hour preparing
himself for the Cabinet meet-
ing. 11:04 A.M.—The Presi-
dent enters the Cabinet Room.
11:05 A.M.—"Camera Oppor-
tunity": Photographers hustle
and shove. 11:07 A.M.—Exit
press.

11:08 A.M.
FORD: We have a very full
plate today, and we should
get started.
He greets two new Secre-

taries, Carla Hills of HUD and
Bill Coleman of Transporta-
tion, and reserves time for
a departing Secretary, Peter
Brennan of Labor, to speak
at the end of the meeting.
He tells the Cabinet that

with the extension of the Clem-
ency Board's period of activi-
ty, there has come a sudden
flood of 11,000 new applies-
tions for clemency from draft
evaders and A.W.O.L.'s, with
4,000 to 5,000 more cases ex-
pected before the deadline.
To save money on the huge
load of clerical work this will
entail, he asks all the depart-
ments to lend staff personnel
to the Clemency Board.
Now he calls on Vice Pres-

ident Rockefeller to give the
Cabinet an account of the
recent drama in the Senate
over the filibuster. "I might
add," Ford says, "that Rocky
handled himself brilliantly."
The Vice President rises,

brimming with joy, and Dick
Parsons, a towering assistant
of his, props up a large chart
on an easel at the end of
the room, and hands Mr.
Rockefeller a wooden pointer.
ROCKEFELLER: . . . On
Jan. 10, 1 asked the Presi-
dent how he wanted Rule
22, which regulates filibus-
ters, handled. The President
decided that as the presiding

officer of the Senate, it was
my responsibility and that I
should handle it as I saw
fit. As you can see by the
chart, there are essentially
two strategies, referred to as
the Northern and Southern
route. . . . Mondale put two
motions in one during this
period, which is incorrect, and
that was disallowed. Then
Senator Allen put three mo-
tions in one which was also
disallowed. Senator Byrd and
Senator Griffin finally agreed
on the wording of the motion,
hut Mansfield objected. . . .
As we move through these
series of steps outlined on
the chart, alternating between
the Northern and Southern
routes and various motions,
we reached a point where
I asked for the clerk to call

the roll. Senator Allen object-
ed and raised a point of par-
liamentary inquiry. The Vice
President again then asked
for the roll to be called, and
again Senator Allen raised the
point of question of parlia-
mentary inquiry and again
I asked for the roll to be
called. This is where the con-
troversy really became a pub-
lic feud. The Senators at that
point gave me a very bad
time. But according to Rule
19 in the Senate, on a point
of parliamentary Inquiry, the
Chair is allowed, at his discre-
tion, to recognize or not rec-
ognize the Senator. At any
rate, we finally reached an
agreement. There was a two-
hour recess during which a
compromise was worked out,

1and the final agreement was
the Southern route, which is
the way the majority wanted
to go. Everyone was happy—
the conservatives, the liberals, '
the Republicans and the Dem-
ocrats have all generally
turned out to be fairly happy
about it. I have arranged a
Peries of small dinners with
various members of the Sen-
ate to make certain that there
are no hard feelings. . . .
I might add, Mr. President,
that I am grateful for the
support that you gave me
during this period, both public-
ly and privately. I appreciate
it, and I believe and hope
I did what you wanted. . . .
FORD: At this time, I would
like Earl Butz to tell us what
has been happening to farm
and food prices, and what .
we can expect for the rest
of the year: Earl?
BUTZ: Well, Mr. President,
it looks like this. There has
been a 14 per cent increase
in price of food in 1974 over 1
1973. Eighty per cent of that
increase has come after the i
product has left the farm. 1
This can be accounted for
by higher wages, higher trans-
portation costs and higher
fuel costs. While the increase
has slowed down some, it
has not stopped during the '
first quarter of 1975. It ap-
pears that food prices will
be up 11/2 per cent to 2 per
cent over the last quarter
of 1974. So the increase has
slowed down markedly. It is
interesting to note that the
index of prices paid by farm-
ers is up 12 per cent, but
the index of prices received
by farmers is down by about
15 per cent. The statis-
tic that you will find interest-
ing is that 17 per cent of
the take-home pay of the
average American will go for
food. This Is down slightly
over 1973, and also interest-
ing to note is that only Cana-
da and the United States are
nations below 20 per cent
of take-home pay going for



food. This can be attributed

to several things. One-third

of the meals are currently

eaten outside of the home.

Looking toward 1975, we

anticipate a leveling off or
decline in food prices. There
will be more beef eaten by

Americans this year by about

7 pounds per capita for

the year. However, Americans
will eat less pork and poultry
per person, and the beef will

be relatively cheap. Fruits and
vegetables will generally be
less expensive, and of course,

Mr. President, you know

about our peanut problem.

We have had one for years.

We are up to our ears in

peanuts. The area where we

will be shortest in everyday

diets will be an grain-fed beef.

Mr. President, you can expect

a record wheat crop. Since 70

per cent of all wheat in

America is winter-grown, that

crop is already in. We have

had a 6 per cent increase in

acreage, and 400 million to

500 million bushels of grain

above last year's crop, so we

will have a record crop. We

currently have four million

acres in soybean cultivation.

So we hope, as we look to-

ward 1975, the escalation of

food prices is behind us.

FORD: Are the farmers happy,

Earl?
BUTZ: No sir, they aren't.

Now the President intro-

duceS Administrator Russell

Train of the Environmen-

tal Protection Agency to

explain a controversial de-

cision Mr. Train made last

week, giving the automobile

industry until 1978 or even—

if Congress will approve—un-

til 1982 to meet final antipol-

lution standards.
TRAIN: Thank you, Mr.

President. As most of you

know, it was a very compli-

cated and controversial issue.

. . . As you know, autos

using catalytic converters cut

down pollutants, give low

operating costs, better gas

consumption and have fewer

maintenance problems: but it

has been found that they also

give sulphuric - acid mist,

which is dangerous. So the

decision was whether to hold

the line and continue with

the interim standards, or to

go with the higher standards

and run the risk of putting

the sulphuric-acid mist in the

air. Our research indicated

that the sulphuric acid was

a very real and dangerous

problem. While it isn't a na-

tional problem yet, it soon

could be, and we really can't

afford to play the numbers

game. Through our research

we found that desulphuriza-

tion was not a good solution,

for it would take some two

years of research and testing

to be prepared to do that

on a regular basis. We also

found that sulphate traps

aren't a solution, and not

something that our technolo-

gy is readily able to produce.

The real concern we had was

if we moved to the new higher

level of standard, which is

the .9 California standard, we

would actually be doubling

1
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the amount of sulphuric acid

in the air. Therefore, after

much thought and a lot of

advice, the decision was made

to stay with the 1975 interim

standard, 1.5 per cent hydro-

carbons as opposed to .9 per

cent, the California standard.

This of course caused con-

siderable problems. The

health-services industry was

not happy, the auto people

were not happy, and the May-

ors and Governors were not

happy.
There is considerable dis-

cussion of the catalytic-con-

verter issue. Vice President

Rockefeller, having had a nice

chance to talk, is relatively

unbouncy today, but soon he

does sound another of his

alarms.
ROCKEFELLER: Mr. Pres,

ident, I fear that this could

really become a serious politi-

cal problem and perhaps a

liability next year. I know

we will have examples of ga-

rages catching on fire and

people burning to death; cars

catching on fire, gas stations

exploding—all because of the

catalytic converter. ' If

someone wanted to make this

a political issue in 1976 and

brought out these gruesome

details and stories, they

would put the burden on your

back, and they would be ask-

ing why you didn't tell them

that this was a problem. . . .

TRAIN (later): Mr. Vice

President, what you say is

true, perhaps to a certain

extent, and if one carried it

to the extreme, it could be-

come a political liability.

However, the reports about

fires, explosions and death

are very fragmented at best.

We simply don't have ade-

quate information at this time

to prove that this is true.

If we do pull the catalyst

off the automobile at this

time, we will have an increase

of three times in the level

of pollutants.
ROCKEFELLER: I would

really like to see the President

take the public into his con-

fidence and include them in

this information, so they feel

like they are sharing in the

ecisions, and we can assist

them in making their deter-

minations, and this therefore

will not become a political

liability at a future date. . . .

FORD (after 20 minutes' dis-

cussion): Last October we de-

cided that an inflation impact

statement should be made

about all new legislation

which we were proposing, and

the Congress was proposing.

. Maybe we can do the same

thing here. It says something

about my basic philospohy

of government. I think that

we have to implement this

philosophy, and the consumer
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has a right to know what
the exact ' impact, both pros
and cons, will be of decisions
which his Government is mak-
ing. It's not just environmen-
tal regulations that raise this
issue. There are literally thou-
sands of examples. I recall
the problem we had with the
truckers' regulation issued by
the Department of Transpor-
tation before you arrived, Bill.
I had to make a decision
on New Year's, when I was
on vacation, to let a regula-
tion go forward because we
were so far down the road
on it. To hold it up would
have imposed economic hard-
ship on the industry, which
had geared up to implement
the Federal rule. As a result,
we are increasing the cost
of trucks and trailers 5 to
7 per cent — it's some
very large sum like $200-mil-
lion dollars. I now understand
that this regulation might
force some companies out of
business. I have no doubt
that Many energy regulations
create the same kind of dislo-
cations. Therefore, when we
submit legislation and propo-
sals, we must make certain
that we know both sides of
the story and what the total
impact will be, so we can in-
form the Congress and the
public about everything to do
with that particular problem.
Next the President calls on

Secretary Schlesinger to brief
the Cabinet on the situation
in Cambodia and Vietnam.
The Secretary unwraps

maps; there is some joshing,
to the effect that he might
simply use Rocky's filibuster
chart, which is still on the
easel, to make his case. .
The Secretary's briefing, the

discussion that follows it, and
Secretary Brennan's swan
song, uttered in the street
hardened tones of Hell's
Kitchen, Manhattan, conclude
the meeting,

12:44 P.M. The President re-
turns to the Oval Office for
a chat with Secretary Morton.
They discuss Morton's immi-
nent transfer from Interior
to Commerce.

12158 P.M. Mr. Ford is joined
by Congressmen John Rhodes
and Albert H. Quie for a short
prayer meeting. Mel Laird
usually joins the group in
these habitual devotions,
which have continued inter-
mittently for about seven
years; he is unable to
be present today. The three
talk awhile, then each prays
aloud and alone for about
a minute, asking for guidance,
giving thanks, weaving in his
largest concerns, praying not
only for his own interest or
for those of the President,
but also for the good of Con-
gress and the country. Then

the three intone the Lord's
Prayer together.

1;10 P.M. Lunch: cottage
cheese drenched in A-I Sauce,
and so forth. 1:20 P.M.—Mil-
dred Leonard, Mr. Ford's
executive secretary for 23
years, comes into the hide-
away to assist him with
private correspondence. 1:35
P.M.—Other paperwork. 1:57
P.M. — Major Robert E.
Barrett, one of the President's
military aides, in for three
minutes on a personal errand.

2:09 P.M. For the third time
today, the President enters
the Cabinet Room, this time
to receive the United States
Commission on Civil Rights.
Chairman Arthur Flemming,

former Secretary of Health,
Education and Welfare, has
asked for this meeting to dis-
cuss the current state of Fed-
eral enforcement of civil-
rights law. The President
has done his homework,
and shows his familiarity with
many of the questions Chair-
man Flemming and other
commission members raise. It
does not take him long to
start talking about Congress:
FORD: Of course you know
that I have recommended a
five-year extension of the vot-
ing-rights law. We may have
a problem up there on the
Hill. You know the present
act expires Aug. 8. I've not-
ed that several interested and
influential members of Con-
gress think something ought
to be added to the act for
the benefit of Spanish-speak-
ing citizens; others want to
extend the act to some pock-
ets in the North where you
have alleged discrimination;
others want to extend it to
the whole country. I don't
know what the impact will
be, but these are knowledge-
able and influential Senators
and Congressmen. There
could be a delay. There are
some people who don't want
any voting-rights law at all,
and there are some who want
it amended. If those two
groups got together fortui-
tously, you could have trouble
—you might not have the
present law extended.. ..

2:42 P.M. The President
makes his telephone call to
Senator Percy.
FORD (leaning back): Hi,
Chuck . . . I'm fine, how're
you? . . No. Say, I appre-
ciate the initiative you and
John Anderson and Bill Milli-
ken have taken to support
me up there, trying to get
a few signers here and there.
. . . Oh gee, that's good, I
hadn't heard that. . . . You
know, it's good to have a
policy, but if you don't have
51 per cent of the vote!
(Laughs). . . Chuck, the rea-
son I called, in addition to
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thanking you, was because
of the vote that's coming up

Monday, I believe it is, on

Cambodia in the Foreign Rela-

tions Committee. You know

about the 4-to-3 support we

got in the subcommittee for

a $125-million drawdown for

economic and military sup-

port. . . . I'm hoping that

if, after you've looked at it,

you can see your way to

help out in the full committee.

It would be extremely appre-

ciated . . . Chuck, I can't

ask for anything more . . .

I have not talked to—say,

while I have you, I'm sure

you're cognizant of the thing

Jim Pearson and Frank Church

. . Yes, the three-year pro-

gram, with termination, vis-

it-vis South Vietnam. If we

could satisfy both Frank as

well as Jim, this might be

a way of, if we can get them

to agree. . . You're a friend

of Jim Pearson—could you see

It you can . . . Let us know,

and we'll do our best to coo-

perate. . . . (Big laugh.) I can't

disagree with that under any
circumstances. . . . O.K.,

Chuck. Right. . . . Right.
That's good. Many, many
thanks. Good-by.
He hangs up. He turns to

me and says: "That's the way

it works."
T remark that it sometimes

sounds to me as if he misses
the good old days in Congress.
FORD: When you've worked

in a place 25 years you can't

help missing the people—on

both sides. It's different. Up

there you're only one of 435.

Even if you're a leader, you

have to work with 434 very

independent people. They can

tell you no, and you can't

do anything about it. Down
here, the President is the final

decision maker on a few

things, but you still have to
work with those people—in
a different relationship. My
only ambition in all those years

was to be Speaker of the
House. Obviously that was
not going to be. So now I'm
here. I liked that, and I like
this. I'm adaptable, I guess.

"That's the way it works."
Suddenly, after this phone
call, I have a sense of links—
of a kind of chain that has

been there all morning. Nos-

talgia about votes to recom-

mit. "Strong feelings" about

checks and balances, in the

homily to the kids. "My philo-

sophy of government" — in

the Cabinet meeting—which

seemed to come down to mak-

ing sure the consumer under-

stands "both pro, and cons."
Offering up prayers with

his old friend John Rhodes—
the very man who has just
announced the plan for a
House Republican legislative

program independent of his.
Doubts about survival of the

voting-rights act in the give-

and-take of the Hill—"know-

ledgeable and influential

men." And now the phone

call: "Chuck, I can't. ask for

anything more."
The adversary process of

checks and balances in which
Mr. Ford has become chained
as President, all the More
starkly because he deals with

a Congress dominated by the
opposition party, merely adds

new links to old ones. He
believes in this process. He

j
has a long habit of playing

the national poker game It

is of his essence. "I liked
that, and I like this."

I go back to the press room,

and someone digs out for me

the text of the President's
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statement that evening after
the swearing-in, and I find
the catch. The full sentence
reads: "As President, within
the limit of basic principles,
my motto towards the Con-
gress is communication, con-
ciliation, compromise and
cooperation." Now I am be-
ginning to realize the weight
of the reservation.
What are the basic prin-

ciples? This morning I heard
the first name Barber in pass-
ing in the Nessen session.
Who is Barber? He is Barber
B. Conable Jr. And who might
he be? He is the Congressman
from New York who, in the
last full year of Nixon's Pres-
idency, distinguished himself
by casting the greatest number
of votes in favor of Nixon-
backed bills of any member of
Congress. For some reason
Barber B. Conable Jr., is not
now President of the United
States. And what about the
man who is President? When
all the ayes and nays were
counted, he was the second
most faithful to Nixon of all
the 435 members of Congress.
The basic principles are

couched in the voting record
over the years: against Fed-
eral aid to education (1956,
1961, 1963, 1965, 1969, 1970);
against Federal support for
water-pollution programs
(1956, 1960); against creation
of the Office of Economic Opt
portunity (1964); against mass
transit (1973); against ending
the bombing of Cambodia
(1973). For defense spending
(consistently); for revenue
sharing (1972); for cutting off
aid to students who partici-
pated in campus disruptions
(1968); for the Civil Rights
Act (1964) and the Voting
Rights Act (1965)—but only
after the failure of weaker
substitutes, which he favored;
for watering down of the
Voting Rights Act (1969).
In 1967 he gave a speech
on the House floor entitled,
"Why Are We Pulling Our
Best Punches in Vietnam?"
He supported Vietnamization.
In 1970 he advocated the im-
peachment of Supreme Court
Justice William 0. Douglas.

Classical Republican con-
servatism is deeply implanted
in Gerald Ford. The hard
sound I heard yesterday was
perhaps less a matter of cold-
ness of heart than of glacial
caution. Wariness in a world
in which change is rampant.
The aggressiveness of the de-
fensive center—most valuable
man on the team.
And above all, I realize

ir
ere is this: Ever since he
ntered public life in 1949,
erald Ford has been on the

losing side. He has always
(Continued on Page 72)
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been a member of the minori-
ty. He has a firm habit of
losing—of shrugging off each
setback and of turning to
the next day's hopeless task.

"I'm adaptable, I guess."
Now I wonder, how adapt-
able? In form or in substance?
In ways of working or the
set of the mind?

3:23, 3:34, 3:49, 3:55. 4:09
P.M. The President interviews
a series of candidates for re-
placement of his military as-
sistant. At the end of the
session Dick Cheney, Rums-
feld's deputy, asks him his
preferences.
FORD: Who-all on the staff
interviewed them?

CHENEY: Jack, Don, Brent,
Staff Secretary] Jerry Jones,
Jim and I.
FORD: I'd rather wait and
get your recommendations.
After a pause); I don't want
prejudice you.

4:25 P.M. The President calls
me to his desk.
FORD: I want to tell you
about Bob Orben, who's com-
ing in next. In '68 I had
to represent the Republicans
at the Gridiron dinner. You're
supposed to be funny for 10
minutes and serious for two,
you know. I'd been to several

of those dinners, and I'd heard
two top people misjudge bad-
ly—Soapy Williams made a
political speech, and John
Lindsay told off-color jokes.

So I thought I'd better get
some help. I went to George
Murphy, and he went to Red
Skelton, and he got me Bob
Orben, who'd been writing
for TV comedians for years.
Well, the speech turned out
to be weli-received. Of course,
my opposition was Hubert,
and he talked for 24 minutes.
But Bob comes in nowadays
on a consulting basis. He has
an excellent style, and he's
broadening me out in speech

work.

4:30 P.M. Orben comes in

with the text for a speech the
President is to make at a
Gridiron-like dinner of the Ra-
dio and Television Correspon-
dents' Association tomor-
row night.

FORD (reading aloud from
the text): "I have only one

thing to say about a program
that calls for me to follow
Bob Hope: Who arranged this?
Scoop Jackson? It's ridiculous.
Bob Hope has enormous stage
presence, superb comedy tim-
ing and the finest writers

in the business. I'm standing

here in a rented tuxedo--with
three Jokes from Earl Butz!"
ORBEN: I've been playing

the tapes of your speeches.
Your timing at the Alfalfa

Club was fine—conversation-

al. But other times you tend
to be a little slow. Whenever
you're doing humor, don't
pause in a sentence. Watch
Hope. You'll see he really
punches through a line. Don't
pause.

(The President tries again.)

ORBEN: That's better.
FORD: Is it moving?
ORBEN: You're moving
right along. Put a slash in
after "ridiculous." You could
pause there.. . .

FORD: (a little farther on):
"And so far, this has really
been a very exciting week
in Washington. Particularly
in the Congress. On Monday,
Carl Albert picked up Bella
Abzug's hat by mistake . . .
put it on . , . and disap-
peared for three days!"
ORBEN: Very good.
FORD: If I get a laugh—
would it be a good idea to
gesture, as if I'm putting on
a big hat?
ORBEN: I don't think it's
necessary. They'll be getting a
visual picture. But if you're
more comfortable doing it
that way —
FORD: It's a little demon-
strative.
ORBEN: It wouldn't hurt.

/
5100 P.M. Rumsfeld in the
evening roundup. The aston-
ishing range of an hour's
business: the Cabinet meet-
ing that morning; the
C.I.A.; the meeting yesterday
with Chief Justice Burger; the
decision of the staff aides
on the candidates for military
assistant, and the roles, de-
sired ranks, number and re-
sponsibilities of military aides
In the future; a candidate
for a Federal post; some
procedural questions; the pos-
sibility of some time off for
a staff member; tomorrow's
schedule: a half -dozen
schedule decisions for the fu-
ture; some administrative
questions concerning the
President's secretaries; the
recruiting of a new deputy for
a Cabinet officer; the need for
some guidance on manage-
ment of an agency; Cambodia;
trips that have been planned;
details of an imminent visit to
the West Coast; attendees at
Cabinet meetings; urgent de-
tails of planning on the econ-
omy; some non-Government
views on the economy; two
personal matters. The Pres-
ident also "signs off on"
the retirement of an Admiral
and the promotion and reas-
signment of two other Admir-
als, and gives Rumsfeld three
notes on matters that had
come up in meetings he had
had during the day, on which
he want action.

6:00 P.M. Paperwork.

7:13 P.M. To the residence.
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Where, deep down, does the poor boy lurk?

'The junior in Deke, unable to make ends meet,
driven to begging from his nonfather of a father'

MOO A.M. He is grinding out
a mile on his exercise bike. It
is a long mile, an uphill mile,
because the brake screw is
turned down tight. He is in
navy blue pajamas and a light
blue, short-sleeved, karate-
style kimono,
"Henry exercises on one

of these things," he tells me,
"but while he's riding he
props a book on the handle-
bars and reads."

We are in what can only
be described, amidst the lav-
ish decor of the rest of the
White House, as the Fords'
real home within the home.
Mr. Ford, pumping away, tells
me, "The Nixons had separate
bedrooms; this used to be
his." But when the Fords
moved in, Betty said she and
Jerry had shared the same
bed for 25 years, and she
wasn't about to let that be

changed. She is still asleep
now in the big bed in the
next room.
The President has been up

since 5:30, as on most morn-
ings. He has read part of
The Washington Post before
I arrived. He is chugging away
now, his inner motor fully
engaged, as alert and calm

as if in a Cabinet meeting.
He says he falls asleep at

night in 10 seconds, sleeps

soundly for five hours and
wakes up fully refreshed.
"Oh, very occasionally," he
tells me, "Betty will say, 'Gee,
you had a bad night,' but
I'm not cognizant of it. She'll
complain I was restless. Maybe
it woke her, but it didn't
wake me. I sleep very deeply,
and I come back easily."
He dismounts the bike and

moves to a machine for
strengthening thigh and knee
muscles; this stands between
the bicycle and a tall corner
cabinet, which holds the
trophies of a lifetime of com-
petition. He sits on the red
leather platform of the ma-
chine and does 40 knee-lifts
with each leg; on his left foot
is a weight of 40 pounds,
on his right, 25 pounds. "This
knee"—a hand indicates the
right—"I favor a bit." Both
knees suffered football inju-
ries, and the left knee was
operated on in 1932. "The
other one gave me problems
for 30 years," he says. "It

would begin to lock on me
on the fairway, or it would
go weak when I was skiing.
So in '72, after I got back
from China, I had it operated
on, too. The usual cartilage-
and-ligaments thing."
He gets down on the floor

and does 20 push-ups and,
prone, 20 lifts of his torso,
with his hands behind his
head, to harden his gut.
Then, a trifle winded, he

drops into a blue leather
lounge chair, an old favorite
of his, made in Grand Rapids,
and he lifts his slippered feet
onto a matching footstool and
resumes reading The Post. "In
the evenings," he says, look-
ing over the edge of the paper,
"I'll sit here, Betty'll sit there"
—in an overstuffed chair
close by—"and we'll read or
watch television. It's just fam-
ily in here." Resting on the
spines of three photo albums
in a magazine rack to his
right, between the two chairs,
is a remote-control push-but-

huor
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ton box for changing the
channels on a television set
and, under it, a paperback
copy of "Plain Speaking: An
Oral Biography of Harry S.
Truman," by Merle Miller. The
television set is in a huge
console built into the corner
next to the fireplace, which
is to the President's left. Be-
side the President's feet on
the footstool is a looseleaf
notebook inscribed in gold
letters: "The President's Daily
News Briefing." The brown
suitcase, for his official pa-
pers, is propped open between
the footstool and the fire-
place.

I leave him while he reads
the rest of the paper and
the staff news summary; and
gets dressed.

8:55 A M. He joins me, in
shirtsleeves, and we walk into
an overpowering ambiance of
history in the President's din-
ing room. The walls are paper-
ed in huge, lush and wildly in-
accurate scenes of the War of
Independence — Washington
in command at the Battle
of Niagara Falls, the capture
of Wechawk Hill by Lafay-
ette, the surrender of Corn-
wallis at Yorktown, and
Washington's triumphal entry
into Boston — printed in
France in 1854 by Jean Zuber.
A tiny television set is on
the dining table, off to the
left of the President's place-
setting. A scooped-out half
pineapple serves as a bowl
for chunks of its flesh; a
tall glass of orange Juice and
a thermos-carafe of tea wait
for him; a butler brings him
a single toasted muffin with
margarine. The New York
Times is on a side table to
his right, but this morning
he does not read it. We eat
and talk.

"I get my energy," he says,
"from my mother. She was
a tremendously energetic per-
son, just fantastic. She prob-
ably had more friends than
any woman I ever knew. Ev-
erybody loved her. She was
a human dynamo in a woman-
ly way. She wasn't a great
career type. But she was the
most thoughtful person, al-
ways writing to people—a
note on a birthday—or calling
on some who were in the
hospital. She Just had great
compassion for people, plus
this almost unbelievable ener-
gy."
"My very young years, I

had a terrible temper," be
says. "My mother detected
It and started to get me away
from being upset and flying
off the handle. She had a
great knack of ridicule one
time, and humor the next,
or cajoling, to teach me that
anger—visible, physical anger
—was not the way to meet
problems. But then adversity

in athletics also helped teach
me. Adversity in my personal
life; I thougl I was madly
in love with a very attractive
gal. It didn't work out. One
time, I thoupht that was the
greatest catastrophe in my
life. It just didn't turn out
to be that way. But going
back to my mother's input:
She taught me that you don't
respond in a wild, uncon-
trolled way; you Just better
sit back and take a hard
look and try to make the
best decision without letting
emotions be the controlling
factor."

He speaks deliberately,
without emotion, sometimes
pausing in midsentence to
gather his thoughts, and using
my first name often. He is
concerned about whether I
am getting enough breakfast.
Dr. Lukash is very strict with
him about his intake of calo-
ries, he says.

"Sometimes I do get angry,"
he says. "People feuding—and
I guess this goes back to
experiences I have had in
athletics. A feuding football
team never got anyplace. A
feuding staff in the White
House is never going to get
anyplace. It's so senseless.
Anything that's senseless is
frustrating and upsets me. ...
Nothing is more frustrating

'This man came in,
and . . . he was
a stranger 
He said, "I'm your
father." . . .

to me, John, than to have
staff jealousies. Nothing gets
my mind off what I want
to think about more than to
have little petty jealousies in
staff people. I just can't toler-
ate it, and it's more disturbing
to me than anything. But com-
petence, loyalty, hard work—
I do think I get those things
from the people on my staff."

We talk quite a lot about
football.
" . . . The last game we

played was with Northwest-
ern, and I had a very good
day against a darned good
Northwestern guard. Rip
Whalen. I just gave him fits.
I knocked him all over the
field. . . . And on the way
back from the Shriners' game,
Andy Kerr and Curly Lam-
beau spent a good share of
time trying to talk me into

(Continued on Page 82)



Sea Pines at Hilton Head,
perhaps the finest

vacation value in America

From June through Labor Day your
family can stay a week here,
for $71 to $97*, per person.

*Based on family of three, staying a week or
more.

* Includes Villa with kitchen, bedroom, balcony
or screened porch, living room and dining area.

*Includes $10 recreational credit for '
each member of the family, good
toward greens fees, court fees,
sailboat rental, and other
activities.

*Includes 41/2 miles of beach.
A beach 600 feet wide, with gentle surf, beige
sand, and warm water...and sun, plenty of sun.

Includes 11 miles of bike
trails, four 18-hole golf

courses, 33 tennis courts,
and 14 swimming pools.

*Includes alligators sleeping in
the lagoons. Great blue heron,
ibis and bufflehead duck nesting
in the forest.

Includes dozens of shops, 12
restaurants and lounges with
3 dance floors, and live music.

ncludes crabbing, oystering, fishing
for bream and wide-mouth bass,
with deep-sea fishing available.

* Includes free, four-color brochure,
crammed with maps, photographs
and information on Sea Pines
Plantation.

For reservations see your
Travel Agent or call (803)
785-3322 or (912) 233-2186.

Sea Pines at Hilton Head
perhaps the finest resort in America
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playing for the Green Bay
Packers. And then Pottsy
Clark, who was the head
coach of the Detroit Lions,
who had seen some of the
Michigan games, tried to get
me to play for the Lions.
. . . I'd learned a little about
sitting on the bench. . . . In
those days, the center had
to pass the ball, not to a
quarterback, but to a tailback.
You really had to pass the
ball; you had • to lead the
runner, and had to block at
the same time, and you played
defense, too. . . . The people
that I met. . . . I had some
good teammates and good
coaching, and I've kept those
associations. . . . The actual
competition is a pretty good
character builder. . . . And
football is as good a training.
ground from the team-opera-
tion point of view as anything
1 can think of. . . ."

And now he tells a strange
tale. I have known that Gerald
R. Ford Jr. was not born
with that name--that his
mother and his natural father,
then a Nebraska wool trader,
were divorced when he was
2 years old and that not
long afterward he was adopt-
ed by, and renamed for, the
Grand Rapids paint salesman
his mother married. The story:
"I was, I think, a junior in
high school in the spring,
1930. I worked at a restaurant
across from South High called
Skougis's. It was a 1929, 1930
hamburger stand with coun-
ters—a dilapidated place. Bill
Skougis was a shrewd Greek
businessman, and he hired as
waiters the outstanding foot-
ball players. He hired me my
sophomore year. He paid me
$2 plus my lunch—up to 50
cents a meal—and I worked
from 11:30 to 1:00, through
the noon-hour class periods,
and one night a week from
7 to 10. I waited on table
at one of the counters,
washed the dishes and
handled the cash register. My
working place was right near
the entrance. It was a long,
narrow restaurant. You came
in, and I was on this side
washing dishes, checking
people out. There was a candy
counter on my side that went
right down the room. There
were tables and another coun-
ter. I was standing there tak-
ing money, washing dishes,
and I also had to make cheese
sandwiches behind the bar-
rier. This man came in, and
he stood over there. And he
was a stranger. Strangers
didn't come in often. This
man stood over there against
the candy counter. I was busy,
yet I couldn't help but notice
that he stood there for 10
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Take a Tip From Madame Wellington:

Make her feel like
a Queen this
Mother's Day
with one of my

COUNTERFE
DIAMO
PENDANTS

It.

A. Be a cupid with this unusual Bow and Arrow, $135 with
18 Counterfeit Diamonds.
B. No question about your love with this pendant. Question
Mark, $115 with 12 Counterfeit Diamonds.

C. She'll know it's for real–Large Heart, $120 with 14 Coun-
terfeit Diamonds.
D. Small Heart (not shown), $85 with 11 Counterfeit Diamonds.
E. Everyone can use a little luck–try our Horseshoe, $95 with
13 Counterfeit Diamonds.

A tender thought–Exquisite Cross (F) o. Star of David (G),
$75 with 12 Counterfeit Diamonds.

Note: All of these pendants are I4K gold with 14K gold chains
included, each beautifully gift-boxed. Choice of white or yellow sold.
)(mit our store for these items–and hundreds more now in stock–or"
order by coupon (below).

WELLINGTON JEWELS "
General Motors Plaza

767 Fifth Avenue, New York, N.Y. 10022

Store Hours: Monday through Saturday, 9:30 to 5:30

Wellington Jewels
General Motors Plaza
767 Fifth Avenue
New York, N.Y. 10022

Please send at once items marked.
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Enclose check or money order. Add sales tax and $2.50 for
shipping and handling charges.
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minutes. Finally he walked
over to where 1 was working.
Nobody was bothering me.
'Leslie,' he said. I didn't an-
swer. He said, 'I'm your fath-
er.' He said, 'I'm Leslie King,
and you're Leslie King Jr.'
Well, it was kind of shocking.
He said, 'I would like to take
you to lunch.' I said, 'Well,
I'm working. I've got to check
with the owner.' He said, 'I
haven't seen you for a good

many years. You don't know
me.' So I went to Bill Skougis,
and I said, 'I've got a personal
matter. Will you excuse me?'

And he did. My father took
me out to his car, which was
parked in the front—a brand-
new Cadillac or Lincoln—and
he introduced me to his wife.
So we went to lunch. He
was then living in Wyoming
with his wife, and they had
come out to buy a new Cadil-
lac or Lincoln, which was
a beautiful car for those days,
and they had picked it up
in Detroit and were driving
back to Wyoming, and they
wanted to stop in and see
me. Which he did. And after

he had finished lunch, he took
me back to the school. I said
good-by. He said, 'Will you
come out and see me in
Wyoming?' I said I'd think
about it. . ... The hard part
was going home that night,
and how to tell my mother
and stepfather. That really
worried me, because I had
grown up, since I could re-
member, with my stepfather.
It was only a year or two

before this that I'd learned I
was not living with my real
father. My relationship with

my stepfather was so close
that it never entered my mind
not to tell him. It was real
hard. That was the difficult
part."

"My Junior year at Ann

Arbor," he says, "which
would be '33-'34, when my

stepfather's business had long
gone to pot, he was hanging

on by his fingernails, my fa-
ther — my real father — had
been ordered at the time of
the divorce to pay my mother

child maintenance, and he
never paid any. I was having

a terrible time. Sure, I was
earning my board, and I saved
some money working for my
stepfather in the summer. But

it wasn't enough. I wasn't
able to pay my bills—the

fraternity, the room where

I lived. And I wrote my father

and asked him if he could

help. And, as I recall, I either

got no answer or, if 1 got

an answer, he said he couldn't

do it. 1 felt that, from what

1 understood, his economic

circumstances were such that

he could have been helpful.

I had that impression. From

The possible dream.
s.s.'Veendam to the West Indies.10 and 11-day cruises,

S ports. April through November. From $595.

From New York's new Passenger Ship Terminal.

10-day cruises, Friday departurss.To San Juan,

St. Thomas, St. Bart's, St. Maarten, Bermuda.

April 25, May 16, June 6: $59510 $1050. June 27, July 18,
August 8: $630 to $1115. August 29, September 19,

October 10,31, November 21: $595 to $1050.
11-day cruises, Monday departures. To San Juan,
St. Maarten, Martinique, St. Lucia, St. Thomas.
May 5, 26, June 16: $655 to $1155. July 7,28, August 18:
$695 to $1225. September 8,29, October 20, November
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See your travel agent or mail the coupon.
No fuel surcharges
or price increases
after you book.
Holland America Cruises,
Two Pennsylvania Plaza,
N.Y., N.Y. 10001.
Tel: (212) 760-3880
or toll free at (800) 221-6657.
Please send me information on Veendam West Indies
Cruises from New York.
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City State Zip 
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rates may not be available on all above listed sailings. The s.s.Veendam
Is registered in the Netherlands Antilles.
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Piaces Ti1QMEIS
In 1975, Thomas Cook can take you around the world. From Paris to 

COOkPapeete: Tanzania to Taxco; Boston to Bermuda; the Orient to the
Greek Islands, or the Catacombs to Casablanca. So when you're
going places, go with someone who really knows the way.
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MANHATTAN

587 Fifth Ave. (Zip 10017)  212/754-2777

233 Broadway (across from City Hall)
(Zip 10007)  212/349-4540

110 East 42nd St. (Zip 10017)  212/682-5310

25 Tudor City Place (newly opened)
(Zip 10017)  212/754-2758
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A&S, Queens Center,
90-01 Queens Blvd. (Zip11373) 212/592-8400
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MANHASSET
1522 Northern Blvd. (Zip 11030) 518/869-8300

WHITE PLAINS
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The Fashion Center, Rt.17/ Ridgewood Ave.
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BUTCHER BLOCK
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OPEN SUNDAYS: 10-4
BOWERY STORE ONLY

SERVING CART.
11/2" Butcher Block top on
stainless steel or matte black
frame with Shepherd casters
that lock. 301/2' High.
Leaves down, 26" x 18%
Leaves up, 48" x 18'.
Stainless steel, $199.50.
Matte black, $155.00.
Also available in 34" height.
Stainless steel, $209.50.
Matte black, $159.50.

COUNTRY KITCHEN
WORK TABLE.
Genuine Butcher Block, 2"
thick on rugged wood frame.
Massive wood legs. 34 high.
3 ' 24', $124.
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605(24*, 154. 60'00% 175.
6n36", 195. 72-x36", 220.
Also available In 30' height.
Add $40 for drawer; $25 for
Shepherd casters.

CHOPPING BLOCK
WITH 12" THICK TOP.
This is the block professionals
chop on. The top is end-grain
maple, laminated and
dovetailed. The massive wood
legs are removable. With knife
rack. 18's 18', $124.
18's 24", $150.
24's 24', $170.
Without rack, deduct $15.

Paramus Store Open Evenings, Afon..frl. 'VI 9 PM; Sat. 'NI 6 PM Send $1 for 52-page catalog.
Mall orders accepted. Send check or money order. No COD's. N.Y.C. N.Y. State, New Jersey

and Illinois residents add your tax. Shipped anywhere. Express charges collect.
Don't miss our ierge selection of Bentwood & painted chairs.

J & D 'Roomer, Inc. 1975 JD BRAUNER/BUTCHER BLOCK
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CHICAGO: 1331 So. Michigan Ave., Chicago, III. 60605 (312) 922-5981 HOURS: Mon-Fri: 9:00•6:00; Sal: 10-5
PARAMUS: 35 Plaza ... Rte. 4 Westbound, N.J. 07652 (201) 845-6364 HOURS: Mon-Frl: 10-9; Saturday: 10-6
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that Lincoln or Cadillac I'd
seen that he'd bought. And
then after I graduated from
Michigan, I went to Yale, of
course. And then one time,
out of the blue, I got a letter,
a phone call, or something,
saying that he was coming
with his wife, the woman
I had met, with his son by
the second marriage—he was
really my stepbrother. And
they were trying to find a
school in the East for him,
and could they stop by and
maybe I could give them some
advice. So they stopped. I did
meet the son. And I went to
!inner with them and gave
diem some thoughts about
schools in the East and never
saw them again."

"My stepfather," he says,
"was the only boy in a family
of three girls. His father died
at a very young age, I think
of a train crash. So Dad Ford
quit school, or had to—never
went beyond the eighth grade.
And he really lifted himself
up by great effort, going step
by step. He was probably one of
the most respected people in
the community for his civic.
mindedness, his integrity,
hard work. . . He always
saw something good in some-
body, even people who had
nothing in common with him.
We got into a discussion
about somebody one time, and
I said, 'Oh, he's no good.
He does this, or he does that.'
And he said, 'Well, but he
also does this, which I like—
and you ought to like.'"

"At one stage," he says,
"when I was 8 or 9, I had a
slight tendency to stutter,
very infrequent, and yet it did
appear once in a while. Some
people alleged at that time
that my being left-handed
also being partly right-handed,
that the ambidextrous situa-
tion contributed to the stutter-
ing tendency. I either outgrew
it, or it wasn't well-founded.
But this is an interesting
thing: I never noticed it in
myself, until one night I was
sitting at dinner in Washing-
ton about six.months ago, and
this woman noticed I ate lef t-
handed. She said, 'What else
do you do left-handed?' I said,
'I write left-handed.' And she
said, 'Do you throw, kick, play
golf left-handed?' I said, 'No.'
She said, 'You're one of the
few odd people who do things
left -handed when you sit
down, but you're right-handed
when you stand up.' I've
never gone into it, but this
woman really perked my in-
terest."

"I spent a great deal of
time for a period of about
four years as a Boy Scout,"
he says. "I think scouting

had a great deal to do with
getting me on, and helping
me stay on, some of the char-
acter attributes that I think
I have, and that are impor-
tant. Again, it was good asso-
ciations—with leaders, with
troop members. I was just
very fortunate to get into
a stream of athletics, student
groups—a stream of people
that was good, clear, strong."

He tells me another story:
"As assistant navigator, I
stood officer - of - the - deck
watches. You had four hours
on and then usually eight
hours off. But it just so hap-
pened that about Dec. 16
or 17 of 1943, we got caught
in that terrible typhoon off
the Philippines. We had spent
the day before refueling and
helping in the over-all task-
force refueling operation. I
had had the midnight to 0400
watch, and that was at the
very high point in the ty-
phoon. I was relieved and
went down to hit the sack.
And that morning I got
about 45 minutes' sleep before
we had our regular morning
general quarters, a half-hour
before sunrise. I then went
back to bed, and I had gotten
back to sleep again. I don't
know how long. Not very
long. All of a sudden, general
quarters rang again. And I
woke up, and several people
were dashing down the pas-
sageway yelling, 'Fire, fire,
firer—which I later learned
had been caused by a plane
breaking loose, not adequate-
ly tied down, and slamming
against another, and that
broke loose another. And
pretty soon they were all roll-
ing back and forth as the
ship rolled at the height of
the storm. And, unfortunately,•
somebody had left some gaso-
line in one of the planes,
and friction sparked it, and
the gasoline started a fire,
and these planes as they were
going back and forth bashed
into the air intakes, so instead
of fresh air going down to
the boiler room, they took
in smoke from the hangar
deck. So we lost 10 or 12
people down in the boiler
room and engine room who
just never knew what hit
them. . . . I woke up and
I was down in officers'
quarters. And I started up—
have you got a pencil there?
Here's the carrier, and here
is the island of the carrier,
right here. My stateroom with
another fellow was down
here. When I heard general
quarters, got out of the sack,
saw people running, smelled
the smoke—I always wenti
out of my stateroom up t
a ladder here and then went.

(Continued on Page 90)
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out a door there onto the
flight deck and climbed up
another ladder onto the island
structure to my job as officer
of the deck. Well, this time,
the moment I stepped out
on the deck, the ship rolled
way over, and I lost my bal-
ance. I went sliding just like
a toboggan. Couldn't have
lasted more than two or three
seconds, 'cause it was only
one hundred and some feet
wide. But anyhow, I spread
out as much as I could. There
was nothing to grab onto.
But fortunately, around a
flight deck, there's a little
raised metal rim so that tools
won't roll over the side. And
I hit that with my feet, and
it spun me around, and I
dropped, half in and half out
of the catwalk that goes all
the way around just below
a flight deck. I fell halfway
in and halfway out. If I'd
gone another foot, I'd have
gone over the side. We lost
about five men overboard. For
me, it was just one of those
quirks. Pure happenstance. If
I'd had a different angle, dif-
ferent speed. . . ."

"You know," he says, "I
wasn't married until I was
:15. Basically, two reasons.

President as father: "Grades are very intportun hut I don't think that's the final way to Plage
people." Susan: "Well, that's news! . . . You put restrictions on if my grades go down."

One, I was always so busy,
never really had enough time
to get involved, and I always
had sort of a focus on, con-
centrating on something
careerwise—focused in that
area. And second, I had only
one serious romance, other
than the one I had with Betty,

with this girl from Connecti-
cut College, very superior girl
—hut it didn't work out. So
I just forgot being too much
interested in marriage. Then
I met Betty, and she was
very attractive. She added
a sense of stability and
serenity. And by the time

I was 35, I was pretty well
on course and wasn't preoccu-
pied, I knew where I was
going—at least where I want-
ed to try to go. And so our
lives sort of fitted at that
stage, plus a very excellent,
broad, broad relationship. And
she has done a super job,

because in Congress, which
our married life coincided
with, she was strong, self-
reliant, ran the family, gave
me a chance to do things
that broadened my relation-
ships. And I think she contrib-
uted very substantially In
the opportunities that mate-
rialized in my becoming Pres-
ident. Very loyal. She also
has the capability of bringing
you down to earth, once in
a while, when you get some
illusions. . . ."

"My gracious," he says,
looking at his watch. "They'll
be waging for me."

7:42 A.M. He emerges from
the family room, followed by
a valet carrying the brown
suitcase. In the elevator, I
notice—since he now has a
jacket on—that he is wearing
a dark gray double-breasted
suit with peaked lapels and
a hairline pinstripe. A Secret
Service man is waiting at
the elevator door to the
ground - floor corridor. The
President briskly steps out
onto ' the dazzling crimson
carpet that ties together the
tunnel-like chain of Hoban's
massive groined arches, which
seem designed to bear all the
weight of the history over-

(Continued on Page 94)
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After months, perhaps years of dreaming of building your own home, you are now settling down to
the serious consideration of this important step. You are highly selective and very discriminating
because you will be satisfied with nothing less than the best. You will demand excellence of design,
the highest order of craftsmanship, and the finest of quality materials. You will require comprehen-
sive information on which to base your choice and the assurance of an unquestionable integrity on
the part of the source selected. If this describes your situation, may we suggest you inquire about a
Deck House.

Deck House Model Homes may be seen in Boxford and Carlisle, Mass. (617) 369-7000; Brookfield,
Conn. (203) 775-4535; Annapolis, Md. (301) 849-2411; and Durham, N.C. (919) 489-8883.

Philadelphia Sales Office (215) 284-3922. Or send $3.00 for an informative illustrated brochure to:

ow%
T DECK HOUSE
Dept. T, 930 Main Street, Acton, Mass. 01720

$4

Who says you caul
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head; in the recesses of these
arches, first ladies hang.
Claudia (Lady Bird) Johnson
is right across the way as
we start along.
Standing in an open door-

way on the left. opposite
Caroline Scott Harrison on
the right, is Rear Adm. Wil-
liam M. Lukash, the Presi-
dent's physician, who, with his
almost hairless head all
tanned, his figure slim and
lithe, seems to have the health
and poise of a hungry
leopard. A specialist in
gastroenterology, he was
named Assistant Physician to
President Nixon in 1969, and,
being a Michigander with a
wife from Grand Rapids, he
suits Gerald Ford to a T.
"Good morning, Bill," the

President says, in a tone of
voice that would make it ab-
surd to ask how he feels.
The concern, at the moment,
is all for Betty, who has been
suffering pain this week from
the mysterious pinched nerve
in her neck, which has both-
ered her off and on for years;
and for Susan, who has had
a touch of bronchitis.
FORD: How's Susan? Seen
her this morning?
LUKASH: Not yet. She had
a little fever last night. She
won't be going to school to-
day. I'll be checking up soon.
FORD: Let me know how
she is, and Betty, will you?
Give me a call.
LUKASH: Yes, sir. (Seeing
me with him:) Did you do
your exercises this morning?
FORD: Yes, doctor. Yes,
doctor.

7:44 A.M. We pace along past
Edith Galt Wilson and Sarah
Childre3s Polk, and then out
Into the open air—the fourth
rainy day in a row—along the
coverel walkway beside the
former swimming pool, and
around into the Oval Office.
Fifteen minutes late.

7:47 AM. Scowcroft and Pet-
erson. 8:12 A.M.—Hartmann.
8:30 AM. — Rumsfeld. 9:07
A.M. — Marsh. 9:22 A.M. —
Nesse!), Hartmann, Rumsfeld,
Friedesdorf. All the words the
President spoke at breakfast
hang like a veil of gauze over
these conferences. I keep look-
ing closely at this man who
had such an energetic, compas-
sionate mother and two fath-
ers—or none. Are there any
traces at all of the temper
tantrums? Where, deep down,
does the poor boy lurk, to
whom $2 a week earned at
Skougis'a, dilapidated joint
made such a difference? Nes-
sen asks what he's to say
about Scoop Jackson's propos-
al that Mike Mansfield

go to China and negotiate
with Sihanouk. This is an
insolent suggestion—that the
Democrats should simply take
over foreign policy from the
President. "The way it's being
phrased," Rumsfeld says, not
soothing the sting, "is, 'Why
aren't you willing to try any-
thing at this stage to get
peace?'" But Gerald Ford
sounds, as always, totally ser-
ene. "I frankly haven't had
a chance to talk with Brent
about that," he quietly says.
Friedesdorf mentions the bad
setback yesterday in the
House, whose Democratic
caucus voted 189 to 49
against any additional milita-
ry aid to Cambodia. "You
can say," the President calmly
tells Nessen, "that my reac-
tion was tremendous disap-
pointment"—which does not
show at all—"that such an
action would be taken despite
the advice of the Congression-
al delegation that went out
to Cambodia, onto the scene."

9:57 A.M. The President
leaves for a courtesy tour,
long overdue, of the East
Wing, where Mrs. Ford's staff,
the President's Military As-
sistant and aides, his organiza-
tion for liaison with the Hill,
and those who handle White
House tours and visitors have
their offices. On the way
through the residence, he goes
upstairs to see how Betty
and Susan are feeling. When
he reaches the East Wing,
he shakes 63 staff hands,
ranging from that of Nancy
Howe, Mrs. Ford's personal
assistant, to that of the young
lady who answers the not
inconsiderable number of let-
ters addressed to Shan and
Liberty, the Fords' Siamese
cat and golden retriever.

On the way through the
open hallway to the Legisla-
tive Affairs office, he sudden-
ly comes on a group of about
50 students and teachers from
Brady Middle School, which,
I am soon told, stands on
Chagrin Boulevard in Pepper
Pike, Ohio; this happens to
be the next batch, lined up
behind a barrier, for a White
House tour.

"My God, it's the Pres-
ident!" a teacher gasps.
Mr. Ford, smiling benignly,

unexcited, taking his time,
walks into the group and
shakes almost every hand,
and asks earnest questions as
he moves from one to anoth-
er. The teachers are losing
feathers in their flutter, but
the kids take the whole scent
just as calmly as he doe
The news will spread liki
wildfire, first through Pe
Pike, then through all of

(Continued on Page 1
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that President Ford personally
greets every tour of the White
House.

10125 A M. Back to the Oval
Office. With all his leisurely
motion through the morning,
the President has made up
the 15 minutes of tardiness
and is now five minutes ahead
of schedule.

10:30 and 11:30 A.M. The
next two meetings are related
to each other. The common
situation is this:

The cost of postal opera-
tions has been going up. To
get into the black, the Postal
Service either will have to re-
duce its services and increase
postal rates again in a few
months, or will need to re-
ceive larger Federal subsidies.
Wages account for 80 per
cent of postal costs, and one
reason it has been so hard
to get the Postal Service out
of politics is that nearly 1
per cent of the entire working
population of the country is
in the Postal Service; there
are 700,000 votes there. Postal
unions will soon begin nego-
tiating a new contract; there
is talk of a possible strike,
even though it would be ille-
gal. Would the National
Guard be used in that case?

The President meets first
with the chairmen and rank-
ing minority members of the
House and Senate Post Office
and Civil Service Committees,
Representatives David Hend-
erson and Ed Derwinski,
Senators Gale McGee and
Hiram Fong.
McGEE: There's no way that
the 30,000 post offices in
this country can pay their
way. We have to support
them.
FORD: Could you justify
a 10 per cent subsidy for
those communities that have
post offices? ...
McGEE: Congress doesn't
think it can stand for another
first-class rate increase, be-
cause we get so much mail
on it....
FONG: Would you designate
someone on your staff for
liaison with us on this?
FORD: We will do that
. . . I'd like to give the
signal that we don't want
a strike, we'll do everything
we can to reach an equitable
labor contract. But if there
is a strike—well, we must
move the mail... .
McGEE: Nobody loves us.
FORD: I'm learning that fast
down here, Gale.

Meeting next with Post-
master General Benjamin F.
Bailor, William J. Usery, di-
rector of the Federal Media-
tion and Conciliation Service,

and some others, the Pres-
ident gets his message across
more explicitly: He believes
the users of the mails should
pay' for the service; he does
not favor larger subsidies,
which, he says, would transfer
costs from postal users to
taxpayers at large.
Myron Wright, vice chair-

man of the Postal Board of
Governors, quietly points out
that more than 80 per cent of
all mail is "business-oriented,"
and suggests that the general
public shouldn't have to subsi-
dize that....
FORD (toward the end of
the meeting): I want to say
very firmly, we want equity,
but we can't afford to have
the inflation re-exploded. I
expect the mails to be deliv-
ered. We hope the contract
will be solved, but the mails
(strung emphasis) will he
delivered.

During these discussions,
which have been long and
intricate, three shadowy ima-
ges have been hanging like
smoke in my mind: of the
junior in Deke at Ann Arbor,
unable to make ends meet,
driven to begging for money
from his nonfather of a father;
of the assistant navigator
shooting across the tilted
deck of the Monterrey and
very nearly flying into the
sea; of Michigan's center giv-
ing Northwestern's Rip Wha-
len fits, knocking him all over
the field. . .

12:20 P.M. The President
receives 5-year-old Pamela Jo
Baker, the model for this
year's Easter Seal poster—a
curly-haired child who has
been crippled with cerebral
palsy since birth, and who
has learned to walk and talk
through Easter Seal services.
She wears braces on her legs;
she totters; and she seems—
understandably—very fright-
ened. With her is Peter Falk,
star of the TV show "Colum-
bo," who is honorary nation-
al chairman of the Easter
Seal drive, her father and
her two Senators, Randolph
and Byrd.
FORD: (to Falk): My wife
and I watch your program
a lot. I get very concerned
about your personal security
and safety from time to time.
FALK: Don't worry about
me. be all right. 1 have
to come on the next week.
FORD: How many handi-
capped children do your servi-
ces help?
FALK: Children and adults.
Nearly 300,000 this year.
The President takes Pamela

Jo up in his arms, and he
talks to her softly. Then he
asks where Liberty is. Some-
body runs for the dog. Liberty
romps %Oily around the Oval
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Westmoreland: "There is only one language that Hanoi understands. . . . If we'd just sendour B-52's in there. . ." Ford: "Unfortunately, the law says we can't do that, Westy."

Office, then suddenly lies
down on her back at the
President's feet.
FORD (to Liberty): That's
not a very nice position for
a lady to get into!
The President carefully pins

a little brooch, with a Pres-
idential seal on it, on Pamela
Jo's dress.
When she leaves in her

father's arms, the President
calls, "So long, Pam." Her
eyes are fearless now. She
has obviously liked that quiet
man who was holding her.
With an effort, she waves.

12:44 P.M. Gen. William C.
Westmoreland, former com-
mander of U.S. forces in Viet-
nam and former Chief of Staff
of the Army, pays a call,
deferred since early in the
year because the general had
a heart attack on Jan. 5.
He comes in as an office-
seeker—or, as it is decorously
put in a briefing paper from
Henry Kissinger, to "discuss
his opportunities for further
Government service."
FORD: I was real sorry to
hear about your heart attack,
Westy.
WESTMORELAND: I was the
lowest-risk sort of person. No
weight problem. Low choles-
terol. . . .
FORD: I've been trying to
get Betty to go along with
me on buying a place near
you down there at Hilton
Head, but I'm not making
much progress. How's that
Kuwaiti project doing? Aren't

they trying to develop the
shoreline near you there? .
WESTMORELAND: There was
some opposition from environ-
mentalists. But now the Jews
have gotten into it — some
highly respected people — and
I believe several houses are
under construction.
FORD: Like Hilton Head?
WESTMORELAND: Smaller
and more exclusive. Some-
thing like Seabrook Island.

Now, for the first time,
I have noticed something.
There is a certain urge toward
mimicry, an echoing effect,
in Gerald Ford. He seems
anxious always to please; one
assumes that as a basic drive
in all politicians. But the hint
1 am getting now is of some-
thing more, some sort of
protean need and knack—
some part of him becomes
the person he is talking with.
Westmoreland sits ramrod.
straight; Ford is upright now.
Westmoreland talks in cran-
ky, clipped tones; Ford is
growing more spare in his
speech.
FORD: I'll keep my eyes and
ears open, Westy. Some part-
time commission.

The President mentions one
possibility—on which it is ob-
vious the general has had his
eye—but Mr. Ford says there
is no vacancy. He has just re-
placed one person on that
group.
WESTMORELAND (taken
aback): I was given to under-
stand there was no statutory

limit on the number of mem-
bers—
FORD: Well, its chairman
doesn't want it to get too big.
I can understand that. We'll
definitely keep you in mind,
though.
WESTMORELAND: I've been
decorated in 16 foreign
countries. I know something
about .. .
They begin to talk about

conditions — about inflation
and recession and energy and:
FORD: I've been having a
hard time getting Congress
to act responsibly on Indo-
china, Westy. I just learned
a few minutes ago that the
full House Committee on
Foreign Affairs rejected the
Cambodia package by a vote
of 18 to 15.
WESTMORELAND: It's remi-
niscent of the early days of
the German military threat.
The North Vietnamese are the
Prussians of the Orient. . . .
Sihanouk has no clout.
FORD: That's my impression,
Westy.
WESTMORELAND: This Jack-
son proposal that Mansfield
go out there and negotiate
with Sihanouk—it's ridiculous.
FORD: Westy, they're all try-
ing to find some way to
do something that won't be
enough to save the situation
but'll avoid political blame.
That's all there is to it.
WESTMORELAND: There is
only one language that Hanoi
understands, and that's force.
If we'd just send our 0-52's
in there to bomb the supply

•

trails and mine Haiphong har-
bor for a month, this whole
atmosphere would change.
FORD: Unfortunately, the law
says we can't do that, Westy.

2:18 P.M. Personnel Director
Bill Walker and Phil Buchen
in on a personnel matter.

2:35 P.M. Jim Cannon in to
talk about the Domestic Coun-
cil.

3103 P.M. The President, Sec-
retary of the Interior Morton.
Lynn, Zarb, Cannon and
O'Neill are disposed in sofas
and chairs at the fireplace
end of the Oval Office, talking
about what the President calls
"the politics of oil." In this
case, of eking oil from the
outer continental shelf, from
under the sea off our shores.
The question to be discussed
today is not whether to drill
the shelf for oil; the ques-
tion is who is to get the
revenues from the oil when
it has been found. Maine and
several other states have sued
the Government, claiming
they own the offshore shelf,
and any oil in it. Secretary
Morton is to testify before
the Senate Interior and Insular
Affairs Committee tomorrow,
and wants guidance on what
to say.

What interests me in this
meeting is its big-business
boardroom tone—one that I
have heard several times in
these days. The options sound
strangely corporate: "We"
could take all the revenue;
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or, if "we" were forced to,
"we" could share it with the
coastal states; or, at worst,
"we" might have to share
it with all the states. But
the Supreme Court is proba-
bly going to decide that "we"
own the whole smear.
MORTON: O.K. Let's ride this
out till the Court decides.
LYNN: Let's wait, and move
from a position of strength.
We'd want to see what we
want to buy from the states
with a sharing formula.

The whole style of an Ad-
ministration is revealed in the
phrases that it uses. Need
we hear more than "take the
hang-out route" and "twist-
ing slowly, slowly in the
wind" to conjure up the entire
nightmare of the Nixon de-
cline? The style of the Ford
Administration is different —
it is the style of Middle Amer-
ican businessmen's in-group
fast talk. Its root stock is
Adam Smith laissez-faire
wheeling and dealing, onto
which is grafted, to produce
strange fruit, the tone of voice
of Eisenhower's Defense Sec-
retary Charlie (What's good
for General Motors is good for
the country) Wilson. All week
long I have been noting bell-
wether words and phrases,
spoken by Cabinet members
and top advisers, and I have
just added three new speci-
ens here in the outer-con-

inental-shelf meeting.,Listen:
We're going to bnli

and-diming the multination-
als. He can bring most of
his Indians along. Appear-
ancewise. Programs coming
down the pike. Down the
road. Downstream. Ball-park
figure. They won't be able
to resist matching those
goodies. Paint a bigger pic-
ture. Public posture. Big go.
round. Signed off on. Shop-
ping list. They're cutting a
deal up there right now. We
don't want a Christmas-tree
tax bill. That aims a rifle
straight at crude oil. Afraid
that'll tilt the industry toward
the foreign car. They're trying
to put some light between
themselves and you. We're
kind of salami-ing it. That's
just putting a different gown
on the same doll. Consumer-
ism, Naderism, clean-airism.
He's John Dunlop's honcho.
He's going to waffle it. Pick
of the litter. God-dog it. Time
to get our socks pulled up
on that. This could get pretty
auntsie-dancie in the next few
weeks. I'm not married to
the 5 per cent figure. I'm
not in glue on how far we
should go. Let's be stupid,
if necessary—and I find that
very easy, Mr. President. A
game plan and a sound signal.
Let's let Hollings and Jackson

fight each other till they lie
down. I think I can punt
tomorrow. That's one frontier
that's out of the ball game.
That just won't fly. Maybe
you can get that under the
tent. Roll it around in that
direction. That's a modifica-
tion I think you could hang
your hat on. We'll try to
screw the thing down so that
it doesn't come leaking out
of the basement windows.

4:07 P.M. A young Congress
man from Florida named
Frey comes in to talk with the
President about the possibility
of locating a new solar-energy
research program at the Ken-
nedy Space Center, to offset
recent NASA cutbacks. Frey
bitterly opposed a recent 730.-
man cutback in personnel at
Patrick Air Force Base; un-
employment in the Cocoa
Beach area is running about
11 per cent. Frey is considered
a Republican comer; he is
chairman of the Republican
Research Committee in the
House, and he is thinking
about running against Demo-
cratic Senator Lawton Chiles
in 1976. The President, after
hearing his appeal, says he
can't make any promises, Lou.
As to the cutbacks in Lou's
constituency, they've been a
response to Congressional
bites out of the defense budget.

Frey suddenly starts talking
with flashing eyes about
something called "ocean ther-
mal gradient research," a plan
for getting endless amounts
of energy out of differences
In temperatures in the sea.
He would like to start this
going in a big way off Florida,
in the Gulf Stream.
FORD (taking Frey's fire
calmly): Very interesting.

4:30 P.M. Hartmann, Theis,
Friedman, Orben, Casserly
come in for another session
on the Notre Dame speech—
into which, in the long run,
the old domino theory makes
its weary way.

11:21 P.M. Mr. Ford goes
downstairs for a haircut; he
has one every 10 days or
so. As Milton Pitts, the White
House barber, goes to work
In the brightly lit shop, the
President glances at the after-
noon Star and then reads
over once again his gags for
this evening's Radio and Tele-
vision Correspondents' dinner.
The texture of Mr. Ford's hair
Is extremely fine; Mr. Pitts
tries hard to give it the dry
look, full on the sides. A
quirky coincidence has
brought these two men
together. One afternoon about
five years ago, Mr. Pitts, who
operated four Washington
barbershops, one of them in
the Sheraton-Carlton, was ap-
proached in his Georgetown
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'Something Phil Buchen said
to me one day, in talking about
the coming to power of his friend,
sticks in my mind as a kind of
motto for the Administration:
"This is not an era for change."'

shop by a young, well-dressed
man who did not sit down
in a chair but asked to speak
privately with him. They went
Into a back room. The young
man said President Nixon
needed a new barber—would
Pitts be interested? He was.
The young man was Alexan-
der Butterfield—who, some
three and a half years later,
blurted out to investigators
for a Senate select committee,
in apparent inadvertence, that
everything that took place in
Richard Nixon's Oval Office
was recorded on tape. It can
be said that Alexander Butter-
field made possible the hair-
cut that is now taking place.

6:07 P.M. Back to the Oval
Office for some paperwork.

6:15 P.M. Maj. Gen. Rich-
ard L. Lawson, who is
about to be replaced as the
President's Military Assistant,
brings his family in to say
good-by.

6:24 P.M. Rumsfeld's round-
up.

7:07 P.M. To the residence.
Mr. Ford takes his supper
on a tray on a small table
in the bedroom, to be with
his wife.

9:00 P.M. The President
boards a motorcade on the
curving driveway of the South
Grounds. At 9:03, he arrives
at the Statler-Hilton, where
he's greeted by William W.
Winspisinger, President of the
Institute for Collective Bar-
gaining, and by Postmaster
General Bailar, and by others.
At 9:04 he pauses in a hold-
ing area outside the hotel's
Congressional Room, waiting
to be announced. At 9:05 he
goes to the head table where
the famous labor negotiator
Ted Kheel presents him with
a sculpture entitled "Collec-
tive Bargaining: Out of Con-
flict, Accord" by George Se-
gal, a representation of two
men at a small table in head-
to-head parley.

9:15 P.M. The President
again boards the motorcade
and rides to the Washington-
Hilton Hotel. At 9:27, ln the
Cabinet Room of the hotel,
Charlie Shutt, Washington
bureau manager of Hearst
Metrotone News, presents him

with a can containing a 16-
mm. film entitled "Forward
Together: Gerald Ford As-
sumes the Presidency." At
9:32, the President stops by
at the Jefferson Room to pay
his respects to a dinner party
being given by the Storer
Broadcasting Company for the
wives of the radio and televi-
sion correspondents who are
concurrently banqueting in
the International Ballroom—
to which, at 9:42, he proceeds.
He goes to the head table.
At 9:45, President Marya Mc-
Laughlin of the Radio and
Television Correspondents' As-
sociation introduces Bob Hope,
who speaks for half an hour
and is, fortunately for Mr.
Ford, rather peevish and dull.
At 10:23, the President begins
speaking:

FORD (he has listened care-
fully to Hope; he now really
punches through his senten-
ces): I have only one thing
to say about a program that
calls for me to follow Bob
Hope. Who arranged this?
Scoop Jackson? (An encourag-
ing explosion of laughter.) It's
ridiculous. (Slash — slight
pause for comedy timing.) Bob
Hope has enormous stage pres-
ence, superb comedy timing,
and the finest writers in the
business. (Slash.) I'm standing
here in a rented tuxedo—with
three jokes from Earl Butz.
(Laughter and applause!) .

10:31 P.M. Remarks con-
cluded. 10:37 P.M. — Presi-
dent leaves head table, goes
to motorcade. 10:48 P.M. —
Motorcade arrives at South
Grounds.

About 11:15 P.M. The Pres-
ident is seated in his blue
chair, feet up on the footstool,
reading a long and extremely
complicated briefing paper
from the Domestic Council
on higher education; another,
also complex, is on land use.

About midnight. The Iron
Man goes to bed, and—if we
can believe his own account,
and I, for one, can, knowing
at first hand that he started
this day under a full head
of steam 181/2 hours ago and
hasn't stopped once since—
dives into deep, dark waters
in 10 seconds.
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  week long, of a foreign-policy"
discussion, to say nothing of
a foreign-policy decision.FRIDAY

But on foreign policy,
only Kissinger

'I have seen endless meetings of
six, eight, ten advisers sitting with
the President to hammer out
domestic policy.'
He comes in half an hour

late this morning, in a dark
blue pinstripe. The sixth rainy
day in a row. He explains that
he had a dental appointment
on the ground floor of the
residence at 7:15, and that
cleaning his teeth took longer
than expected. He smokes
eight pipefuls of tobacco a
day, he says, and that causes
a lot of staininr, sometimes
he wishes he could cut down.

8:10 A.M. Scowcroft and
Peterson go in.

I suffer now, more than the
President ever seems to suffer,
from a feeling of having got
behind. My week as a watcher
is drawing to a close, and so
much that I have seen has
flashed past me, as if in a
speeded-up motion picture. I
have a feeling of having
missed many glimpses I should
have been able to catch—and
now, as Brent Scowcrott goes
into the Oval Office, I am sud-
denly sharply aware of one of
the unseen scenes; I have not
had a single direct view, all

Again this morning I attend
the senior staff meeting, where
I hear two suggestions put
forward that exemplify the
staff's efforts to grope their
way, from day to day, toward
efficiency.
LYNN: Every proposal to the
President from a department
should be tabbed with a run-
down of the situation on the
Hill with respect to the issue
involved, and with a clear in-
dication of what the depart-
ment would intend to do on
the Hill, either absent a de-
cision from the President on
the proposal, or with one ...
RUMSFELD: Big issues that
are going to be around, and
that should come before the
President, should be isolated,
so we make sure he has a
chance to see them well ahead
of time . . .

11:55 A.M. Rumsfeld in for his
morning conference.
RUMSFELD: You have meet-
ings scheduled for the after-
noon to discuss policy on
land-use and higher-education
legislation. O.M.B. has been

A long, uphill mile with the brake screw turned down tight: "Henry exercises on one of these
things, but while he's riding he props a book on the handlebars and reads."



trying for a long time to get
the Domestic Council to pre-
pare option papers on these
areas, but with the transition
in the Domestic Council to the
Rockefeller crowd, it's been a
bit chaotic over there, and I'm
afraid they got the papers to
you very late.

FORD: Do I know it I had
to wait till after the radio-TV
dinner last night to read them.
Eleven-thirty at night ain't a
time to read up on this very
complicated higher-education
problem.

RUMSFELD: I'd be for no
decision. Let's get an orderly
look at those issues. I'll put a
stop on the two meetings, and
I'll set up the meeting Jim
Lynn has been wanting, to
talk about the no-more-spend-
ing question ....

915 A.M. Marsh goes in; aft-
er him, walking haltingly with
a cane, goes the President's
Counsel, Philip W. Buchen; I
am uninvited to follow—and I
realize that another direct
view I have missed this week
(because everything the Coun-
sel touches seems to be sensi-
tive) is that of a talk between
Jerry Ford and Phil Buchen.
Buchen is Ford's oldest friend
and closest confidant in the
White House. Three years
younger than Ford, Buchen,
while he was an undergradu-
ate at Michigan, met the fa-
mous athlete at one of the
house parties Delta Kappa Ep-
silon held each New Year's
Eve in Grand Rapids; later he
roomed with Ford while they
both took summer courses at
the Michigan Law School; later
still, he became Ford's first
law partner in Grand Rapids.
He limps from a childhood at-
tack of polio; seated, he lifts
the weak leg over the strong
one to cross them. His rheumy
eyes blink, and the muscles
around them move with a re-
markable rippling effect, under
a thin slanting hedge of white
eyebrows. When he speaks it
sounds as if he had BB shot
rattling around in his larynx;
and what he says is conserva-
tive, commonsensical, decent;
the President listens to him.
Something Phil Buchen has
said to me one day, in talking
about the coming to power of
his friend, sticks in my mind
as a kind of motto for the Ad-
ministration: "This is not an
era for change."

9:35 A.14. The prebriefing
session, with Nessen, Rums-
feld, Marsh, Hartmann, Fried-
ersdorf.

NESSEN: Where do we go
now, as far as legislative
strategy on Cambodian aid is
concerned?

FORD: Without knowing the
details, I think we have to
keep the pressure on. I
strongly disagree with the po-
sition taken in the two Demo-
cratic caucuses. I hope that
wiser heads will prevail in the
end.. . .

Nessen tests the President
on several other positions.

Suddenly there is a bad mo-
ment; it comes up from no-
where like a sudden whirling
desert dust spout. Nessen has
been reading from a news-
paper column; "a White House
source" has said something
that Nessen says he thinks
may need clarifying, or cor-
recting. The President seems
to shrug it off.

RUMSFELD (sharply): Mr.
President, I think you should
read what it quotes Bob Hart-
mann as saying.

Nessen passes the clipping
to Mr. Ford. He starts reading
it. He does not light his pipe,
does not lift his unlit pipe to
his mouth. Hartmann's flushed
face slowly turns to the right;
his lips are pursed, and the
habitual twinkle in his eye is
replaced by something dan-
gerous, something that can
scratch; I remember that he is
rather proud of having a pa-
perweight of carborundum,
which is used in abrading
steel, on his desk. The Presi-
dent hands the clipping to
Hartmann without comment.
Hartmann glances at it.
HARTMANN: This is what
we used to call in the trade
"thumb-sucking." When a re-
porter doesn't have any facts
he sucks his thumb awhile,
and then he writes down
whatever comes out of his
thumb.

But Hartmann Ls crossing
and re-crossing his legs.
Rumsfeld's eloquent hands
have a delicate tremor. I
watch the President closely,
mindful of what he told me at
breakfast yesterday: "It's more
disturbing to me than any-
thing. . . ."

This Is where I really see
the scope and influence of his
self-control. I am so fascinated
by his face, which is perfectly
peaceful, perfectly serene, that
I do not catch the exact words
he speaks to Don Rumsfeld,
but I cannot miss the equable,
firm, unreproachful quality of
his voice. Then:
FORD (in silky tones): Any-
thing else, Ron?
NESSEN: What do I say about
the conservatives who are
calling Rockefeller a liability?

The nasty little twister has
already passed; one can hard-
ly believe it was ever there;
the air is as still as glass. The
next time Rumsfeld speaks,
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his voice is completely normal.

Hartmann rubs the bag under
his right eye with the back of

his right hand, and when he
takes his hand away the be-
nign look has returned.

10:15 A.M. Nessen group out.
Paperwork.

10:52 A.M. The President
goes into the Cabinet Room to

receive a delegation of Soviet
officials, led by (it should not

be incredible that stereotypes

sometimes actually do show

up) a simulacrum of a bear, a

great hugger of a Russian

man, State Minister of the Food

Industry Voldemar Lein. With
him are the ministers of food
production, all looking well

fed, for the Ukraine, Belorus-
sia, Estonia, Armenia, Kazakh-
stan, Uzbekistan and the

Russian Republic. These men
have just completed a deli-
cious tour. They have been
invited by Donald M. Kendall,

chairman of PepsiCo—which

has established a bottling

plant in the Soviet Union and

distributes Soviet vodka here
—to see how food is processed
in the United States, and from

sea to shining sea they have
visited plants of Hershey
chocolate, Heinz soups and
canned foods, Sara Lee fro-
zen cakes and pastries, Kraftco
cheese and margarine, Coors
beer, Sun Maid raisins, Roma
wine, Valley Foundry (winery
equipment), Bird's Eye foods,
Maxwell House coffee, Frito-
Lay potato products, Tropi-
cana orange juice, Pepsi-Cola
bottling, and Philip Morris
cigarettes.

While waiting for the Presi-
dent, the various national food
ministers have been taking
turns popping in and out of
the chair with the little brass
plate on the back which says,
THE PRESIDENT, while a pal
across the table takes snap-
shots of them in the highest
seat of power. On the Presi-
dent's entrance everyone cools
it and takes a Cabinet mem-
ber's chair.

Of all the establishments
the Russians visited, the one
Minister Lein talks about with
the most ursine joy is Disney
World,

FORD: Did you go in the
Haunted House?
LEIN (rolling his eyes in ter-
ror): Da! Da! Dal

The President makes a set

speech, which is Russianized

by an American translator:

". . . helpful and beneficial

. . . General Secretary . . .

Vladivostok . . expansion of

trade . . détente relation-

ship...."

Then Minister Lein makes a

speech, which is Englished by

a Soviet translator. Minister

Lein, it seems, is accustomed

to good long feasts of talk. He
does not spare the courses.
We learn a great deal from
him about food processing, as
practiced both in the Union of
Soviet Socialist Republics and
in the United States of Amer-
ica. He grows expansive on
the benefits of mutual visita-
tion, trade, friendship, cultural
exchange and detente.
Mr. Ford, maintaining firm

eye contact even during trans-

lational interludes, is growing
larger and larger, his chin is
jutting out farther and farther.
At last the State Minister
springs to his feet, and Mr.

Ford springs to his feet. The

State Minister snaps open a

large suitcase of gifts—a huge

buffalo carved from a root by

a peasant, a scarf with

HEFICH-KOJIA MHP

("Pepsi -Cola" and "peace")

Cambodia, Vietnam, frustra-
tions by the Congress.
But now I remember that

when Mr. Ford first met with
me a month ago to discuss
this project, he told me (not

then knowing that the Secre-
tary would be in the Middle
East this week), "The only
meetings I can think of that
you won't be able to sit in on

are my talks with Henry."

After that appointment Ron

Nessen softened the blow of
this exclusion by explaining

to me that nobody, but no-

body—excepting the Secre-

tary's other self, Brent Scow-

roft, and occasionally Secre-
ry of Defense Schlesinger

goes in with Henry to

iscuss foreign policy with the

resident. General Scowcroft
ter confirmed this to me.
And now this idea suddenly

thers me, and even alarms

'Suddenly there is a bad moment;
it comes up from nowhere like a
sudden whirling dust spot. . . .
Hartmann's flushed face slowly
turns.. . . Rumsfeld's eloquent
hands have a delicate tremor.. . .
Then the nasty little twister has
already passed; one can hardly
believe it was ever there.'

printed on it, an exquisite

miniature samovar, a very

large pipe, a cup and saucer,

an ancient ruble and a bottle

each of Ambassador and Stol-

ichnaya Vodka. By the time

he gets around to mentioning

the vodka: Minister Lein's

arms, elbows bent, are flap-

ping.
LEIN (as translated): When

you are tired, President, drink

a little from these two bot-

tles and (flap, flap) you will

be STRONG!
FORD (elbows bent, hut not

quite flapping): I WILL!

11:20 A.M. Secretary Schle-

singar and General Scowcroft

go into the Oval Office; I am
not invited.

Once again, seeing Kissin-
ger's deputy's back recede as
the door closes, I begin think-

ing about what I have missed

this week.

Why, I wonder, has this

candid President opened the
door so wide to me on domes-
tic-policy meetings, and on ap-

pointments of all sorts, yet

excluded me from every con-
sideration of foreign affairs?

One answer, of course: Dr.
Kissinger is away. Another:
This has been a bad week—

me—not the idea of my own

exile, I mean, but that United

States foreign policy should

be transacted man-to-man be-

tween Henry Kissinger and

Gerald Ford. I have seen end-

less meetings of six, eight, ten

advisers sitting with the Pres-

ident to hammer out policy on

the economy and energy and

Congressional tactics and

everything else under the sun;

there the President has heard

numerous advisory voices. But

foreign policy is apparently

of a different order. Of course,

Dr. Kissinger has the whole

weight of the State Depart-

ment behind him, and I am

told that he does occasionally

appear at senior staff meet-
ings to brief the President's
advisers; but in the formula-
tion of settled policy, this Pres-
ident, who had a minimal ex-
posure to foreign affairs be-
fore he came to office, hears,
I am told, only one voice, and
a mercurial voice it is, Henry

Kis.singer's Yes, this is the
most alarming thought I have
had all week.
General Scowcroft has told

me that the National Security
Council —which consists of

the President, the Vice Presi-

dent, the Secretary of State

and the Secretary of Defense,
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with the director of the C.I.A.
and the Chairman of the Joint
Chiefs as attendant nonmem-

rs — does not meet on a
gular basis and does not set

policy when it meets. Final
policy, Scowcroft has told me,
is set by the President in con-
sultation with the Council's
chairman, who is Henry Kis-

to it. Gi 
that is not all there is
eneral Scowcroft is in

But 

there now with the Secretary

I 
of

 late that 
Defense;I h e ycan r e  onlyd

discussing 
withwith the President the deter-
iorating military situation in

r,s Indochina. Earlier this morn-
ing General Scowcroft was in
with David Peterson of the
C.I.A. These couplings force-
fully remind me of Dr. Kissin-

i gees dual role—as Secretary

r
`of State and Assistant to the

President on National Security
Affairs.
Diplomacy, security, foreign

1
 intelligence—one daily voice

for all? To advise a President
, with virtually no experience in
those areas? Why are the Pres-
ident's domestic advisers,
civilians, not present as a mat-
ter of course to speak for the
citizenry on every occasion
when foreign affairs and na-
tional security, with their hor-
rendous potential for eco-
nomic commitment and even
armed conflict, are discussed?

Schlesinger and Scowcroft
are in with the President for
an hour and a half.

[
singer.

1:05 P.14. The Gridiron Club
delegation, eight Grand Pan-
jandrums of the Washington
news corps, waits on the Pres-
ident with an invitation to
their dinner. Photographs,
standing with the President.

1:10 P.M. Winners of a White
House Press Photographer's
Contest in to stand beside the
President and have their
)hotographs photographed.

1:15 P.M. Lunch. That good
old cottage cheese, drenched
in that good old A-I sauce.

2:03 P.M. The no-more-spend-
ing meeting. Lynn, Seidman,
ivlarsh, Hartmann, Buchen,
Nessen, Scowcroft, Greenspan,
Cannon, Friedersdorf, Cheney,
O'Neill.

In his State-of-the-Union
Message two months ago, the
President. ,said, "I have also
concluded that no more spend-
ing programs can be initiated
this year, except for energy.
Further, I will not hesitate to
/et° any new spending pro-
grams adopted by the Con-
gress." Aware, for some time,
of all sorts of proposals, ma-
jor and minor, some of them
meritorious or even oblige-

tory, that were "coming down
the pike," James Lynn of the
Office of Management and
Budget, has been trying to get
a precise interpretation of
these two sentences.

This is an uncomfortable
meeting for the President, who
finds himself on the spot for
having given Congress a firm
commitment which his ad-
visers had obviously not
thought through. He is pulled
and pushed, in this discussion,
by dissonant voices—humane,
goading, "realistic."
O'NEILL: If you go all the
way with this, you're going
to have to be against all kinds
of things you may not want
to be against—new medical
devices, regulation of toxic
substances. . . .
LYNN; Do you want to cele-
brate National Peanut Day?
GREENSPAN: The real prob-
lem is that there's no way, as
an exact matter, to resolve
this... . A substitute program
isn't a "new" program. . . .
Let's say that large spending
programs are out, even if they
have a future date on them—
'77 or '78—but that you could
get small programs under the
tent. Of 1,000 programs, 950
would be small ones you don't
care about. . . .

Ever since breakfast yester-
day morning, I have been
looking for signals of stress
under the calm exterior. I have
seen all week that it is not
easy for Gerald Ford to be in
the presence of contention;
and that, by the same token,
it is not easy for him to make
what he refers to, in the lan-
guage of umpires, as "a tough
call." Yet once he has made
such a decision, he does not
agonize over it; rather, he be-
comes convinced of its right-
ness and is stubborn in its de-
fense, even when, as with the
Cambodian-aid request, it is
unpopular, politically hopeless
and of most improbable ef-
ficacy.

I am beginning to be able
to tell when the pressure is
on. He has three laughs: a
radiant, healthy and catch-
ing outburst of real mirth; a
hesitant laugh, expressing
slight embarrassment or un-
certainty; and, rarely, a mild,
monosyllabic utterance of a
manly giggle, delivered as the
immediate preface to speech
—which, when I have heard
it, has seemed to cover flicker-
ing anger. Also, wlien he
touches his face in one of two
ways: thumb under chin, in-
dex and middle fingers up
along the cheek, ring and little
fingers bent down across the
mouth; a grasping of chin be-
tween thumb and forefinger.

4,o
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2:56 P.M. He returns to the
Oval Office with General
Scowcroft, who is in for 20
minutes.

3:16 P.M. A few spare min-
utes, time to rehearse alone a
speech he must make during
his next appointment.

4200 P.M. Mr. Ford goes to
the residence — first to the
East Room, where he delivers
the speech, which is pleasant-
ly bantering, to 250 editors
and publishers of small-town
and rural weekly and daily
newspapers, convened in
Washington for the 14th an-
nual Government Affairs Con-
ference of the National News-
paper Association; and after-
wards to the State Dining
Room, where drinks and a
spread are furnished, and
where he chats—he really
does seem to enjoy these oc-
casion.s—with some of the
newspaper people and their
families.

As he starts moving to
leave, a moblet closes around
him. He is beseiged for auto-
graphs. The hallway is soon
choked. He signs and signs,
smiling and asking friendly
questions. In a very few min-
utes, miraculously, he is swal-
lowed by the elevator, off to
the side of the cross hall.

"The secret in that kind of
crowd," he says to me on the
way back to the Oval Office,
"is to keep your feet shuffling
all the time. You get to your
destination that way without
offending anyone."

4:45 P.M. Personnel Director
William N. Walker, brings his
staff of about a dozen into the
Oval Office to meet the Presi-
dent. This is one small episode
in Mr. Ford's obviously genu-
ine drive toward accessibility
and openness. He is charming
to these staffers, each of
whom, in his or her way,
works hard for him.

I have an opportunity to ask
him whether his accessibility,
of which I have been a bene-
ficiary, has drawbacks.

FORD: It does in some re-
.spects. Don Rumsfeld and I
are trying to do something
about it. I really should have
more time during the day just
to totally concentrate without
listening. My tendency is to
be more open. Don's tendency
is, thank God, to start closing
doors. We've made headway.
I think after another few
months, we'll squeeze down
the system, so to speak, so
that I can have more time to
actually think and contem-
plate. On the other hand—and
I've argued this with Don—

in many respects I think I'm a
better listener than I am a
reader. I have learned to read
fast and to absorb, but there
are certain things you can't
do quickly, without talking
them out—at least, I can't. I
need more time. We have to
find time to study, to think.

5:00 P.M. To the Cabinet
Room, to meet with retiring
Secretary of Labor Peter Bren-
nan and a group of leaders of
the building-trades unions, to
talk about the lamentable rate
of unemployment—almost 20
per cent—among the members
of some of those unions. These
are big, hearty, tough men,
and as always the President
vibrates to strong chords that
are struck near him.
FORD: Pete . . Like to wel-
come your colleagues . .. loy-
al, dedicated fellows.... What
we've tried to do—we think
it's a better way, though not
necessarily for the building
trades, I realize—is with a tax
cut, if we could just get the
Senators and Congressmen to
move on it.
BRICKLAYERS' INTERNA-
TIONAL PRESIDENT THOM-
AS F. MURPHY (on the Presi-
dent's left, slamming the table
with his hand): Why don't you
just send 'em home?
FORD: Sometimes I wish I
could, Tom.

'3

Here, as I watch Mr. Ford
gradually rise to the level of
intensity and decibels of these
former hodcarriers and ma-
sons and plasterers and brick-
layers, I also see them quieted
by his final imperturbability.
Thus, I am aware of a prin-
ciple of reciprocating influ-
ences always at work with
this man. He yields, but only
to a certain point; beyond that
point, he tranquillizes.

5:56 P.M. Former Governor
William Scranton of Pennsyl-
vania, an old friend, into the
Oval Office to talk. This is
the only strong advisory voice
Mr. Ford will have heard all
week long expressing views
even slightly more liberal than
his own. All the rest of his
advice has come from people
either as conservative as he,
or more so.

6:24 P.M. Rumsfeld's deputy,
Dick Cheney, and the Cabinet
Secretary, Jim Connor, take
the evening roundup today.

6:42 P.M. Paperwork.

7:11 P.M. The President
emerges in his anteroom,
ready to go home. But he is
waylaid there by one of his
military aides, who has been
downstairs at a farewell party
for General Lawson.

Leaving the Eust Room with Press Secretary Nissen. The Ford style—"controlled, imperturbable . . not by nature a planner."



AIDE (putting an arm around
the President's shoulders):
Be a good guy, Mr. President,
and listen to just one song
from this Air Force bunch
we've got down there.

The President is willing to
be a good guy.

The aide runs off and soon
reappears with a quartet that
calls itself The Winning Hand,
belongs to the Arlington,
Va., chapter of the Society
for the Preservation and En-
couragement of Barbershop
Quartet Singing in America,
and comes in several shapes
and sizes of the same light
blue suit.

FORD (pointing to Nell Yates,
at the desk by the door to
the Oval Office): Sing a sere-
nade to Nell there.

Out pops a pitch pipe. Then:

They say that—it's a
woman's world, and
I believe it's true.

For women like to better
men in everything they do.

In politics, science and
industry, the girls are
always right.

So I concede they're better
than we—they've earned
the right to fight.

And I'll be on the pier
handing out the
doughnuts

When we send the girls
over there. . • .

7:17 P.N. The President
leaves for the residence, tak-
ing me with him.

We go up to the family
quarters on the second floor,
and he settles me in the "liv-
ing room" and excuses him-
self; he says he wants to
check in with Betty. He goes
into the bedroom.

This "room" I am in is
really just a grouping of furni-
ture—a sofa covered in bright
flowered cotton quilting, some
easy chairs, a brass-railed
oval coffee table, superb por-
celain lamps, four fresh flow-
er arrangements, no hooks
lying around—at the end of
the long, long second-floor
central hall; it seems a cozy
room with one wall missing.

After a few minutes the
President emerges and says
he'd like to have me come in
and meet Betty.
The bedroom is a cheerful

place; it is in the northwest
corner of the mansion, and it
must fill up to the brim with
sunlight, as with sweet cider,
in the daytime—though, come
to think of it, there has not
been a moment of sunshine
all through this week of Mrs.
Ford's having suffered with
neck pain. She is in the wide

-

The Winning Hand, a barbershop quartet from Arlington, Va.:
"They say that—it's a woman's world, and I believe it's true./
For women like to better men in everything they do. . . ."
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bed. She looks frail. Her head
rests on a small cylindrical
pillow. I have an impression
of a sea of whiteness and
lace.

Susan is standing beyond
the bed, in jeans and a Nor-
wegian ski sweater.

Mrs. Ford raises her shoul-
ders with difficulty to reach
and shake my hand across the
expanse of the bed. I am real-
ly glad to meet her; I have
admired her straightforward-
ness and courage, and I have
had a sense that just as Bess
Truman stood close behind
her Harry's backbone, so this
woman fans up the warmth in
her Jerry. She has been
watching television. The Pres-
ident snaps off the set as we
talk.
MRS. FORD (To her hus-
band): Sayl Lynda Bird John-
son Robb is writing a book,
and she wants me to name
the person I think is the most
important American of all
time. How about helping me?
The President seems about

to make a suggestion, when
she goes on:

MRS. FORD: I thought of
Lincoln, and Jefferson, and of
course old George—
SUSAN: What about Ham-
ilton? Adams? John Hay?
MRS. FORD (looking up at
Susan): No, I was thinking
only of the top people—the
giants. (She turns her eyes—
mischievous. now — back to
the President's) Would you
buy Susan B. Anthony?
FORD (with a peal of his good
laugh): There you go again!

The President, Susan, and I
are seated now in the living
room. He is on his second
Beefeater martini on the
rocks. The delicate subject of
intellectual competence has
come up.
FORD: Well, you know, it's
an interesting thing, John.
don't know whether grades

are the way to say somebody
is bright or dumb or other-
wise. But I've often thought—
when I was in high school,
where the competition was
mediocre. I got a little over a
B average. When I went to
Michigan, I did the same.' I
think at law school—the
same.

I said that Myres McDougal,
a professor at the Yale Law
School, had told me Mr. Ford
had fared pretty well there—

,hr hie four-year Michigan career,
Mr. Ford earned A's in Decline of
Rome to 1648, Civilization born 16411,
Labor 1 and American Government
Hi ,eeeived C's in English Composi-
tion I and II, second-year French,
Fi , Geography, Money and
Credit, History of the South Since
1540 and Psychology of Manage-
ment. He eot rs in everything elm.

In the Cabinet Room, the President to Soviet State Minister of the Food Industry Voidemar
Lein: "Did you go in the Haunted House fat Disney World)? Lein: "Da! Dal Dal"

had ranked about one-third of
the way down from the top
of his class.
FORD: Great guy. Ha was
the Law School faculty mem-
ber who was assigned to
interview me as an applicant.'
He—or somebody—told me
that in the class I entered
with, which had about 125,
there were 98 or 99 who were
college Phi Betes, of which I
was not one. And they were
extremely bright. Very able
guys. . . . So I seem to have
had a capability of competing
with whatever competition
there was at each level; and
yet I could have enough out-
side' activities to enjoy a
broader spectrum of day-to-
day living than some of them.
But I must say I worked damn
hard. And I happen to agree
with people that grades are
very important, but I don't
think that's the final criterion
by which to judge people.
SUSAN: Well, that's news!
FORD (to Susan): Yeah,
I've been pushing you, beat-
ing you to get good grades,
haven't 12
SUSAN: You put restric-
tions on, if my grades go
down. . . .

We are at dinner. The table

,Professor McDougal', notes on that
interview ware: "Good-looking, well
dressed, plenty of poise, personality
excellent. Informational background
none too good, knit he it interested,
mature and serious of purpose. Intel.
ligence reasonably high. I should
predict a 74 or 75 average with us.
I ate no reason for not taking him."
The professor's academic prediction
was relltarkably accurate. Foul's
average in all subjects was PLO. He
got 7$ in Constitutional Law, 74 in
Federal Jurisprudence, 711 in Public
Control of Business,

is lit by candles; dusk has
fallen on the bold scenes from
the Revolutionary War on the
walls around us.
FORD: You watch, John.
When they bring the dinner
in, Susan's plate and mine
will be all served—rations.
But they'll pass things to you,
and let you take as much as
you want. You watch.
SUSAN: I've taken off 30
pounds.

The President's prediction is
soon borne out.

Susan has been writing ar-
ticles for Seventeen, and she
and I talk awhile about Being
Writers.
SUSAN: My second piece
was about Mother's Day —
really about the great job my
mother has done all these
years. Then they wanted me
to do Father's Day for June.
I said, "That's too much."
FORD: It's good discipline —
writing for deadlines.
HERSEY: Yes.
SUSAN: The August issue
is going into the works al-
ready. They want me to write
about my summer. How do I
know what my plans will
be? . . .

Mr. Ford talks about
clothes. He gels about three
suits every two years, he says.
The one he has on, he says,
was made by Lloyd's, a tailor
in Grand Rapids to whom he
went for years—it is out of
style, the lapel is too narrow,
he points out. He can never
throw anything out. The blue
shirt he is wearing, he says,
is new—just got it from a
Washington tailor, Harvey
Rosenthal. The President
is now getting his suits from

Rosenthal's, he says; they
come into the White House
for fittings. One of the lux-
uries.

We have butter-pecan ice
cream for dessert. After it, Mr.
Ford takes tea. He starts
talking again about enjoying
the Presidency:

FORD: I like meeting with
one group to discuss this, and
the next meeting to discuss
that. I don't really object to
anything unless it interferes
with our family relationship.
And that hasn't been too bad.
Probably the major test was

at Vail this Christmas, and it

wasn't . . . 1 suppose some-

body who is hypersensitive

might say, "Gee, I couldn't do
this, or that." But if you just
relax and enjoy it, it doesn't
make you tense, it doesn't
make you irritable.

SUSAN: Just like when we
were in Vail. Even though you
did have the Cabinet meet-
imp—when they were over, it
was like you were back on
your vacation.

FORD: It worked out very
nicely.
SUSAN: Secretary Simon
stayed, and we had a good
time with him. He couldn't
have been nicer.
FORD: The only thing that
is disappointing—I guess any
President has this. The Presi-
dent thinks he has the right
answers. The facts of history
are that he doesn't always—
but he thinks he does. And he
would like to implement, he'd
like to execute—to get things
done. But under our system,
the Congress has a very def-
inite partnership. Right now
we are going through an ex-
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traordinary trauma in the re-
lationship between the Con-
gress and the President. I
understand that, I've been on
the other end of it. But if
there was one part which I
would really like to change,
it would be the speed with
which you could make deci-
sions and carry them out—in
foreign policy, particularly....

We are in the family room
now, he in his blue chair, I in
the overstuffed chair next to
It, and the time has come for
me to ask him some direct
questions.

Harry Truman seems to be
much in his mind. What are
the things he admires about
him as President?
FORD: Well, he came from
relatively humble beginnings.
He obviously was a man who
knew people, understood peo-
ple, and worked with people.
He had a lot of courage, was
forthright, didn't hesitate to
make decisions. Those are the
things I admire.
What attributes does he

feel he brings to the Presi-
dency?
FORD: I don't like to talk
about it. Maybe what I say is
what I would like to have
brought, but . . . I think I
bring a responsible decision-
making process, based on a
great deal of fundamental
knowledge of how things
work in our Government. I
consider myself very lucky
that I bring this to the White
House, that I have acquired,
that I have retained, a great
deal of background in the
political process. I know I'm
conscientious. I know I'm a
person who can listen. I be-
lieve I bring out in people I
work with their best qualities.

\ I think I have a knack of pick-
ing people who have talent.
What would he like to be

remembered for?
FORD: I think that America
went through one of the most
unbelievable periods in the
last two or three years that
we'd ever want to. And I
round myself in a situation
where somebody had to take
over—internationally, domes-
tically, governmentally—and
handle circumstances such as
had never transpired in this
country before. And if I can
be remembered for restoring
public confidence in the Pres-
idency, for handling all these
transitional problems respon-
sibly and effectively, for
achieving decent results do-
mestically as well as inter-
nationally, regardless of how
long I serve, whether it's two
and a half years or six and a
half years, I think that's what
I'd like on my tombstone.

He is restless. Maybe he is
as dissatisfied with this last
answer as I have been. He
rings for a butler and asks for
more tea for both of us.

Can he give, in a capsule,
the essence of his political
philosophy?

FORD: I happen to think
that we should have great
opportunity for people in this
country to get ahead. Hard
work should be rewarded. I
don't think people who have
had bad breaks should be
penalized, but I don't think
you can reward people who
don't try.

Where does his conserva-
tism come from?
FORD: I think it was the
upbringing in my stepfather's
family—he was a sort of a
Horatio Alger in a limited
sense. It was my upbringing
in a family that had to live,
not an austere, but a moderate
life.

How conservative does he
see himself as being?

FORD: Well, I'm conserva.
tive in that I believe in sav-
ing—I'm talking personally,
now—I believe in saving, I
believe in building through
effort. On the other hand, I
enjoy material things. This is
a nice place to live, and there
are many conveniences that
are made available here. I
enjoy belonging to Burning
Tree. We were talking about
clothes—I enjoy nice clothes,
not flamboyant or extrava-
gant. I enjoy doing nice
things. But I enjoy these
things because I worked for
them.

Does he think that the ma-
terial side of the Presidency,
and its conveniences, won't
get to him?
FORD: I don't think I've
shown any evidence that they
have, and I don't see why
they should. I've had a long
60 years without any of
this, so these aren't things
that I couldn't get along with-
out in the future.

What about the sense of
power that comes with an
office like this?
FORD: I don't enjoy It. I
think I accept it as part of the
responsibility. I recognize that
it is there, and that I have to
use it judiciously. I don't shy
away from it.
Does he think of himself as

a Middle American?
FORD: I do see myself as a
Middle American. I have a
Michigan background. I went
to school in Michigan from
kindergarten through college.
But I've been fortunate
enough to have exposures that

(Continued on Page 116)
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broadened the spectrum,
broadened the horizon.
How would he describe a

Middle American?
FORD: A person who is
moderate - to - conservative,
philosophically; who yet has
compassion for people less
well-off than himself; who
wants to have his country do
what is right for everybody;
who is concerned with the
national security; who is will-
ing to make sacrifices; who is
willing to work; and who is a
lot smarter than most politi-
cians give him credit for be-
ing.

How can he use the word
"compassion" so much—and
ash for higher prices for food
stamps?
FORD: The trouble with a
lot of these programs, where
compassion ought to be the
main thrust, is, that they get
well beyond the properly in-
tended scope. And the net re-
sult is that when you try to

bring them back to focus on
the people who need and de-
serve help — whether food
stamps, or welfare generally
— when you try to cut out the
undeserving so you can give
more to the people who are
really in need, you can't be
compassionate for the ones
who get cut out, because they
shouldn't have been in# the
program in the# first place.
And yet they're the most

vocal; they're the ones who

feel that because they were

on something, they ought to
continue. Really, the ones that

are deserving of compassion
are the ones that complain the
least. It's the ones who are
sort of the fringe people who
cause the most trouble and

get the issue confused.

Perhaps I phrased that#last

question#badly. I am thinking

back to Tuesday, when I was
first surprised by what seemed
to me the hard sound in his
voice, the sound of distance
from ordinary people—which
seemed so contradictory to
the direct and unfeigned kind-
ness he was able to offer
whomever he met face to face.
Perhaps I can come at this
from another direction — by
way of another contradiction
in him.

He was famous in Congress
for his, gift of compromise,
hut even some of his good
friends say he is stubborn ut
times. How do these two
thing, go together?

FORD: It is paradoxical. I
try to rationalize that when I
am stubborn, I am right, and
therefore compromise seems
fundamentally wrong. Now I
suppose to somebody# who's
sitting on the other side, when
I take a firm position, he says,
"Well, he's just being stub-
born—not necessarily 100 per
cent right." But there are oc-
casions where I will be very
firm, and stubborn might be
another term for it.

What are his feelings when
he Is criticized?
F'ORD: When I read or lis-
ten to criticism, I try to an-
alyze whether it's legitimate
by my standards; and if I
think it's unfair and feel very
secure in my judgment, some-
times I'm amused by the criti-
cism, sometimes I'm irritated,
but the last thing I'm going to
do is let anyone know it. But
as long as I feel that what
I've done is right, I'm not go-
ing to be upset about it and

fly off the handle or change
my course of action. If the
criticism is fair—and there

are instances when I might

have made a mistake—then I

take it and look it over. If

I've made a mistake, I don't

hesitate to change.

Solutions to Last Week's Puzzles

(PATRICIA) GAR-
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Creative thinking
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easily combine familiar elements in strange ways (and

strange images are accepted as familiar). This is the

essence of creativity if we but recognize . . . and use it.
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Looking back, what mis-
takes?
FORD: Well, there's prob-
ably one incident in retrospect
I might have handled differ-
ently, and this is the famous
challenge to Bill Douglas. But
at the time, I was faced with
a very difficult practical prob-
lem within the Republican
party in the House. Bill Doug-
las had made some decisions,
and his married life was dif-
ferent than most—many con-
servative people were upset
about him, and we had a very
strong small group of very
conservative Republicans in
the Congress. And for a pe-
riod of about a month or so,
they kept telling me, "You
either do something about it,
or we're going to offer a mo-
tion of impeachment, which is
a privileged motion of the
highest, and we're going to
force a vote." I tried to keep
them from going off the deep
end, and they kept pressuring
and pressuring. And then this
famous Evergreen publication
came out, a very ill-advised
article by the Justice in a
magazine that I think is por-
nographic by any standards.
And that upset me, plus the
pressure from these others. So
I said to myself, in order to
keep the irresponsibles from
forcing the vote, I will make
this speech, and I will not say
there should be impeachment,
but that there ought to be a
study. Well, I did it. I never
demanded his impeachment. I
advocated a study. Well, in
retrospect, forgetting the pres-
sures that were existent then,
I suspect it was the one thing
that was a bit out of char-
acter.
What does he say to those

who call him a plodder and a
man without charisma?
FORD: I kind of resent the
word "plodder." (What is it
that one can hear in the care-
ful way he says these words?
There is something gathering,
something clotting, under the
perfect control.) 1 would put it
another way. I'm a determined
person. And if I've got an ob-
jective, I'll make hours of
sacrifice — whatever efforts
are needed. Some people call
It plodding. The word is some-
what downgraded, but I'd
rather be a plodder and get
someplace than have charisma
and not make it.

Now 1 realize that we have
shared a moment of strong and
puzzling feelings. Beneath the
control, I can hear that he is
angry with me, and I am glad
of it. He has a right to be
angry; I have asked him hard
questions, and just now an in-
sulting one. For my part, al-
though I am deeply troubled

by some of his policies, and by
the long reach and rigidity of
his conservatism, I have never-
theless come to like him as a
man—he has been most kind
and generous with me; his
good laugh, when I have heard
it, has filled me with its en-
ergy and warmth. And so I
am grateful for this human
moment, even though it is
ugly, for I feel that at last we
have really and truly met.

But it is only a moment, as
I must hurry on to the next
question.

Does he have any chance to
tolls to poor people?
FORD: In this job, I have
had very little. When I was in
Congress, a great deal. When
I was in Congress, I made a
maximum effort. I think that
was helpful, both substantive-
ly and politically.

Wouldn't it he now, too?
FORD: Well, we've thought
about that, and quite frankly
I've been intrigued with the
program Giscard has, of hav-
ing gone to dinner in the
homes of citizens, or having
people in. I'm a little hesitant
about doing it, because it
looks copycat. Now that I've
talked about it, I think there's
some merit in it. As to how
you do it. . . I don't know
if you've ever heard about my
trailer operation.
What was that?

FORD: That was the smart-
est thing I ever did. Grand
Rapids was the main area of
the district. After I'd been in
Congress about six years, 1
found I was spending 90 per
cent of my time in Grand '
Rapids, and not doing much
out in the smaller conununi-
ties in the rural areas. I got
the#idea of having Jerry Ford's
Main Street office. So we
rented a trailer, and I would
take it to Cedar Springs, and
we'd advertise that I was go-
ing to be there in the morn-
ing. I'd speak, going to the
high school and the grade
school and talking to the kids,
and then I'd speak at the
Cedar Springs Rotary Club, or
Kiwanis — this wasn't just
campaign years, off-years as
well. I'd walk up and down
the main street for an hour or
so, stopping at stores. And
then from 2:30 to & o'clock
I'd be in the trailer. And we
would have anywhere from 25.
to 125 people come and see
,me individually in the back
room of the trailer. And I had
my secretary or administrative
assistant out front. In the
course of twp_months in the
fall, maybe three months, I'd
do it in 25, 30 different places.
We would have anywhere
from 1,500 to 2,000 people

(Continued on Page 120)
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who would stop in and see
me, to criticize, to compli-
ment, to give us problems to
work on. We could always
say that I had my office with-
in 10 miles of every home in
the district. People could nev-
er say they couldn't come and
see me. It was the greatest
political asset in a nonpoliti-
cal way.

This picture excites me, and
I interrupt him to exclaim how
good it would be if he had a
trailer like that now. I imag-
ine the Presidential trailer in
remote hamlets, on hot city
streets. He is not interested
in my enthusiasm, and at once
I realize how silly it is--the
mobs, security, a nation isn't
a district. . . .
And yet, how good it would

be if in some way he could
speak—not just with Kissinger
and Simon and Morton and
Schlesinger, with Rumsfeld
and Hartmann and Marsh and
Suchen, with importunate pol-
iticians and selected intellec-
tuals—but also, good listener
that he is, inner mimic that he
is, one-to-one with ordinary
men and women, his constit-
uents, from whom he has
somehow drifted so far away.

FORD (ignoring my inter-
ruption): On some occasions
I'd be in the trailer until mid-
night. It was interesting in
that district. It had many
strong, devout, Calvinistic
Dutch people. Holland, Mich.
Zeeland, Mich. In one area
of the district, 90 per cent
of the people were strong
Protestants—not Dutch Re-
form, but Dutch Christian Re-

form, which is a group that
broke off from Dutch Reform
because it was too liberal. I
would have the ministers from
these areas in, and sit down
with them before they'd talk
about a problem, and they'd
say, "Can we have a few
mpments of prayer?" And
we'd pray in the trailer—
sincerely, very devoutly.

Somehow, thinking about
the trailer, I have lost the
thread of all the hundreds of
questions this week has raised
in my mind. Thinking about 1
more than the trailer, really.
Thinking about what seemed
for a moment possible but
obviously is not; thinking
about the insistent sound of
caution in all that Mr. Ford
has been saying this evening;
thinking about the hopes that
so many citizens have had for
a whole new era, after the
Nixon debacle, in our national
way of looking at things—
hopes for a time of change
that is evidently not going
to be fought for, or even
dreamed of, by this man, be-
cause in his view, and in that
of his advisers, "this is not
an era for change."

The brown suitcase, full
of papers, sits there like a
reproach. I sense -that the
President is itching to get
down to work. I thank him
for dinner, and for his time,
and for his openness. He con-
siderately goes all the way
downstairs in the elevator
with me, to make sure I will
find my way back to the West
Wing, where I left my coat
early this morning.

FORD: Good night, John.
See you In the morning!

Off for an afternoon at Burning Tree: "His long game is very
strong; his chips and putts, more often than not, too strong."
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TV 'SPOTS' SHIFT
ETHNIC PATTERN

Drop 'Melting Pot' Theme
and Focus on Reality

By LES BROWN
With the aim of easing the

tensions fostered by the deseg-
regation of schools, the Depart-
ment of Health, Education and
Welfare has financed a cam-
paign of public service televi-
sion spots that abandon the
"melting pot" and "brother-
hood" themes of previous race
relations campaigns and, in-
stead, concentrate on the prob-
lems and value of an ethnically
mixed society.
Devised by experts on race

relations and ethnicity from the
University of Chicago, working
with representatives of two ma-
jor advertising agencies, the se-
ries of 30 spot announcements
is being distributed this month
to 500 commercial and public
television stations.
The distribution is being han-

dled by WTCW, the Chicago
public television station, which
produced the spots under a
grant of $811,000 from the Fed-
eral agency.

Directed primarily at children
of school age, the campaign
makes a significant departure
from the familiar "brother-
hood" messages in recognizing
that there are disitnct ethnic
and racial differences among
people, that the minorities have
not "melted" into a homogene-
ous society, and that the differ-
ences can have positive value
although they present problems.

The spots, 'which have been
described as —sensitive and
scrupulously honest" by Wil-
liam J. McCarther, general man:
ager of wrrw, attempt to deal
with the root cause of ethnic
isolation.
Some of the announcements

identify parentally induced
prejudices, peer group pres-
sures and the natural inclina-
tion of most human beings to
fear the differences in others.
In a recurring theme, children
are urged to "be yourself."

'Value Reorientation'
"Television has given us one

kind of message on desegrega-
tion, in its newsreel reports on
riots in Boston over school
busing," a spokesman for the
project said. "This is another
kind of message, a form of
value reorientation."
As with all unsolidit d pub-

lic service material, the ItI.E.W.-
funded spots may be televised
at the stations' discretion, and
the broad distribution of them
carries no 'assurance tfiet they
will be televised in alt com-
munities.
H.E.W. was authorized to

ponsor such a campaign under
provisiOn of Title VII of the
ergency School Aid Act of

972, which reads: "Congress
nds that the process of elim-
nating or preventing minority
group isolation and improving
the quality of education for all
children often involves the ex-
penditure of additional funds
to which local educational
agencies do not have access."
WTTW organized a team of

academics and advertising pro-
fessionals to formulate the
concepts and approaches. The
task force on content was
headed by Dr. Pastore San
Juan Cafferty, director of the
Latin Project and Ethnicity
Study Group of the University
of Chicago's School of Social
Service Administration, and
Laurence Hall, an expert in
social welfare policy at thesame school.
Ken Huchison of the Grey-North advertising agency en-

listed the creative group to de-sign the story board, and Leo
Burnett Advertising conducted
special consumer research on
the spots.

•
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'Pub1ic7V Crime Series
' Stirs Grant Controversy

By LES BROWN
A proposed national series on

crime and criminal justice in
the United States has stirred a
controversy within the public-
television industry because the
financial underwriting for' it
will come from the Law En-
forcement Assistance Adminis-
tration a Federal agency whose
ipecific interests correspond
with the subject matter of the
series.

Station KCET in Los Angeles,
which has organized the
project calling for 16 one-hour
programs, confirmed yesterday
that the agency had made a
grant of "over $14nillion" for
the television series. It will be
produced by an independent
company, Lirol Productions,
but KCET officials aaid the sta-
tion would have full editorial
control over the programs.

Intended for the entire Public
Broadcasting System, which as
,a matter of policy does not ac-
cept programs until they have
been produced, Wthe crime se-
ries would probably be tele-
vised next year.

'Editorially Compromising'

A number of executives at
key public-television produc-
tion centers have questioned
the appropriateness of accept-
ing funds from a Government
source that has a direct interest
in the content of the Wpro-
rams.

Michael S. Rice, director of
programs for WGBH in Boston,
said the arrangement was "edi_
tonally compromising" and at
very least would give the ap-
pearance to outsiders that pub-
lic television surrendered its
editorial independence to
Government funding sources.

Noting that P.B.S. operates in
a policy vacuum where Govern-
ment funding is concerned, Mr.
Rice called the project "a bell-
wether issue" that has to be
dealt with immediately, before
public television loses its credi-
bility and comes to be known
as "a creature of the Govern-
ment."
The underwriting arrange-

ment was defended by John P.
Withers'poon, vice president of
KCET, who said that while the
proiect raised "legitimate
qualms," its critics were not
taking into account the format
of the programs and the proce-
dures that would be established
to assure "the honesty and in-
tegrity of the work."

Mr. Witherspoon said the
programs would all be based on
a series of symposiums staged
in various parts of the country,
each on a specific topic, such as
victimless crimes, alternatives
to prisons and police training.

Except for a short film of six
or seven minutes introducing
each topic, the programs would
be essentially "talking shows,"
editing together statements
made at the symposiums, Mr.
Witherspoon said. He added
that the plans for the program
originated with the station and
not the Federal agency and that
steps would be taken to insu-
late the program from any pos-
sible interference from its fund-
ing source.
Mr. Rice, however, doubted

that, it would be possible to
build in safeguards for a public-
affairs project on a highlyW
controversial subject, backed
by a Federal agency that has it-
self been the target of criticism
and debate.
Numberous public television

programs are financed entirely
or in part by grants from Feder-
al agencies, chiefly the Depart-
ment of Health, Education and
Welfare, the National Endow-
ment for the Arts and the Na-
tional Endowment for the Hu-
manities. However, none has
ever been geared toward a pro-
gram or series sdectly tied
to the controversial aspects of
the agency's business.
"I trust no one would argue

that because we accept Govern-
ment agency funding in some
instances, we must accept it in
all instances," Mr. Rice said. He
added that it was time for
P B.S. to draw the line on what
kind of Government support
can be accepted and what can-
not.
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The President now speaks against
quotas, and we think rightly. Yet it is
his administration's Philadelphia Plan
and Office of Education that made
them an issue. He talks of spending re-
straint to allow taxpayers to keep
more of what they earn, but it is his
administration that has rolled up some
of the sharpest spending increases and
biggest deficits in history. The image
has not been one of an administration
intent on preserving and restoring tra-
ditional virtues, but of one practicing a
rootless pragmatism that moves
whichever way the political pressures
push.

It would be nice to think that a sec-
ond Nixon administration would be dif-
ferent, that a President coming in with
a huge mandate would be able to clar-
ify the traditional virtues even for his
opponents. But here the Watergate epi-
sode and similar problems will be a
huge and possibly fatal handicap, cast-
ing a pall over any administration ef-
fort to seize moral as well as political
leadership.

The damage cannot be wholly un-
done, but would be reduced consideia-
bly if the normal processes of justice
do in fact deal adequately with the
case, and if the administration cleans
the White House and Justice Depart-
ment of those personages who have
rightly or even wrongly taken on a
gamy flavor. But even given the Sher-
man Adams precedent of the last Re-
publican administration, this is rather
much to hope for.

Yet to our minds the moral ques-
tions the President dealt with last
weekend transcend even the ugliness
of Watergate, being not questions of
malfeasance but philosophically
deeper questions of the character of
the American people and the nature of
democratic government. For that mat-
ter we suspect that this larger question
lurking in the background goes far to-
ward explaining why the corruption
charges have apparently had so little
impact on the electorate's voting
choices, though the effect on the elec-
torate's morale may be another thing.

Yet we regard it a hopeful sign that
the President's rhetoric is now dealing
so explicitly with these philosophical
issues, that his administration has
changed its stance on such issues ,as
quotas and spending. and that it is de-
fending its new stanCe as not only pru-
dent but right. In filet the constantly
chonri-agr Of the ,:ruroviing mo-
rality are not the only morality. In fact
the American people provide a great
resource of moral and practical sense
its political and intellectual leaders
need to tap. If that much can somehow
he established, the nation will be a far
happier place.

Doors of Opportunity
fackie Robinson,
onericans, serves
many of us would
only a quarter-
American society
le "white racist"
indiscriminately

string of black stars and superstars en-
tered the big leagues and proceeded to
rewrite the record books with their hit-
ting, fielding and running. Their ac-
complishments helped bolster baseball
at the gate. More important, however,
they also helped ease racial integra-

Politics
and People
  By ALAN L. OTTEN 
Switch Hitter
WHITE PLAINS, N.Y.—The path of the

political party hopper isn't always the
smoothest.

Republican John Lindsay became a Demo-
crat—and fell on his face trying to win his
new party's presidential nomination. Many
Southern politicians have left the Democrats,
run for office as Republicans—and vanished
into obscurity.

Here in Westchester County, Rep. Ogden
R. Reid, a five-term, extremely liberal Re-
publican Congressman, converted to the
Democrats back in March—and is now des-
perately battling for political survival.

Mr. Reid's switch made big national news.
He wasn't just another GOP deserter, but a
very special one. Grandfather Whitelaw Reid
was a founder of the Republican Party and
the party's vice presidential nominee in 1892.
The family-owned New York Herald Tribune,
both the voice and the bible of Eastern Estab-
lishment Republicanism, helped nominate
Willkie, Dewey, Eisenhower. Ogden Reid
himself had been editor and publisher of the
Tribune, and Ike's ambassador to Israel.

So when he declared that the Republican
Party had swung too far to the right and was
"no longer in the mainstream of American
life," it was naturally of more than passing
interest.

Despite the Republicans' four-to-three reg-
istration edge, 47-year-old Brownie Reid was
considered a reelection cinch as a Democrat,
sure to add large numbers of independents
and moderate-to-liberal Republicans to his
new Democratic base. With a solid victory
this year, he could look forward to bigger
things--say, perhaps, the Democratic nomi-
nation for governor in 1974 or 1978.

* * *
But Mr. Reid's very prominence and plans

for higher office catalyzed a violently explo-
sive reaction from New York Republican
leaders—"a real vendetta," one GOP official
here concedes.

Gov. Nelson Rockefeller, who helped Mr.
Reid unseat the incumbent Republican
Congressman in a primary 10 years ago, and
who had recently pushed through a new dis-
tricting plan that slightly improved Mr,iU
Reid's reelection chances as a Republican,
felt badly betrayed. He and Lt. Gov. Malcolm
Wilson, a particular power in the county and
a staunch conservative who has never felt
much rapport with the liberal Reid, decide
to go all-out to beat him. They would not only
win the seat back for the party but also eliml.
nate a possible strong challenger to one or the
other of them two or six years hence.

They recruited as Mr. Reid's opponent
County District Attorney Carl Vergari, the
GOP's top vote-getter in Westchester and a
hard-driving campaigner with particular
strength among the increasingly conservativ
Italians who constitute perhaps a third of
district's vote. Mr. Rockefeller and Mr. Wi
son also helped Mr. Vergari raise a substan-
titil campaign fund, lined up influential en-
dor.4elients, supplied key campaign mane
era.

All this, plus a strong Nixon tide, has M
Reid in considerable trouble. He supports M
McGovern, but not too closely. As he alwa
has, he stresses his own independenc
"Strong enough to speak his mind--tou
enough to get results," his campaign litera-
ture proclaims. Significantly, it omits any
mention of his party.

One of the most liberal of lawmakers, he
now appears to be back-pedaling slightly on
several issues of high emotional impact here.
He tells audiences, for example, that he's
against "long-distance busing or busing for
racial balance"; that he's "totally opposed
amnesty at this time"; that he'd like the sta
Urban Development Corp. to proceed more
slowly and thoughtfully in scattering low-in-
come housing around the suburbs. "He's been
sounding more like a Republican the last few
mnnthu rwhi fho i41

•
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Every politician since Jefferson's time

ys lip service to the consent of the 
gay-

nod, along with "majority rule" and "the

ill of the people."
But the truth is that a great many people

politics and elsewhere believe that the peo-

. just do not know what is good for them.

tting it bluntly, they have more faith in

government than they have in people. They

believe that the only way to achieve what

they consider social justice is to place 
power

In the hands of a strong central government

which will do what they think has to be done,

no matter what the majority thinks.

To them, the will of the people is the "prej-

udice of the masses." They deride anyone

who wants to respond to that will of the peo-

ple as "pandering to the crowd." A decent re-

spect for the practice of majority rule is auto-

matically denounced as ''political expe-

diency." I totally reject this philosophy.

When a man sees more and more of the

money he earns taken away by government

taxation, and objects to that, I don't think it 
is

right to charge him with selfishness, with not

caring about the poor and the dependent.

When a mother sees her child taken away

from a neighborhood school and transported

miles away, and she objects to that, I don't

think it is right to charge her with bigotry.

When young people apply for jobs—in poli-

tics or in industry—and find the door closed

because they don't fit into some numerical

quota, despite their ability, and they object, T

do not think it is right to condemn those

young people as insensitive or racist.

Of course, some people oppose income re-

distribution and busing for the wrong reasons.

But they are by no means the majority of

Americans, who oppose them for the right

rea sons.
It is time that good, decent people stopped

letting themselves he bulldozed by anybody

who presumes to he the self-righteous moral

judge of our society.

goon scnoois close to nonie, at wd.m.ilig LI,.

judged fairly on your ability. Those are not

values to be ashamed of; those are values to

be proud of; those are values that I shall al-

ways stand up for when they come under at-

tack.

We will change America for the better by

attacking our real problems, and not by at-

tacking our basic values. We will improve the

quality of our public dialogue by respecting,

not impugning, the motives of the people who

the winning candidate will ultimately repre-

sent.

The rights of each minority must be vigor-

ously defended—and each minority must he

protected in the opportunity to have its opin-

ion become accepted as the majority view.

But on these basic concerns, the majority

view must prevail, and leadership in a de-

mocracy is required to respond to that view.

That is what "majority rule" and "the con-

sent of the governed" really means—and we

would all do well to take these ideas seri-

ously.

We have achieved a high level of leader-

ship throughout our history because we have

put aside the notion of a "leadership class."

The advantage of a superior education should

result in a deep respect for—and never con-

tempt for--the value judgments of the aver-

age person.

Does this mean that a President should

read all the public opinion polls before he

acts, and then follow the opinion of the major-

ity down the line? Of course not.

A leader must be willing to take unpopular

stands when they are necessary. But a leader

who insists on imposing on the people his own

idea of how they should live their lives—when

those ideas go directly contrary to the values

of the people themselves—does not under-

stand the role of a leader in a democracy.

And when he does find it necessary to take an

unpopular stand, he has an obligation to ex-

plain it to the people, solicit their support and

win their approval.

Letters to the Editor
Mr. Shriver's Concern
Editor, The Wall Street Journal:

I have read with grave concern your edi-

torial "The Legal Services Program" (Oct.

16). Your comments seem to indicate that

poor people should be afforded a different

brand of justice than those able to secure pri-

vate counsel. This philosophy, shared by the

Vice President and apparently the President

of the U.S., is inimica.ble to the historic inde-

pendence of the bar, the role of our judicial

system, and the constitutional right of every

American to fair and unfettered access to our

courts.
Your editorial suggests and the Vice Presi-

dent specifically commented on Feb. 8, 1972,

that cases which are "in controversy" should

not he subject to review of the poor through

Legal Services lawyers. I strongly disagree

with that position.

Legal Services lawyers, like all other

members of the bar, are subject to discipli-

nary action if, in fact, they ignore the inter-

ests, needs and desires of their clients in

quest of their own "individual theories." In

that regard; the Legal Services Program op-

erates exactly as any other law firm or pri-

vate practitioner. The client makes the ulti-

mate decision about whether to go to court

and what kind of satisfaction he wants. This

is as it should be because courts exist to do

justice for all people, not a preselecte.d few.

However, you indicate that this program

has been heavily involved in issues which

have only the most tenuous relationship to

poverty. Cases reported by the "Commerce

Clearinghouse," the "Clearinghouse Review"

and other legal journals indicate that these

lawyers are concerned with Social Security,

employment, health care, family problems,

consumer issues and a vast array of other

cases which bear a direct relationship to the

plight of the individual client.

In fact, it might be instructive to look at

the latest Supreme Court decisions which

have involved the poor people represented by

Legal Services lawyers. They concerned un-

fettered access to the courts and the prohibi-

tion against unconstitutional jailing of an indi-

vidual because of his inability to pay a fine.

In addition, it was the Legal Services Pro-

gram which successfully brought the first

law suit in the country challenging the un-

equal distribution of funds for public educa-

tion in the state of California.

Both Sen. McGovern and I want to protect
this historic American principle of the right of

access to our judicial system for all Ameri-

cans while protecting the independence of the

bar. To Mr. Agnew's concern about law re-

form, I would ask him, if lawyers don't take

the basic grievances of poor people to ;he

courts and legislatures where else can the

poor go? Unlike most government programs

that come under heavy siege, the Legal Ser-

vices Program is attacked not because it

failed but because it has succeeded.

SARGENT S it I MR

Washington

Letters intended for. publication should

be addressed: Letters to the Editor, The
Wall Street Journal, 22 Cortlandt, New

York, N.Y. 10007. All letters are subject

to abridgement.

people is vitally important.

One of those moments came toward the

end of my first year in office. I had declared

that we were going to end our involvement in

the war in Vietnam with honor. I had made it

plain that we fully understood the difference

between settlement and surrender. As you

may recall, the organized wrath of thousands

of vocal demonstrators who opposed that pol-

icy descended on Washington. Commentators

and columnists wondered whether we would

witness what they referred to as "the break-

ing of the President."

On November 3, 1969, I came before my

fellow Americans on radio and television to

review our responsibilities and to summon up

the strength of our eational character.

The great silent majority of Americans--

good people with good judgment who stand

ready to do what they believe to be right—im-

mediately responded. The response was pow-

erful, nonpartisan and unmistakable. The ma-

jority gave its consent, and the expressed will

of the people made it possible for the govern-

ment to govern seccessfully.

I have seen the will of the majority in ac-

tion, responding to a call to responsibility, to

honor, and to sacrifice. That is why I cannot

ally myself with those who habitually scorn

the will of the majority, who treat a mature

people as children to be ordered about, who

treat the popular will as something only to be

courted at election time and forgotten be-

tween elections.

(
That is.also why I speak with pride of the

"new majority" that is forming not around a

man or a party, but around a set of principles

that is deep in the American spirit.

The new American majority believes that

each person should have more of a say in how

lirrIrrerrt own life, how he spends his pa.y
check, how he brings up his children.

The new American majority believes in

taking better care of those who truly cannol.

care for themselves, so that they can lead
lives of dignity and self-respect.

4.>
The new American majority believes in

taking whatever action is needed to hold down

the cost of living so that everyone's standard

of living can go up.
. And the new American majority believes

in a national defense second to none, so that

America can help bring about a generation of

peace.
These are not the beliefs of selfish people.

On the contrary, they are the beliefs of a gen-

erous and self-reliant pople, a people of intel-

lect and character, whose values deserve re-

spect in every segment of our population.
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CBS's 'Beacon Hill' The Making of a Lemon

Ln Edsel would have been more appropriate for the Lassiters than their Rolls.
Commit, by Witter Ourbe

By RALPH TYLER

"Beacon Hill," abruptly put
out at its misery on Nov.
4, will go down in legend
as a case of corporate hubris
—an Edsel for 1975. The
same prornotional overkill
preceded both the hand-
somely upholstered, no-ex-
pense-spared CBS-TV series
and the car Ford tried to
market in the late 1950's,
and both suffered the same
end: When the public finally
got a look at the product,
it yawned and walked away.
So puzzled and concerned

is CBS by the failure of "Bea-
con Hill" that the network
plans to show episodes of
it to studio audiences during
the next few weeks and elicit
their reactions. "It won't do
anything to save 'Beacon
Hill," says Robert Wood,
CBS-TV president, "but les-
sons can be learned."
Mr. Wood no doubt has

a point. But rather than leave
the court of inquiry entirely

Ralph Tyler is a poet and
social critic who often writes
about television.

in the hands of the people
who made the mistakes in
the first place, let us set
out on our own fault-finding
mission.

In justice to the network,
It should be said that all
that fanfare for the show
wasn't entirely the doing of
CBS. Writers about televi-
aion, tired of having little
to write about, grasped ea-
gerly at the glittering "Bea-
con Hill." Here was some-
thing that was not a cop,
lawyer or doctor show. Since
the series was sketchily
based on the British "Up-
stairs, Downstairs," here was
this nation's answer to the
mother country 200 years af-
ter declaring independence.
Here, as CBS kept assuring
everyone, was "quality," for
a change.

The network's motives for
putting on "Beacon Hill"
were not shabby, unless the
familiar wish to have one's
cake (prestige) and eat it too
(ratings) is judged to be mo-
rally dubious. It is known
that William S. Paley, chair-
man of the board of CBS,
has long been importuned
by friends "to do something

worthwhile on television."
An entreaty like that, if re-
peated often enough, was
bound to get to him.
Wood confirms that the

network was indeed aware
of the criticism going around
about the sameness of televi-
sion, its preoccupation with
action shows, and thought
that this might be the year
to break out of the rut with
"Beacon Hill." Another off.
beat dramatic series, "The
Waltons," was already doing
well on CBS, as were two
American versions of British
situation-comedies, "AU in
the Family" and "Sanford
and Son." The mass audience
in Britain had been drawn
to "Upstairs, Downstairs,"
and so had the somewhat
specialized audience that
watches public broadcasting
in the United States. These
looked like good omens, and
CBS read them as such.
Once the go-ahead was giv-

en, the network didn't stint
Last spring, the pilot pro-
gram was reported to have
cost $900,000, and though
this figure has now been
dropped to $800,000 and

Continued on Page 29
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some say $700,000, that is
still a sizeable sum when
one considers that the aver-
age meele-for-television mov-
ie of two hours cost only
$650,000.

The people who created
"Beacon Hill" had enough
statuettes and_ loving cups
attesting to their expertise
to crowd a large mantlepiece.
Sidney Carroll, best known
for his Academy Award-win-
ning film script for "The Hus-
tler," wrote the pilot. Fieldee'
Cook, who has won Emmfy
and Directors Guild of Amei-
ca awards, directed it. Th
executive producer of "Bea-
con Hill" was Beryl Vertue,
imported from England
where she had been involved
with "Upstairs, Downstairs";
she was . Iso executive pro-
dti.0 et of the rock-opera film
"Testnmy. ' The producer was
Jacqueline Babbin, who got
her start as a sc.:et editor
for David Susskind and pro-
duced shows for the Arm-
strong Circle Theater, Du-
Pont Show of the Week and
other blue - chip programs.
And so the list went: all
high priced, talented people
whos-e-arl- 'won - their--laur
yi,Ifia1 then went wrong?'•
Why did a program that at-
tracted 42 percent of the

i audience at its debut drop •
i over the weeks to around

17 percent—the kind of base-
ment generally reserved for
sober documentaries on na-
tional policy? CBS-TV Pres-

ident Wood offers a few of
his own speculations about
the public's rejection of the
series even before the results

of the network's study of
the problem are M. The time
frame of "Beacon Hill," 1920-
25, he suggests may have
been too remote for most
viewers, and it may have
been difficult for people in
the almost servantless pres-
ent to give credence to a
household where those in
help downstairs outnumbered
the family upstairs. Also, the
characters may not have
been written sympathetically
enough.
• Perhaps — but remotenesf

time and a plethora of
servants didn't shoot down
"Gone With the Wind," one
of the top crowd-pleasers of
all time. Wood seems on fir-
mer ground when he speaks
of the unsympathetically
written characters. The
"haves" in "Beacon Hill" of-
ten acted as sullenly deprived
as "have-nots" in a film
about Welsh miners on the
dole. In the daydreams of
most Americans, families like

the Kennedys had more fun
than that.

•

When the question "what
went wrong" was put by
telephone to Mrs. Vertue in
.London, she defended "Bea-
con Hill" and said that if
it had been on reigliTinnt:`
Virrrr—er--Ame rtc a -1 U-W-oliTirl.
have been the hit of the
seirs7iit—NliFoil-Fevercaiief

series, she main-
tained a o o
likser it. Television in the
sited States, however, is
ucli big business that there

is no room for a minority
audience — "everything has
o he number one." She,/
' -blame CBS for ewer Beryl Vertue —"We never had the time."t 

in ' ea-Ccire fliirrinother  

'Beacon Hill'
The Making
Of a Lemon

f

network might have taken
it off even sooptj.

7----Ithing that troubled
Mrs. Venue was the pressure
of time. CBS picked up "Bea-
con Hill" in May for a Sep-
tember air date, leaving
only two months in which
to get the production ready
for taping in July. In Eng-
land, by contrast, one always
had at least four mont.1_1,1_eces-
reeler!, a

seriously felt
the lack of time was with
the scripts," she said. "If
we had been doing something
like 'Kojak' it would have
been easy to get 13 writers
for 13 scripts. The stories
would not have to link with
one another. But we were
doing a novel, really, and
cutting it into 13 parts. We
never had the time to do
that. We found ourselves es-
tablishing relationships
among the episodes as we
went along."

Although the story strands
in "Beacon Hill" may have
been hastily plaited, there
was no obvious snarling in
the segments that went out
over the air. It was hard
on the actors, though. Nancy
elarchand, who played Mary
Lassiter, the matriarch of the
"Beacon Hill" family, re-
counts: "We had only four
days to rehearse each episode
and we spent those four days
rewriting—not because we

were writers, but if you take
poison in episode three and
suddenly in episode four are
discovered in the parlor ar-
ranging flowers, you've got
to have something to segue
into that, for your own sur-

Such was the professional-

ism of the mostly New York
e actors in the cast, however,
' that the troubles on the pro-

duction floor never showed
On the home screen. The act-
itig was as convincing as
any on prime-time television.
it, was the paces the actors
*ere put through that lacked
ccinviction.

•

The job of making certain
that every script in a series
jibes with every other script
is usually left to a story
editor—but there was no
story editor for "Beacon
Hill." Mrs. Vertue didn't hire
one because she thought she
could handle over-all script
control by herself, along with
Miss Babbin, who Used to
be a script editor, and script
supervisor Ann Howard Bai-
ley, a veteran television and
movie writer employed to
weave serial elements into
the plot outlines supplied by
author Carroll. The task
proved too difficult, however,
and Mrs. Vertue had already
started looking for a story
editor to take the reins when
the show was killed.

But the lack of an organiz-
ing intelligence to weld the
scripts together does not ade-
quately explain the drubbing
the series took with the pub-
lic. Nor is it quite explained
by the conflict that sprang
up between Sidney Carroll,
on the one hand, and CBS,
Miss Babbin and Miss Bailey,
on the other, over the direc-
tion "Beacon Hill" should
take. Briefly told, Carroll
leaned toward a comedy of
manners, while the others
saw the need for continuing

story lines that would carry
viewers over to the next epi-
sode and a type of emotional
heightening that Carroll felt
descended to melodrama.

Either approach, if well
done, could have attracted
an audience—hut only if
"Beacon Hill" had dealt with
people the audience cared
something about. But that
was exactly what the show
did not do.

While on the face of it,
an American version of "Up-
stairs, Downstairs" seems a
splendid idea, in reality it
was as foolish as attempting
a rock-and-roll version of
Adam Smith's "Wealth of Na-
tions." To be sure, Americans
share many interests with
the English, but an all-con-
suming concern with the
nuances of class is not one
of them. Although class dif-
ferences do exist in the
United States, they tend to
be swept under the rug on
this side of the Atlantic,
perhaps in deference to an
American egalitarian ideal.

•

In England, where men of
50 can still get misty eyed
about their nannies and most
people know whom to snub
and whom to take off their
caps to, a series digging into
the class relationships of an
Eaton Square house and its
servants was hound to he
popular. And when the pro-
ducers set the scene in the
Edwardian era, they had a
sure thing, since few periods
are more pleasing to the En-
glish amour propre than this
time when the Empire, al-
though getting a bit portly,

could still throw its w
around.
Among the creators

"Upstairs, Downstairs"
people who had an emott
stake in its master-serval
theme. Jean Marsh, one t
its chief originators, was ti
daughter of a housemaid ar
still gets angry at the rit
when they are oblivious t
the problems of people lii
her parents, who now at
old-age pensioners. There
no evidence that the conflicl
used for plots in "Beace
Hill" were the passionat
or even personal, concern
anyone.

The simple truth is tie
"Beacon Hill" started life
a "why-don't-we-do -at
American-version" show.
never really seemed to cal
about its rich Irish-America
family waited on by a large
immigrant retinue of ser
ants—who, by the way, a]
peared to have a remarkab:
free and easy life belo
stairs, making it hard to ill
derstand why servants in fa.
deserted in droves when fa
tory jobs opened up. Its p
nod, the America-has-con)
of-age 1920's, and its local
the Boston of cigar-smokir
politicians and Brahmin-lrh
discord, also failed to con
across as a time or plai
that mattered—that cou:
quicken our pulse becate
it hail quickened some sin
ter's pulse.

Ilollow at the heart, "Be
con hilt" could never pi-mit
the quality the netw
sought, no matter how
chrome was applied as
trim. When it cnnked
and the hood wag Ii
there was nothing there.
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Children's Shows
Still a Case
Of Neglect

S
ome thoughts on the current state of TV
programming for children, prompted largely
by my brief participation in the recent
Atlanta conference of Action for Children's
Television. There is some room for optimism.
One reason is the existence of ACT itself,

a group formed several years ago by a number of mothers
in a Boston suburb. Taking the time to look at what their
children were looking at on the home screen, they were
appalled and began a series of complaints to broadcasters.
Since they Wielded no special clout, the women were
dismissed as "those ladies from Boston." But they persisted.

Today, ACT is a well-run national organization .
"dedicated to child-oriented quality television without
commercialism." The Atlanta conference represented the
fifth national symposium sponsored by the group, and the
participants included not only would-be reformers but,
significantly, high-echelon executives from the commercial
networks. It seems that initial suspicion and distrust on
both sides have turned into a dialogue that, however
tentative, can only lead to better programming.

In fact, there has been improvement in the commercial
product over the last few years. Much credit undoubtedly
belongs to the conspicuous successes on public-TV:
"Sesame Street," "Misterrogers' Neighborhood," "The
Electric Company" and "Zoom." But credit must also go
to those commercial network executives who were willing
to break traditional habits, to try something different.
CBS's "In the News" segments, NBC's "Go-USA" dramas
and ABC's "Schoolhouse Rock" lessons have added variety
and substance to the Saturday-morning schedule. ABC's

Sendak's "Really Rosie"—"forced to compete in the grubby marketplace"

"Afterschool Special" series has expanded the possibilities
for weekday- programming. And the same network's "Ovels..
Seven" series has attempted to do something worthwhile
with the early-evening half hour opened up by the prime-
time access rule.

These and other developments have been encouraging,
hut it is still impossible to avoid the conclusion that there
is considerably more room for pessimism. Apart from
being expensive, new ventures in quality remain a threat
to a comfortable status quo. Truly significant changes are
made with extraordinary caution or, indeed, reluctance.
The ABC "Afterschool Specials" are presented, at most,
twice a month. CBS's "Festival of the i.ively Arts for
Young People" offers only a few productions each year.

Worse, special projects are forced to compete
unprotected in the grubby Marketplace. One of the most
charming and imaginative half hours this year—for both
children and adults—was last February's "Maurice Sendak's
Really Rosie." But, pitted against NBC's "Little House on
the Prairie," one of the few series geared specifically to
children in the entire prime-timesschestithesirltsThri man y

imated—Rosie-didnot fare well enough in the ratings
satisfy CBS. As a result, Mr. Sendak's future on

IS

But that determined realists may argue, is the game
of television. Precisely, but perhaps the rules of filar p'fne

game Melt is severely restricting
of Tirsf-rite talent that is finally able to win

television exposure. In Atlanta, ACT offered excerpts
from several programs that it considered of unusual quality
Certainly there car be no question about the talent of
Lima Lewis, ebulliently reading black poetry to a group of
equally enthusiastic children, or about the talent of Linda
Janower, the •producer/creator of an essay combining the
'visual art of ancient Egypt with the candid comments of
young museum visitors.

The creations of Maurice Sendak or the productions
of Danny Wilson, whose credits include "Afterschool
Special" and "Over Seven" programs, are there for the
using. On the other side, the networks' executives know
they are there. Between them, however, is a system trippin
over its own research and ratings data. Until that system
recognizes that it not only can but must encompass the
best that is available in talent and artistic worth, the
dominance of programming mediocrity is secure.

In another area lies the explosive subject of advertising
on children's programs. According to some broadcasters,
ACT is determined to do away with all advertising in this
category. Some network executives warn that this could
eliminate children's programs altogether from their schedol
which would then he turned over to re-runs of old prim
time series. However, Peggy Charren, president of ACT,
claims the organization's aims are being distorted. ACT
is concerned about commercials for products it conside
harmful, products such as cereals loaded with sugar or
with hydrogenated fats masquerading as chocolate. The
group has no objection, Mrs. Charren says, to adve
genuinely nutritious foods.

But the issue threatens to become more urgent.
According to new research that will be published in the
November-December issue of the Harvard Business Revi
TV aaVertising may be "permanently dist° itrrir—clil
attitudes toward morality, society and business. Interview
were conducted with 48 children between the ages of 5
and 12. One observation:

'The 10-year-olds' anger toward misleading advertisini
as well as the 11- and 12-year-olds' increased tolerance
of social hypocrisy raise serious questions about the role
of TV advertising in the socialization of children. In most
cultures, adolescents have had to deal with social hypocril
and even with institutionalized lying. But today, TV
advertising is stimulating preadolescent children to
about socially accepted hypocrisy."

- The broadcasting establishment will, of course,
counterattack with its own set of rationales, including the
astounding theory that a child's early experiences with
commercials are essential to his development of consumer
skills. But it's only a matter of !Mae before these arguments
are dismissed completely with the ridicule they deserve.
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REVIEW & OUTL 'OK
Cruelty and Cambodia

Millions of Cambodians have
been driven into the countryside to
grub for food or die, and their fate is
not likely to be reported by UN ob-
servers, Amnesty International or
prying journalists. One can only im-
agine the suffering and degradation,
but clearly the new rulers of Cam-
bodia have invented a new brand of
cruelty.

The extraordinary spectacle pro-
vokes a jumble of reactions, the
simplest of which is that it has not
'been idle fear that in recent months
has moved refugees to flight. The
experience in Phnom Perth _shows
again what can happen when a new
revolutionary government seizes
power. We can give thanks that
nothing comparable has yet hap-
pened in Saigon, but should note that
there was no assurance that it would
not.

There is, for that matter, no as-
surance even yet. When the Commu-
nists took over North Vietnam in
1954, they spent a year or two con-
solidating their hold. Only then did
the bloodbath start, and some 50,000
were executed. The excuse was a
"land reform" campaign, though
the late Bernard Fall reported that
the typical holding of the "land-
owner" class was less than two
acres. Hanoi has since admitted to
excesses in this incident, which
gives some hope that it may be less
brutal this time around. But the fact
remains that no Communist govern-
ment has ever been consolidated
without some similar purge.

Already, the Cambodian experi-
ence is a crisis for those Americans
who have built their moral and intel-
lectual universe on opposition to
American policy in Indochina. One
starts to read half-hearted apologet-
ics. We are told that since there is
no reliable news, we cannot be sure
that people are dying. At least the
new Cambodians are serious men.
we read. We are told that the forced
exodus makes sense seen through
the eyes of the Khme e—as if
we should look a e bur g of
Jews through the eyes of the zis.

What a dif rent standard the
same peopl pply to similar ins
when co itted by a non-Co u-
nist dict orship. Indeed, it is spe-
cially " structive to compare Cam-
bodia ith, say, Chile. Shor after
the K er Rouge drove it popula-
tion in the countrysid the Chil-
ean jun announced e reinstate-
ment of pus. This may
prove to be a mere announcement
not put into actual practice, but
when will even the announcement
be forthcoming in C
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Beyond that, since the end of
World War II the Communists have
had a monopoly on that special kind
of cruelty that comes from mil-
lennial ambition. Since taking
power, for example, the Chilean
junta has seemed to try to redeem
the exaggerations initially directed
at it by maintaining its own Gulag
Archipelago, though an amateurish
one compared with the original. But
the junta certainly has done nothin
comparable to the extermination o
the Kulaks, the systematic land-re-
form killings in China or North Viet-
nam or the Cambodian march to no-
where.

The hallmark of this kind of cru-
elty is that it is not directed at spe-
cific enemies, real or imagined, but
at whole classes and whole popula-
tions. It bespeaks not mundane
greed for power, but the terrible
self-righteousness that derives from
a "sense of mission." The mission
may be "liberty, equality, fratern-
ity"; someone has summed up the
message of the French Revolution
as, "Be my brother or I will kill
you." More recently, the mission
has been building a new Soviet man,
or seeking a new purity in a new
agrarian Khmer society. History's
worst cruelties have always resulted
from the ambition to build a new so-
ciety, in truth, the ambition to
change the natu

It is pr y this millennial a
bition e the "strength of chara
ter" that derives from it, th t

es revolutionary movements o
tractive to Western liberals. he

'berals' current disillus ment
o Cambodia is afte nothing
new. ritish Whigs,
only Burke saw immediately the es-
sential murderousness that distin-
guished the French Revolution from
the American one. And we must re-
member that Lincoln Steffens, the
ancestor of all investigative journal-
ists, returned from Soviet Russia
proclaiming that he had seen the fu-
ture and it works. So on through the
"land reformers" in China, Cuba
and now Cambodia.

It is too much to hope, we sup-
pose, that eventually the lesson will
sink in. It is after all no easy lesson
that cruelties like we now see in
Cambodi it from lofty purpose,
fro e attem

glowing abstractions
and recalcitrant man. It is an even
harder lesson that freedom means
reign not only for man's lofty side
but for his worldly one, and that any-
one seriously interested in the quest
for freedom will .11e"fs to Lbutition the
quer* for human perfection.

Patent Pen
A poster has come to our atten- scene, the big family sitting around

tion. Colored in soft, dreamy hues, it the stuffed turkey, heads bowed in
depicts two barefoot youngsters prayer: "ABUNDANCE is the prod-
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ASHINGTON—The politician or pun-
dit traveling outside the capital is instantly
bombarded with questions about 1978.

Will Ford be elteleglis.Ae-retirng
to run? Will the Democrats draft Teddy?
And dozens more.

If the politician or pundit feels he must
sing for his supper, he may contrive fairly
definite answers, spinning -intr
rioa of how each party's
cess will proc

If more _honest, he'll probably
a t he h.aseet-The foggiest and that
s is •a even to try to guess. the

s that it's been a quarte century
or m • e ements of an ap-
proaching presidential election have been
so unknown and essentially unknowal5le.

Don't even attempt, aLL...titte'-point, to
take --fteeetintiertinhe key issues and
broad public opinion trends may be 18
months from now: Whether the economy is
booming back or still depressed; whether
the public has become bitter over the loss
of Vietnam or preoccupied with a Mideast
war or other foreign crisis; whether crime,
abortion, busing or some other social issue
has become compelling; whether citizens
remain disillusioned with current political
leaders and are anxiously searching for a
new "non-political" face.

Merely consider, for the moment, the
incredible X factors in the nominating
rules, the make-up of the parties, and the
Hollywood-extravaganza army of leading
actors.etN

only is it unclear who'll be nomi-
nated by each major party but also just
how many parties there'll be on the 1978
ballot: only two, or three (George Wal-
lace), or four (Ronald Reagan as a conser-
vative independent), or five (Eugene Mc-
Carthy). With more than two, just who
takes votes from whom?

, Nor is there any way to know right now
how bitterly divided each major party will
be; early signs are that both may be badly
shattered by the end of the bicentennial
summer. The number and dates of the
state presidential primaries still change
weekly, further unsettling the picture. A
first-in-the-nation primary confined to rela-
tively conservative New Hampshire could
create a political climate quite different
from the results if New Hampshire, Mas-
sachusetts and Rhode Island all vote on
the same day.

Still to be tested is whether several
Democratic governors and Senators will
be able to win as "favorite son" candi-
dates, denying their state delegations to
the active seekers of the nomination and
thus increasing chances of a convention
deadlock. Candidates are just beginning,
too, to assess the impact of new public fi-
nancing of presidential contests and new
federal limits on campaign spending and
contributions.

Finally, think of just a few of the vir-
tually unanswerable questions involving
the candidates themselves.

Will Mr. Ford actually run? The Presi-
dent tried again in his press conference
last week to remove all doubts, but as
ennis Farney noted on this page, quite a
w people continue to question the firm-

ne s of his resolve. Even Richard Herman,
th former Nebraska national committee-
m n who's on the President's small politi-
c planning group, seri it could be three
o six months before he himself is con-
vinced.

If Mr. Ford should bow out, there'd cer-
tainly be a classic Rockefeller-Reagan
brawl for the nomination. The question
isn't only who'd win—presumably Mr.
Reagan--but also whether the wounds
could ever heal.

If Mr. Ford does run, will Mr. Reagan
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only Burke saw immediately the es-
sential murderousness that distin-
guished the French Revolution from
the American one. And we must re-
member that Lincoln Steffens, the
ancestor of all investigative journal-
ists, returned from Soviet Russia
proclaiming that he had seen the fu-
ture and it works. So on through the
"land reformers" in China, Cuba
and now Cambodia.

It is too much to hope, we sup-
pose, that eventually the lesson will
sink in. It is after all no easy lesson
that cruelties like we now see in
Cambodia   It from lofty purpose,
fro c attem

glowing abstractions on
and recalcitrant man. It is an even
harder lesson that freedom means
reign not only for man's lofty side
but for his worldly one, and that any-
one seriously interested in the quest
for freedom will to cbandon the
quesi for human perfection.

Patent Pen
A poster has come to our atten-

tion. Colored in soft, dreamy hues, it
depicts two barefoot youngsters
standing in a flowered, leafy glade,
gazing at the purple mountains and
clear blue skies at the horizon. The
poster's message is a simple one:
"CLEAN AIR," it says, "is a prod-
uct of the Environmental Protection
Agency."
How about a poster reproducing

the Norman Rockwell Thanksgiving

scene, the big family sitting around
the stuffed turkey, heads bowed in
prayer: "ABUNDANCE is the prod-
uct of the Department of Agricul-
ture." Or a poster depicting an over-
stuffed tycoon, leaning against his
limousine and gazing fondly at his
yacht: "AFFLUENCE is the prod-
uct of the Office of Economic Oppor-
tunity."

Only nine more years, Mr. Or-
well.

'Illy Business'
The American Civil Liberties

Union recently filed discrimination
charges against a number of promi-
nent New York restaurants, accus-
ing them of hiring only waiters
rather than waitresses. After a re-
quired waiting period of 180 days,
spokesmen said the ACLU will file a
$2.4 million suit in federal court.

When newspapers asked the res-
taurant owners and operators about
their practices, some said no wait-
resses had ever applied, others
claimed women would have trouble
carrying the heavy trays, others
talked about having to work late
hours, and still others gave similar
explanations. But the owner of a
French restaurant explained that he
did not hire waitresses because
"that is the way I run my business."

Americans have become so regu-
lated by laws, rules, and edicts, gov-
erning the most minute areas of
human activity, that it sounds
shocking if not downright brazen to

hear entrepreneurs talking about
"my business." Can you imagine
the ACLU's scorn when it gets that
reckless man into court?

Yet would anyone seriously
argue that a restaurateur with a
preference for waiters poses a
threat to society? Certainly it would
come as a surprise to people who
dine in New York every day that
there is a pattern of discrimination
against waitresses, since they seem
to be at least as numerous as wait-
ers. And when the law and courts
start attempting to dictate hiring
choices where no broad discrimina-
tion pattern exists, is it not a sign of
an overregulated society?

Indeed, there are areas in which
women face discrimination involv-
ing unequal pay for equal work,
bank lending policies and other
questions. But it hardly serves the
interests of women or anyone else to
try to create issues where none
exist.

PEPPER.. . and Salt
Scrap Ire

"All things will come to
those

Who only stand and wait,"

Is a sentiment that

I think we over-rate.

Though I stood and waited,

My life remained bereft.

All that's come to me is

What those who hustled left.

—Gail Cooke.

^

Truth Capsule

A lot of people never get
out of the woods because
they spend all their time
beating about the bush.

—Franklin P. Jones.

tively conservative New Hampshire could
create a political climate quite different
from the results if New Hampshire, Mas-
sachusetts and Rhode Island all vote on
the same day.

Still to be tested is whether several
Democratic governors and Senators will
be able to win as "favorite son" candi-
dates, denying their state delegations to
the active seekers of the nomination and
thus increasing chances of a convention
deadlock. Candidates are just beginning,
too, to assess the impact of new public fi-
nancing of presidential contests and new
federal limits on campaign spending and
contributions.

Finally, think of just a few of the vir-
tually unanswerable questions involving
the candidates themselves.

Will Mr. Ford actually run? The Presi-
dent tried again in his press conference
last week to remove all doubts, but as
ennis Farney noted on this page, quite a
w people continue to question the firm-

ne s of his resolve. Even Richard Herman,
th former Nebraska national committee-
m n who's on the President's small politi-
c 1 planning group, says it could be three
o six months before he himself la con-
vinced.

If ND% Ford should bow out, there'd cer-
tainly be a classic Rockefeller-Reagan
brawl for the nomination. The question
isn't only who'd win—presumably Mr.
Reagan—but also whether the wounds
could ever heal.

If Mr. Ford does run, will Mr. Reagan
oppose him in the Republican primaries
anyhow? The Californian has been speak-
ing widely around the country and showing
few qualms about attacking the Presi-
dent's policies; conservative grass roots
strength in the GOP makes a Reagan
upset of the President at least conceivable,
though most experts consider it highly un-
likely.

Turning to the Democrats, will there
really be a deadlocked convention, or will
a clear choice gradually emerge from the
primary scramble? If there is a deadlock,
does the convention turn to Sen. Edward
Kennedy—and does he let himself be
drafted, or does he stick to his "firm, final
and unconditional" refusal to run?

If not Teddy, then who? The strength of

assorted dark horse candidates, such as
New York Gov. Hugh Carey or Sen. Frank

Church of Idaho, will depend heavily on

the record they'll make during the coming
year, and that's obviously impossible to
know now.

Will Alabama Gov. George Wallace,
recognizing that the Democrats won't ever
nominate him for President, turn his dele-

gates over to someone else—most plausi-

bly, Sen. Henry Jackson—in return for the

vice presidential nomination? Such a ticket
would send legions of liberal Democrats
rushing out of the party.

Move on from the two parties, and the
unknowables multiply again. If Mr. Wal-

lace fares worse in the Democratic pri-
maries than party leaders expect, or fares
well but is denied any place on the Demo-

cratic ticket, will he run as a third-party
candidate? His supporters are already
working for independent ballot position in
many states.

If Mr. Reagan doesn't challenge Presi-
dent Ford in the GOP primaries, or chal-
lenges and loses, will he run as an indepen-
dent? many conservatives see this as a far
better opportunity, freeing Mr. Reagan of
Watergate, the economy, and other Repub-
lican burdens. Could he persuade Gov.
Wallace to run with him, perhaps building
appeal to a still broader electorate?

With the situation so monumentally un-
certain, the politician or pundit wishing to
appear in the know must resort to gypsy.
like reading of tea leaves. The President's
statement that he hasn't made any "cate-
gorical" decision to run actually proves he
won't run. Three of Ted Kennedy's old
friends won't get involved in anyone else's
campaign—proof positive he'll be in the
race. Mo Udall sounded a mite more dis-
couraged in his last two appearances, an
obvious sign he's about to drop out.

The trouble is that these readings are
just about as soundly based as those of the
gypsy fortune tellers. And deserve just
about as much credence.

The Wall Street Journal

"This kind of background is OK if you're a success
later but it ain't so hot now."
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REVIEW & OUTLOOK
Voices of Reaction

Part of the legacy of the collapse
of South Vietnam has been a loss of
confidence, here and abroad, in•
America's world role—its power to
influence the tide of events. A
healthier realism about the limits of
American power was perhaps over-
due but there are some dangers of
over-reaction.

The immediate danger, as we
have said here before, is that the
United States, having withheld aid
to Saigon, will no longer be trusted
by its allies or potential allies. A
/tore subtle, but no less serious dan-
ger, is that Americans themselves
will be overwhelmed by additional
doubts and confusions over the true
sources of American power and in-
fluence. •

Without doubt, the Vietnam expe-
rience has left Americans badly di-
vided over the nation's political obli-
gations in the world. A Harris poll
commissioned by the Chicago Coun-
cil on Foreign Relations indicated
that the public would favor the use
of U.S. troops in only one contin-
gency involving a threat to allies,
and that would be the invasion of
Canada. A majority opposed U.S.
military interventon to thwart, for
example, an invasion of Europe, an
Arab defeat of Israel or a Russian
seizure of West Berlin. A separate
sample of 328 "national leaders," in
Congress, the media, the govern-
ment, etc., would defend Europe
and West Berlin but a majority of
even this group would not 'act to
save Israel.

It is possible to read too much
Into opinion polls. Americans have
never thirsted for war, to their
credit. It has been a traditional di-
lemma of the Western democracies
that strong public sentiment in
favor of peace conflicts with the im-
peratives of maintaining military
preparedness and credibility.
So far, the Western democracies

have survived that dilemma. But
there is a somewhat more troubling
quality to the present mood. Along
with the general perception tha
America's relative power in th
world is waning has come an in-
sinuation from both the extreme lef

' and the extreme right that this 1

, 
somehow the result of moral inade-
quacy and degeneracy among the
American people and in the institu-
tions they have devised. That is a

. dangerous notion but it will only be
true when a final loss of self confi-
dence makes it true.
. It would be unrealistic to deny

, that the relative political power of

the U.S. in the world has been wan-
ing and equally unrealistic to deny
that some erosion of that relative
power was inevitable. The U.S.
emerged from World War II as the
world's most powerful nation. But
given the powerful national aspira-
tions of Russia and China, the
spawning of dozens of new nations
out of Europe's decaying empires
and an unparalleled development of
world trade and commerce, pro-
moted by the United States and its
private business institutions, there
could not have been a long-term
preservation of the status quo. Nor
was it desirable, as the enormous
growth of living standards in most
corners of the world has proved. In
that environment it was inevitable
that relative U.S. power would
wane.

It was also inevitable that U.S.
efforts to preserve order, through its
alliances with onetime colonial pow-
ers, would sometimes come into
conflict with the aspirations of new
nations and certainly come into con-
flict with the new imperialism of the
Soviet Union. '

It may well be that in the great
long-term sweep of history the West-
ern democracies have finally passed
their high water mark. But the idea
that the Chinese experiment or the
Soviet experiment is somehow the
wave of the future is only plausible
because throughout history, have-
not grOups have conducted military
conquests of more advanced soci-
eties. For all its doubts, the U.S. re-
tains ample power to deter this, and
con continue to do so if it chooses.

As social experiments, the Rus-
ians and Chinese have achieved a
ertain egalitarianism and discipli-
ary efficiencies but little else.
airily because the U.S. is not state

centered, it remains the true revolu-
tionary society—distinctly different
rom hundreds of monarchies and
atrapies of the past. Its revolution-
ry nature has found fulfillment in
6th social and economic progress.
The most serious danger in the

U.S. loss of confidence can be found
n those voices that express admire-
ton for the strong state, with
reater and greater powers over in-
ividuals and private institutions.
hey are, in effect, the voices of re-
ction. And if American power even-
ually declines in an absolute as well
s relative sense, their prescriptions
ill be largely to blame. We can
nly hope that American self confi-
ence will regenerate itself and with
a recognition of the worth of the

A erican experiment.
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POLITICAL CIRCUIT
Br ROBERT HEALY

Confirmation
taking too long

There IS annetning wth trie 25th Amend-
ment Tbe amendment allows the P, es,dent nominate
a Vice President when a sacancy ct-r.Irs la that *Ham

Now we have Noises Rocketel!er, the President,e
nominee tar Vete President, lorked in what may be •
long struggle with the
Congress over coati:elat-
ion And at the Sinne bale
President Ford will be
leaving the country next
week en a trip to Asia,
leaving behind as the im-
mediate successor to the
Preeidency, Carl Alb.M.
She Spether of the Mede
Of ROPidenttatives

Abbe lath Amendment

to letter than the situation
ked.uped to prevail. When
Se Indere occurred, the
gthe Presidency would re-
Min unlined until the
thed presidential election
had at hoot now the sena-
ors and representatives
• acting for the voters in

connumtiott Proms% and the succession does net
,vert to the Speaker of the Reuse.

But the entire business of the choicest Vice Presi-
imis is venom business. Two of the last four Vim Pim,-
eats have become President through assassination and
.mignation. During that sante tune another Vice Press-
tent was forced to resign.

What happened to the nation was bad enough with
.r.e impeachment process that led to the resignation of
Richard Piton. Bait juSt picture this, While the Water,
pla invsugation was going on before the HOW, Jo-
didery Committee, the Senate was trying Spiro Agnew
far taking money from Maryland contractors while he
pa. governor and Vice President.

Farther, there is this whole business of having a
President sad a Vice President neither one of whom
gap Metes by the people in an election.

. That is part of the prelim which Rockefeller
thes it the conf.rmation hearing. It is net simply the

matter of km ho 'ear
sod his great si,altit or
wne•her h,n great wealth
h. daryaatifaen luot

1,e.,g higher altar.,
R•ckeelier idansaff

NELSON ROCKEFELLER

PEAKER ALBERT

-

fc.rrsanLe

In was gossrnor t,e kind
.f legislation ar, pa3-ied it. rianciatn7y sentences
or drug abuse ant Ito iciincn,

There alio 15 to question ot the appearance of
erne.

It is tool! to go beyond the statetnent that he has
in much money to engage in anything that might be a
Inflict. of int,t, to this day and age there mint not
c an appearanm cf conflict.

The Chase ! on Bank. of which David Rocke-
.1er in p7, tin sleeved in foreign Wangs to
'meow ere 71 F- Arsecir_a. It is involved in bond-
rig in the stnte as It was in the New York Part Author-

The time to clear ma any kind of appearance of tim-
id is right now. There is nothing wrong with the
sage questions that are being pat to Rockefeller *-
a* in the case of the publication of the book on Ax-
hits Goldberg and the gifts to people who worked for
lohefeller there must be tingle standards both for the
tothefellers and everyone else who serves in govern-
lent

Further, the Congress ought to get at this business
rith some commitment Either Rockefeller should be
entirrned or a new norninee should be proposed on that
se successor does not retrain the Speaker of the House.

It also might be a good idea to take a new look at
25th Amendment_ Those suggestions advanced fxst

y Boston Mayor Kenn White for a Weal eleenoo is
me of a vacancy might be worth some study. At leot
ten. the candidates and their records would torso pub-

teat, whoCh to what this system is all about
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the Win St Atom he gage entice, and
that. I think, a doing hann—harat to the
nation at genera! and es tlaf, nation's
press in particular.

Nelson Rockefeller and Wilbur Math
have found cok about the new mood the
hard 'fay mot the pad neap% of weeks.
ha Inv Mia .eam, ,bat has made
bun ark abluell of so *Mk cur...3'
and Fe is hes UM.Stoffillat at the
Tided be Wad thee the the tart
moist tesel thaeone to op. that refuting
leicelpmeat and then *mug; ari ezplana-

. tilee Oki& struck peolike as incredibly
iwoki

Ille•realr. Rockefeller'i case the prob-
iemlit mere complimeed and More seri-
aaatill the one hand, it seems that the
teAldler does not batty aolueente the

• prentlyes and *swab -which the new,
no on m*, ev-

e= =liebl a WitiliE out. of
confidiree. Melted champs is ffila gov-
ernor's react* te the reveled*. that
Ms brother had financed a mentesign
tract mucking Arthur Goldberg iss IMPS.
Girt'. Rocirefetkes reeponse—a belated
sciihowledgrnem that * had known
Mout this dirty trick and a halted apel-

- ogy—might have soweelhodegmte before
Watergate. But to ming pee* It appar-
ently seems muds his so sew, %her the
Nixon White House team has been an
roundly and justifiably assailed for re,-
countering airealar, though far more ex-
treme, eas-andled dirty tricks, among other
llamge. to dioredit its opponnon

There are Seine tougher ameets to the
Mudd% Ion Gm. Rockefefler, for in-
stant*, to nest only being judged in a new
denote; bets aiso being mimed under a
new procedure. the 15th Amendment,
Which' las been used only ence before.
Ardent %Om his experience sed that of
Mr. Ford whim nereinated for Vim Presi-
dent a year ems &awns that vim presi-
dential noenizmet wire tieing confirma-
tion by Ce we *Sag to be sub-
jected to far mere aerating than they
here ever received when aominated in
the Menial course of things

That Is not bad; the shorecooungs
the usual way we choose Vice Peon'
deals—to haste, Anent as an ather-
theogte by exhanted political *aim —
me aim* Bat it Is not• Yet thot wing
standards cog* to be applied nr what
d!rspnrftrcwianCno

sE, conspiracp end
toter-up in eterything is
as myopic as to beliere
that no conspiracies or
rater-up exist . . . That
kind of hangover from
lb atergate will surely
handicap us in coping
with other subjects that
are, or should be, domi-
nating the news."

This is a general problem today. Of
courae the nation needs to know that
any person entrusted with public office is
not a crook. But pubiic service also in-
mateveo ocher qualifications and abilities
An emphasis on candor and an abiewe of
wronged& although primary and vital,
can dietoti, the process of asseeneat if it
is carried to extremes and distracts the
public and the press from other, actually
Mendicant questions.

This is where I ace the low healthy
influence of the Watergate experience.
It's not too match to say, I think, that the
Nixon-Agnew AdmmUtration, which, as
we know, ant out to hurt the press, did
dantege as, though not jot wayx it had in-
tended-

Amine other Wogs. the niamer in
shich the stories of memptien we.
ate of power unfolded nedithe prom too
snuck a piety to waines. tonIngek as
actor in Ma dried which wan Ming
played out- Scene individuals beam ce-
lebrities, and the whole erneada be-

„Igo, The Bordi

The press

after

Watergate

By KATHARINE GRAHAM

operated vise — forgive the phrase —
no Mies operative.

This proems drikeeption bas always
been at Wolk Illagivenen1
working itatoteliat throughout history.
But Ito mr tsua it beano a mi. haz-
ard_ The leaning eaperienne beim with
Vietnam ard ntallwal its hada! climax
with Watergate.

In Vietnam, it took a new group of
journalists ...cut through the tog of offi-
cial muirarce and reveal what was hap-
pening. TO lay bare the facts of Water-
gate, it Iota two yrsuo local reporters,
mburdeneti by habits of trust and ac-
ousintiunceship. The point is that like the
rest vf the country, Use mess discovered
how badly we'd been taken in The result
hes been to validate that eyeicism which
the pegs Is always summed to have—
and to make it not a ederal, protesoidal
attitude het a sharp, pereanal and self -
detainee VIM lie we wank to be
burped math

So, then's esoe a buirheary to snatli ret
a Rockefeller or a Wilbur Mills, whether
to campmate for failures in the past or
to wild Ow popable can of underplaying
what Meer be uroorrow's mayor scandal_
This tesdenry gees beyond tbe tradition-
al blahs of tmelligeot skepticism and
emu healthy eynicam. that are as *par-
tent to oar *W000a as paper and camer-
a.- What we sow have on cur bond& I
think, a, probiens of balance and leer-

have rhi yet reinlved.

tan the
-

,rnevr.ttitian, does):
Stu, . you ore tearing down all

our leaders . . you are making moue-
m out of msielisUa . . _ you are asking

Rockeadiar to Bee up to tests which no
now in politica life over a period of years
can damn up to—ken of all the can-
grown guestitaiiing hat., . the press
is hake 'electively leaked to . . . the
press &estate . .

Theft is also a tendency on the part
of on public efficials to rentrativele
or ideselly stamp their feet mid remotion
even t* right of the questimers to ques-
tion.

But valid questions hew been raised
— and have to be answered_ Fw in-
stance.% seder to weigh Owr. Rockefel-
ler's ipielification. Inc the nation's sec-
rml-bildelt Mb, it aeons vital to knew a
great Mel about his 13-year setwestiship
of New Yotic State. That is a berths,
drearier, less entreating alibied than he
huge gMts nf meaty to his friends or his

Ananciag of a grubby mmistien
hook.

The wane applies to Milk. The moat
unporiant questions about the congress-
man hero Arkansas do not involve Isis
pnyate life per se, but tether his use of
the whiz power he holds is chairman of
the Ways and Memo Committee. Rio aU-
th.ritr .Ad eapertise grre him wannsand
over taistion, social security, welfare,
health insurance, unemployment corn-

PenMenos and other polities which can
detemoke the flomidel moodly er sees
the mieheal. of *Mom of Americano
and the mama and giro* af many more.

that hand of baoto‘or f rorn Wit
will surely handsap us tat cowrie
other subjects that are, or shou
dominating the news

Just as Watergate became the
Mod for as enormous tangle of
awl attitudes, those other topics
then labels, too — energy. fop
economy, the environment
labet in a mass of facts and
such intricacy and import
Americans are just starting to
bend them

As the press him into
sues, we may find that
day by empouison. Watergalei
did bow we cestral
Wide awd one angel
ious oboes, a anier-up
sues — not new, by any
deoly paramount — este!
monied. The Arab
whole story el oil,
don't take you very far
trig fertiliar abortages.

Watergate, moreover, for at
and grovels. was a taktiolud
story. Lt rieeired traditional
of investigative reporting and,
pewits, the Illetaid crisis
the American media have learned te
vide ay well.

But investigative
lacked by all the
and stamina we can.
'sough for eoverage of
and oil and finance which a
ahead. Those nories demand o•

, ties as welt
Theft

a number,
rangme I
to antstra
1$—
aWad their
daily if
atuch dery keepingBob
acme.

The oil industry. for one, has
lately begun to talk about oh pz
policies. Business takatioo..
totting everything from
Land use, is still
om The change of a stogie
law can make millions of
of difference, said tee
also, to give a cram
porters. As Tee Doted, this is
challenge in covering Wilber

Once the press has
rant MYrittriele. the next

era ea
coverage of
there were esmatiothy two
dimes: the small group a
talked in their own terms
selves, and the great masa
sally uninformed.

That was the period re.
COVeraft of strange and
wide-eyed
Maw.
del
erns of
the an It
Mill

se.lner owe wrvint

•r. cle,ter,

= ten an,n. Rn-liefelier
:• toasty the

7701, it lonar he has
uved r:s rest ...Ito or
w ',eat wealth

r.- ritsiiialif” ban
L -doing tither

• Berke teller himself
paws the priacipal
twetwirt. Rather at in how
heamidet esilltheler

•, , dist.
o so longer a.
trumi fer the

Inc P e5 Ai. to oats, op
erie Preaidesey.
S.. the romans, at

t,e ludieury Cain- •
rnittee o,Il ask questa.s.o
alma, lfte itsiseteller per-
fanamice at Attica when
he was governor, the kind

white was passed on mandatory seritenees
drie dose and the welfare midence law.
There also n the dosed of the appearance of

ALBERT

It is well le go beyond the staterr.ent that he has
much money to engage in anything that might be a

of interest In this day and age there rr.mt not
an appearan-e cf conflict.
The Chase II- - ran 13ausk. a! which David Rotte-
n iv, - engseed in forcers dealings in
an" America. it is inveNed at hoid-

en the state as it was in the New York Port Author-

Mae time te clear Lip any kind of appearance of coo-
n right now. There as notlung wrong with the
guestons that are being put to Rockefeller be-
in the case of the publication of the book on Ar-
Goldberg end the efts to people who wmked for

there nest be single standards both for tEe
ellen and everyone else who serves in govern-

Further, the Congress ought to get at this business
some cormnitment Either Ftockefeller should be

or a netv nomime should be Prehnod an that
successor does not remain the Speaker of the House
It also might be a good idea to take a new look at
25th Amendment Thine suggestions advanced first
Boston Mayor Kenn White for a special election in
St a voancy might be worth some study. At least
the candid_ates and their records would face a pub-
winch is what this systern is all about.

.itoirrt litery is ern-Wiry editor of The Globe

7

W.W.Oe•ay..

cow lo Commas. me gong Ia he sub-
ject* to tar more werutiny than they
have ever mewed ohm nweenelled to
the nomad mum of deep

The is net Mil; the andendup of
the usual way we elmast VW. Pres,
deata—la haste, eke* as an afloc-
ilai by pineal brain; —
are abates. Bet it to not yet alter whet
standards aught to be applied or whet
defM0 in sionoter or perfeemmee Clea-
r en sliewld adderaodsuqsaaliiymusa

"To see conspiracy and
rover-up in everything is
as myopic as to believe
that no conspiracies or
cocer•np exist . . That
kind of however front
Watergate will surely
handicap us in coping
smith ether subjects Met
we,er Ana be. *ma.
media, the awe

This is a gedrel groltime they. Of
course the intim needs to Mew Oat
any person estop** with pelf* office is
on e weak Ihet public service aim in-
relies odor qualificalioes aid ahihties
An naphosis en casein and in absence at
worthanng. Wthangh pcnory and vital,
can distort the poxes' of eneasome'alit
is carried to extremes and diskette the
public ad the prew from other, equally
egnitirent gentians-

This is where I is. the Om healthy
Whewe of the Welagete esgerionea
It% but No ouch to 07.1. throb. shot the
lfixen-hgoew Andainedice, which, as
we Mew. set out to hurt the preen did
damage no, though id in ways it had in-

tended.
Among other thin., the manner in

which the stories * corruption and mis-
use tel pow unfolded =tie the pros ton
nude a mirth to meets, toe sob an
actor in the drama which was being
eland ceat. Sane inirmahials became ce-
lebritrm awd the whet* tantanaan ba-
c..o mended is owe ironer. Ns hero-

That is an unnatural role, and to same
MM a &agent. nit, old), ow *met
on in by default — the default at the
other institutions, with oaths domino,
party and the amends ef Make, which
especially in the early mo0* banwing
the W.W.II.* lemak-in Wed to do their

Ilk Imes bete much the nun bor-
ders with regard to Vietnam- It adds up
to an overload, I think, which tenet good
fort, or for society. Rig* sow, for as-

_ statue, there are Mims that Confirms still
refies on us ton math to do the probing
which caudittees should be doing foe
thomehron.

Watergate distorted our role even
more because the prate *cinema just a

Party, hot an aggrieved. iself•comious
party to the case. 'Thie happened not an
much because our credilality arid sealbee
were an frequently and so loudly at-
tacked, tug rather because an preites-
venal poise and compedite were ques-
Atoned itt another, mu& wore painful.
way.

Many members of the pree, earnt
beam to report the Wetergate eery Ma
basically triaging amwd. Mont no
souruks aad an :mentions end official
conduct which had proved to be reliable
in the past. The mon established in air
ranks in ewe mom triuged and. It
the time for the prom to Anew? Set
we were beteg declined and med, that
the very dsumptioge uwier witch we

Sa, there's now • teatime to pimp on
a Rectrektilor era %Vied Md whether

eseipeimite for fakirss nt the me or
to avoid the posibie ern of uoderplaving
*FAA MA,' iv tomorrow's swim scandal
This Sawdediey pea beyond the buddies-
al boalle ret ikallIggml ~Mos and
even bedew eyelet" inet wean impor-
tate to our bands as paper and camir-
as. What we new hen an an hoods. I
Oink owmehtsim at balms and
▪ Mink we Moe not yak runind,
or ,

someone always dem)

goo • • . you are tearing *ma all
our Indeon.. . you are mann noun-
twee out el we asked
iteeamaitar te Rye its is tea. wind!. no
we a wheal hfe over a period of years
ran menere up to—lead of an the em-
gregente onstioalog his • . . the pm
is Wig Menne* leaked to . . the
pew ineabir . • •

Theme to also a tendency on the Pert
St erten mad With*,00 ligloolnelY
or then* awn their fest he queued
edit tie right 01 0* destioners to ques-
ted

BM valid *Mises hare been mind
— he time to be moweret For in-

&UP Goo. itoeketei-
le▪ es goidificatiens for the saline's een-
watt-highwt jets, it .we vital to know •
great Mil and bis 1.3-year stewardship
of New The* State, That in • harder,
Meshes, leas entrancing subject then his
huge gifts of *wry to his fries% or ha
Ismityb finowing of a grubby campaign
toot

The,wn applies to Mills. The most
nsweellet tmestions about the congress-
man been Arkansas do an involve his
prorate life per se. Id rather his use of
the public power be hells as chairman of

1•15 Wan and Mesa Cdmittee. His au-
thority and emend give hint command
over taxation. social 111COWY, welfare,
health insurance, nentheeiroem ew"-
limmtiM and other Mikis which can
cetera*, the fsmeciet antonly or cora
the sioniod al minims af Anineicalls
and the.stiedis he prefit of wry mere.

Them oternquely, ,teggibeg sod im-
ported WRNS are much msee difficult to
write dont, said he fun to read about,
than lie Tidal Ruin swim.

Or take the smumbet *them* cam
of Healy Kissinger, aMhse inconnely
in5iligeot public ono* who dem net
entirely understand the new deesnds for
disclossie. Messinger reacts to interroga-
tion with a warmer and disphssure
whets are bound to dud we deed-
But again, the penedikau he dedieses
mud too far, on that seeiniegly tweets
question of his candor arid duriesore
have getsen Mere attention than really
tougher questions of his poiicies and per-
formance.

Mee within demi Om editor at
The Wedtingten Prot has oddan abed
an eirthe-record briefing on the SALT
AMATOSSAI by the Secrets:7 of DIM*.

and Mie head el the *me anti* agency.
Al a rare meat you might =Pert
qossp'lIm teem on the =bitewe of
SAlpMd,lite Om Oficial; wine

euth question at, .111by
are yki Meng this Iniermer and 'Tad
the Mae Hort tell you to-tell no tlear
The shale maim wee permeated with
Ow WI" dot anything offered on the
record** also wiling ich, or both.

Teem coopiracy and cover-up in ev-
ery** to as week as to believe that

empitede he cover-ups exist. Such

monism any be se understeedithie reac-
tion Is deception and disillustorment, but

tog heehaw derides.
Weeergate, moreover, be all its

ad gravity, we a trehiewal ki

am/ • It neutered weilined teen
eteddgetuse remise he. at a

pens, the flat-out obis oirmerge
the dimencen eindis hew boosed
,Mee well

Dial imeoligetive tab*, an
Wed by all OM ledmate he dim
sod stands we can roster, woo

won. Par coverage of the
end leanl bolow
ahead. Then stews
Ow as well,
!Iho find is the

a suratei of e
'—'pops
to antitrust it to
comersent In
wed their w
Wally It the
onesi easegy he
score

The all iniutry, for
kettle lat=tialk

feel• ing ernythig Iron
land ue, is he
soss 'The diem ata With'
law me snake nation of
of difference, mid the Madero i
about to give a cram dune ha
portera. As fee died, this is the
challenge in aseering
COM the prow no aussnyed the

vant mysterim the end thaw,o
report them te lame while an bud
ran gram This is hob eosinhe to
than it med to be. We hese witgraw
era of what might be UAW RAW
coverage St specialties, the sea'
there were tesentielly tar Whew
diem*: the anal grew et esquere
talked in their eire Wee ening
leech, and the great maw who were
orally uninformed.

That was the period of "sprea
coverage of wane and teendeme
wide-eyed aCUSIUWIS Stewes mkt
space, breathing reports thew New
ical wonder; welted belletim on be
sues of rare minerals * the lotto
Met. It wee • tine when mumbat
still accepted the when that some
jects were toe hid for ordinary am
to underatesd — and when writid
gon-ladest prow watt thought to be
of intellect

That time Is goo Manny and
rational levels Mee san. ge diet
the we media hen dew a* slis
educatiodl dirk on well over they
that the public to aserany ninth i
informed_ Like and Mims, this ha
defects of its merits We can ask
more of an asidlean — but the
turn, wet much we. elan

Take, at an example, tee Alaska
line. Twenty years ago, perhaps ee
that tremendous muttibiliewelaliar
stireetiee mita in the seethed
mithl Uwe been consed prionerdy
treenodows multdillion-deilar can

tim Wetted. In the nerthern wade. /5
.weld hum ompludised the
Mari StIMISMAlont pipe,
St weather. the Mafioso
01st all,

Tive years ago, anch
wore balanced . up to
hoe stories also reported
to the plan and the project's
impact an the caribou and the
soh*. hi tims,
cumions at
iroatact on oil
on rtiations with Canada. And
of comae, the pipeline story
seen to have even larger

, Moo involves. among ether
ance-of-pryromta tweres, the ems



eaf.-- - thie dale Utrk. ind a Waked Oft-

I
- - . hantemeind=dir leder!

,. mirk legt se WPM IOW the

soniallod arty leeks. smog ettft

White Reim Urn he Gem so

Mitre. thee. 1. tow* 44"
and jrnifiebly mak* few sa-

to discredit it. oppnitim

mia Morn allocts to the

Oak Gow. Illegabdaine, for

Is not only Meg Mime in a new

be is ale bang sornani mile a

reosetra, the NM ensamamemt

lima been used golly isma bellare.

4.10, hie eelliebutel he 
tint of

odes amideseee ter ?lee Petwee-

al • year ma, * mom Mit he gen.

odd nobleman when ffting

COMIPPM1.. ann gaud in be sub-

Ned to tar more serunkey than the

we eeeflinotred velem emeeeted to

eatimoll tame of things.

Tnet is lon bad; the Marammem oct

Meal way we Mem Vow Press-

111111.10 Ailed aa an after -

gigged, by exhaled* political beim —

se axiom. Dal It le ned yet clear whit

endue ousni tie be applied wink

efects us character or perfeemene Coe-

coesedig is
Oa habeas

theg eflettitiractes ar

Th
Ivset": kalegereer from

Watergate mit MI*

Imurlice nit eephw
ik ether subjects that

are, or should be, domi-

nating the news.*

Thtr is a general maim teday. Of

.ourse the nation need, to know that

ny person entrusted with public office is

.t • crook. But public service also in-

soles other qualifiettim and abilities

tn emphasis on candor and in Mance of

orangeriing altboegb penury and vital,

no demi the proem at mannient if it

s carried to extrema and distracts the

peek and the mem from other, equally

sigefirant question.

This is where I we the les healthy

influence of the Watergate experience.

It's not tee much to eft, I think, that the

Mien-Agnew Adennistretimk which, in

a-e know, set out to hurt the am, did

damage to, though not in ways it had in-

sarong other them, the mom in

sch.h the glories at earreption and mis-

use of power unfolded he thaw= toe

macic a party to twee.. ft0 Om* an

actor to the drama whelk was being

Nayed out Some individuals tamale ce-

lebrities, and the she. probession be-

came regarded in sorra quarters as hero-

That ie an unnatural miet aft to eeee

extent a demonism ogim Mitch ems the

on us by (Windt — tha iat the,

other inatestem ench. we libe

1414Y he tin Wed* aisheos,"P=

especially in the wait minks fallinnuft

the ledergete leek-by failed to de tbek

Thelma bme he the arm *e-

rne with mimed to Vdeeot ft adds op

to an overload, I think. wbichto oak good

. for-ue.or for midi—. Big* neon he In-

stance, there are signs that email* din
relies on us too much to de the probing

which eiminattees should be doing for

themselves

Watergate distorted our role even

more Immase the press became not just a

pmlly, hut an aggrieved, self-corecious

pad* to the me. This happened not in

he loanues ererhbility and mattes

wan an frequently and so loudly at-

;eked, bid rallies became out Perm-

ideal poise and competed*. were ques-

tioned is andber, muck more PaMhll.

Many members of the press cares

beeps in report the Watergate wary in a

basically timnsig mood, relying on

sources and on assumptions about official

conduct which had proced to be reliable

in the past. The most established in our

ranks, in soma cases, trusted mod. It

took time for the prat to dimmer that

cower, being deceived and med. that

II. yes7 sumptions suedes which we

weenie. mvariarzave ...avairavvv•
Slut in Mt lame ft herame • auger bu-

rn The lemang expermase begin with
Vienne end redid eta logical dime
with Wineriedia

In Villtann, It task • am group at

Mumma& in cut timmek tin fag of ani-

mal enveraiwe and rowed what was hap-

peanut To lay bare the farts ef Water-

/Ste, at leek two meg local reportes.

unburdened by habits of Prod he sr-

quaintemollak 1110 PI** diet lb. 1'4
re5totiso ernelen the Mei discovered

hen badly wdel loen tarn le. The fern

has lado ft white thil aylabinn ftligh

the P'eed dtearel denlideld I. hem—

sad to min it nota generol, prefanimal

atbtede Mt a earn mem' Mil ell-

defensive trait He me mite t• be

bead again

Se, wherds anw a lateleocy inMap in

• Reketellee or a Wilber MI* whether

Is reseptieight for edema in the pet in

to avoid Id manila eft of underplaying

what regle be leesermers Infter ****
This bedew" gee kneed eel tegilitient-

al imits we Method Medierni and

4.4•141.144 meek*, two, no in impor -

tran to rug Memo m pup* and mews-

. Whet we raltw IMO an en Somde

tlidr„ are pellern inMane he pd.

mane welch -we heft ald yet einlved.

II sem dilly umbelent

emblem en *coded to tin
nimiten sernard dun in in tie

sonselle WWI^ deaftil

Hift . era are towel nem eft

our Mens. . p. are mkt.* mom-

tains es, of nualeisills in. inking

Rieseedee to live up to into gelid no

one in pditaral life over a period of years

can ormaare up 10—lea01 of all the ors-

nenmint queetioning hen . the press

is being selectively baked to . . . the

press is unfair

Thao is also a tendency cc the part

of certain public officials to figuratively

or literally serene their feet and quested,

even the nght of the questioners to ques-

tion.

Rut valid wee. nen have been raised

— and have to be answered. For in-

stance,. in order to weigh Gov. Rrckefel-

ter't smatificationa for the nation's sec-

ond-highest job, it seems vital to know a

great deal about his IS-year stewardship

of New York State. That is a harder,

drearier, les mtrancing subject than hes

huge gifts of money to has friends or he

family!b financing of • grubby campingo

book.

Tlat nine angles to Mills.
 The most

impornat questions about he otageem

man tem Altman do not involve his

private life per it, but rather his uin ot

the public power he hoids an duirman cit

the Ways and dams Committee His au-

tkority he greperlise give him command

over tazation, social security, vellum

health insurance, uneeekennent tete-

passatim and ether polities which cm

determine the financial meant at even

the survived of mitten of Amerearis

and the mimes and profit of many tooft
Them enormously „complex and im-

portant nines are much more difficuh to

write Mout, and he fun to reed about,

than tin Tidal Basle swim

Or take the somewhat different case

'of liew7 FandnIFY, another extremelY

intelligent -peddle semen who he not

entirely undestand the new demand. for

dietieners, Kishigar Mai to interroga-

tion isith a warner and displeasure

which an benrel indem air interest.

But amiso, the pernelent kin sometir
nes

smog too tar, so that amnesty tough

gorse's* of his ender and disclosure

have Gauen awe alleetien than really

toughie questions cif his policies and Ter-

Parosisite

, Other exampbes abound One ealatrc of

The Washington Pet has told me about

an on-the-record briefing no the SALT

negaidiens by the Seaetary of Dime

and the head of the armie control ainnatT.

At sue a rare event, you might emen't

questrns I. he on the anbstame of

SALT, bided, tin taw °Maas were

barraged wfth mit questa ns as, 'Why

are you having this briefing!" and "Did

the While Ham tell you Ii tellus thisT'

The whole session was permeated with

the notion that anything offered on the

record was a lie, a telling job, or both_

To we coolqiirary and cover-up in ev-

erything it as myopic as to barns that

no comptraciat he cower-ups he. Such

rinicieni may be an undenttandabia tem-

tion to deception end disilkslonment, 
tut

heed by at eneennues tingle of mem

and agledige, he. he wpm have
that LIM. tee — merge. lift. tie

economy, the evirentrent Barn each

label is a nuns of forts and factors of
such internee and trePort that ecu

Americans ere Part darn* to canna,
hend them.

lull.. press bites into these othec LS-

amts, we may find that Watergate was

any by comparison Watergate, after all,

did imee one entral fume, /Ward

Nixon. and ape central theme linking m-
om atom • nsim-up. Them other is-

sue — not en, by any mem. but sud-

denly paranmet — can't be an neatly

argembed. Tr Arab sheiks are not the

Miele Mary ail oil Canspiraey thrones

daft take you mop far toward explain-

ing fartiliter shortages
Wedged, menimer, he all its scope

and granny, we. a traditional kind of

dewy. It mentind traillemal trnaitinot

of imedigative repartee and, of weal

POW, the fteibeld alas twarage week

the Allterinni media have kernel to see-

ride so well
But invesugaUwi talent evee if

*chid by all the *lance and dispeasion

he Mem we can mate, mil be

Neagh for morass of the ernes in the

and ad at frame which WM. Ic te
*gm& Those aeries demand ocherJib-

, net is welt
- he to hedetiftOs emisnowod
• amber if extrestly mere rOW

sampng from ouireseconernies to geology

to mellitrust, tt. it no mean trick to balm

nemeaftell in a speciality which experts

Med the whole 1cm mastering—asp,

eidtie if the mcpert practitimas devote

men mercy to keeping their field ob-

scure.
The oil industry. be one, bas mly

lat Ingun to talk about its orients

;earn Bminess taxation, directly af-

moing everything from retail prices to

had ma, is itclt anneresarily raysteri-

mm The cheap oft single comma in a

kw can make millions of dollars' worth

of differeoce, and the insiders aren't

about to grve a cram course for re-

porters As Ice noted. th, is the real

challenge in covering Wilbur Mills.

Once the press has mastrretl the rele-

vant mysteries, the next challenge is to

report them in teems which our audience

can grasp. This is both easier and harder

than it used to be We have outgrown the

era of what might he called split-level

coverage of specialties, the era when

them were essentially two different au-

diences: the small group of experts who

talked in their 0411 terms among them-

selves, and the great mass who were gen-

erally uninformed.
That was the period of "got-what'

coverage of strange and wondrous things:

wide-eyed accounts of rcan's espleib in

spice, breathless reports about new med-

ical wonders, excited bulletins on discov-

eries of rare minerah at the bottom of

the see It wino time when many laymen

still steeped the notion that some sub-

jects were too hard for ordinary mortals

to understand — and when writing jar-

gon-laden prose was thougbt to* a den

of intellect.
That time is gone. Literary and edu-

cational levels have risen so much, and

the man media have done their Mare of

educational work no well over the years

that the public is generally much better

informed. Like trod things, this has the

defects of its merits. We can ask much

more of our audience — but they, cc

turn, asis much more of us

Take, as an example, the Alaska pipe-

line. Twenty years ago, perhaps even 10,

that bremeodoos multftillion-doear con-

struction prised an the norther* wilds

would have been cowered primeniF le •

tremendous moltiltillion-dollar alestrft-

non project in the northern wilds Modes

would bee empharMed the handedi of

miles of mammoth niPe ;be Ins**l

of weather, the challenge and adman=

of it all.
Five years ago, such coverage was

more balanced . . to, to a Point RP.-

brie stories also reported the oppontion

to the plan and the project's potential

impact on the caribou and the Arctic per-

mafrost In tine, we had to report dis-

cussions of possible alternatives and their

impact on oil prices in tine Midwest and

oe re/ations with Canada. And by 
new,

of come, the pipeline story has be
en

ern to have into Lager dimensions.
 It

- elm hinebea among other lungs, 
bal-

enee-d-leennente Imes, the continuing

to be anweleeme to both the piddle he

Me poheynnaliers, in peek he prime

offices, who wets. premene the Verne
that everything is al riftit—er at he

not completely .11 01 entre.
So, we had bete del ameba for

reany reposition of the old emellantr

Why am two always roportirris weds

wrong' Why is the prom onnelently

ing dellm peeple he iestilutlse• he di-

deredeal pudic andideme and Med

71te memo M of maim that the

wee. Munn lest dem jolt ag ft des%

he ift, We .she lewhip PI paw
to Paoli inglildeal.in Mtge he or

to nob. pinky. he is he mints

what's hoppeaftlinep *My and Me-

pleteiy as we oni—nelollow afoot that is

what people want in he land whist db.

cue met the dodo file hdlg.

That is a Maple WM" he cei in

bid to es risky; spedidly to She who

he a veiled lOAM in he male

_age4 neunwidano he thweitisi

temmity. he lertiee* taie told me

often in reeed *sets Wet the swim

problem with the dee
dewy, that them teem be

if the Ma mold ped slop

pie

'The press doesn't

tedr down, just as

dateset build est. it's

the business of the

Is uphold institutions,

reform them or to

Our job is

late what's hap

fairly and no

UT can — whether

that is what people

to hear and what of
awed the people to les-

Whenever fear or pessimisro—or. for

that matter ccnfidence--o a real factor

is events, our reporting on the existence

of that fear or confidence does have ao

impact And it is easy and understaed-

able to blame or credit tie press, even if

all we do n serve es messengers.

To me, this is a powerful argument for

perspective in our treatment of events. It

is net, however, an argument for mite

kind of artificial balance between good

news and bat mark he foe 
Mem,

abOut the problems and the he which

do exist The democratic saisteis, dter

all, is grounded on the mew: that the

people should be informed, that, mdeed,

they can make intellievat decisions only

when they are fully informed. It is 011

service to democracy to ratios bed news.

The press these days shetdd therefore

be rather careful about its tele. Wate
r-

gate did create some problems cat tenni

of our image and self-image. In the p
ast

two years, I fear, we nom have acquired

some tendencies toward over-involve-

ment that we had better overcome. Slit

we had better not yield to the temptation

to go on re-fighting the last war and see

censpiray and mem where they do

not exist. or focus co an individual's ca
n-

dor to the exclusion of every other aspect

of his character and exPernmea- Nor

should too much be asked of le We are

not pmemutorS. jiddlek Of l
egislators—or

cheerleaders—anti wa Mould never be.

It is challenge enoegh to do our peep-

er job in tunes as tuatralent as Ma
e.

How we perform, how much wisdom a
nd

energy and prolemimalism we dnplay,

will have a bearing on he nation's ca-

pacity to cope with me very seri
ous

melee How no perform will abo, at

net incidattally. delmeose ft* min*

which tbe peem mind belle and

strong and, if net alma well regard
ed. I

stint well read

In that respect, there is a lot tome of

Thomas Jeffersco's lesser-known obo
es-

vations about the press He wrote: 
"The

printers can never leave us in a 
state of

perfect rest and union of Meow 
They

would be no kern nodal and 
meld

bee to go to the plow."

Katharine Graham is choir.aa of the

&lard of The Waddagtalt Post C
omemy.

Tine article is sawed from a fall 
she

recently pave &fere tke Mamie*

Robots Assetialiacc

— It's obviate that In the wake of Wa-
tergate, the nation a going thnsugh a
painful and confusing period of mess-

- mom aed d adnestane.nt . new standards
of conduct kat raker tifbeildk Vied too
new seraktv , wroaddOlnd abealld
the Wrid, he that la obvieudy al to the

sal Ben he is atm anew mid rather
etillieriazioaste malign& on dliskieire

*des el pews tee pubic nen, and

1 mak to asine mesi—narec to the

- le pine at ter' nation's
partinder.

Nelson Bselieteher and Wilbur Stills
have found out ebent the new mood the

t. hard way over the pan couple of week,
' th Rep. Wish case, . whet has made
a him an object of so muck curiosity
a „inland ridieuteam kiiowleminsunthe .theiiallitthii the' at ftheaci

1
that lititrial IM ever it up, lard refusing
tig..to corpsm ent and than moung nminium-

. ben ̂ di struck people as incredibly

i

.

''. In Gov Rodiefeiler's case the prob-

I lent he more complested and mare seri-

,..,, 
the t h

4,7.fter denpnisttioa"onsiewsiblkerisk, awseemshich thrthattithi.e.
sisdty appreciate the

- 4LIMerilecerifidence. Thei7"'=f'abeid egemple7"1"P""in Sin pc---

I h4ernar's. brieti
onrotcer 
h:dbonailmithe reunites'. ...v.thatign

. tract attacking Artbid Goldberg in left.

Gov. Rockefeller's response—a belated

neknowledpneut that he had known

. about this dirty trick. and a belated spot-
- ogy—might have neleedgrie before

Watergate. But to mans ft &mar-
4 ent:y seems much less la nen, il= the

Nuon White House Wm has so

. roundly and Mnitiady awaited for sec-

ommendang Minim though far more ex-

treme, so-calbd dirty tricks, among other

,... things, to ducredit its opposition_

There are some tougher aspects to the

, situation. tco. (lov. Rockefeller, for in-

s, stance, is not only being judged in a new

._ climate: bob also being amend under •
th 

neweltictiltas been meth' 35cinTy A""xlinenone. before':

.., Judaism true in efterience and that of

Mr. Ford wbas nionineted for Vire Presi-

dent a year ago, it mum UM vim mei-

': dentionUalbir Dcr""*"..Cor.gress.'"Iide {rig to be sub-

jected to far more scrutiny than they

,. here ever received when nominated in

, the normal mitirs.e of tangs.

te This is pot had; the shorteousom of

. . the usual way we chose Vice Puna-

', deMs—in haste. aimed in an after-
eti thought. by exhausted political brace —

e• are °trines. Bait it is he yet dem whet
U stand:Ire ougbt to be applied or vent
at defects in character or perfornam Con-

7, grecs slim. td consider as disqualifying.

' Is. I •

"To see tonspiratu and

rover-ap in everything is

as negopie as to believe

that no conspiracies or

rover-up exist' . . . That

kind of hangover from

Watergate will surely

handicap us in toping
with other subjects that

are, Or should be, domi-

nating the news."

This it a general itteleeia *lay. Of

mom the tenon he to know that

ane perm" entrusted with peek office is

not a mot But public service the in-

The press

after

Watergate

By KATHARINE GRAHAM

operated were — forgive the phrase —
no longer operant*.

This erecess of deciliters has always
been at lea'c a theoretical possibility to
working journalists throughout history.
Wit:n our time it became a nujor haz-
ard. The learning experience began with
Vietnam and reached as logical climax
with Water gate.

In Vietnam it took a rim group of
journalists to cut through the fog of offi-
cial assurance and reveal what wm hap-
peeing. To lay hare the facts of Water-
gate, it took two young local rePorter%
unburdened by haute of trust and at-

quaidanoeship The Poiot is that lute the
rest of the country. the Mon discovertd
how badly we'd been taken in The remit
baa bets to melee thin cynicism which

the ern I &heft supposed to have—
and to make it not a general. Itrannond
attitude big a sharp, personal and self -
defensive trait No one wants to be
biL-ned again.

So, there's now a tendency to jurnp on
a Rockefeller or a Wilbur Mills, whether
to compensate Inc faithres in the past or
to a vmd the piesibie sin of underplering
what night he tomorrow's major scandal.

This tendency goes beyond the tnichtion-
al limits of intelligent skeptieent and
even belay cynicism, that me in impor-
ted tr. OW bustress as paper and mamm-
as Whet we now have on am bands, I
think, are problems of balm* and Ing-
spective which we have not Yet ...teed,
cw even telly urdernood.

;nese problems toe signaled to the
mesh wherietier make* m as Its
seeneone always Ones):

Step . . yen are tearing down all
our beers . . you are arning moue-
tains eau of molehills . . . you are Mee
Rockefeller to live up to testa which no
OM in petctoe.I life over at peed of years
can measure tkra to—least of all the con-
gressmen questioning him . . the press

is being selertisely leaked to . . . the
press it unfair . . .

There is also a tendency on the part

of certain piddle officials to figurativelY
or literally stamp their feet and question

men the right of the questioners to ques-

tion.

But valid questiorcr have been raised

— and have to be answered. For in-

stance, in order to neigh Gov. Rockefel-
lan, nlystif:rmiinserc the. ACT-

Tho Boston Globe

RIM he of hammer from Watergate
will sorely handicap us in coping with
other subjects that are, or ishould be,
dominating the news..

Just as Watergate became the short-
hand for an enormous tangle of eventt
and attitudes, those other topes have
their labels, too — energy, food, the
economy, the environment Behind each
label is a mass of facts and factors of
such intricacy and import that most
Americans are Just starting to compre-
hend them

As the pea bites into them other is-
sues, we may find that Watergate was
easy by nomparimon, watergate, after all,

did lime one central figure, Rachnd
Nison, atone enteral theme Oohing vac-

iota Crinea, s carer-up. Thee other is-
sues — not new, by my means, but cad-
decay paramount — can't be an neatly
orimised. The Arab sheiks are not the

whole story of oil Conspiracy theories -

don't take YOU very far toward explain-
ing fertilizer shortage,

Watergate,. moreover, for all its scope

and gravity, was a traditional kind of

story. It required traditional techniques

ef investigative reporting and, at several

points, the flat-out crisis coverage winch

the American media have learned to pro-

vide so well.
But investigative latent even if

barked by all tin balance and dispassion

and stamina we can muster, won't be

enough lee coverage of the crises in food
and oil and finance which appear to be

*beat lime stories demand nther anal-

tin as wet
The that in tin Minty to comprehend

• assafrer 01 astamely acme nelds.
ranging from leafteleconomics to geology

50 anintrest. It te no mean trek to beesoa

revenant in a specialty which experts

Weft Inek whole lives insmaing—esce-

riaRy if the expert practitionees devote

much enemy to keeping their field ob-

The oil industry for one, has only

lately begun to talk about its pricing

policies. Business taxation, directly af-

fecting everything from retail prices to

land use, is still unnecessarily roysteri-

non The change of a single comma in a
law can make millions of dollars' worth

of difference, and the insiders aren't

about to give a cram course for re-

porters. Ai I've noted, this is the real
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controversy ore, native claim future

policies on natural gm development and

the pressures of sudden growth in Alas-

ka, the nation's lad ad frontier._

If that sounds HU a magazine Wee,

it probobly is, llaineinee are in many

ways the ideal medium for mem MM.

Meat of the major lanes of mar My.

HOWeVer much the diduestry fern

squealed by searing erna, teasaaiese still

have mein beinariee—more ledlione

and perspective the the dab+ WM
more permanence Men broadointied,

more immediacy and wider readership

than most books

It is nn accident that keig take-outs

on big subjects in the daily press are

called "magazine pieces" /Cs no accident

that broadcasters describe some public-

affairs programs as "magazines of the

air" Nor is 11 happenstance that people

are more and more depending on news-

magazines to give shape and coherence to

the iumble of a week's worth of h.ead-

lines.

Journalion of this kind is especially

important now because the country n in

a painful, challenging period, fermi
stubborn problems which can't be re-

solved overnight, with the possibility of

really grave economic difficulties ahead.

Those of us in the nem business rage as

well remake owastves in the bet that

we Probably face mem more rem at Wt.
homing exceellapy led news. The hal
sows to do much for oar pepulwity.
Some of the messages we beer aro roils

to be unwelcome to both the public end
the policy-makers in Public and Piiirate
offices, who want to preserve the ilhision

that everything Ls all right—or at least

not completely out of control.

So, we had tetter steel ourselves for

many repelitnna of the old complaints:

Why are we always reporting what's

wrong! Why is the press constantly tear-

ing down people and institutions and un-

dermining public confidence and trust!

The answer is, of course, that the

press doesn't tear down, just as it doesn't
build up. It's not the business of the press
to uphold institutions, to reform them, or
to make policy . Chu job it to relate
what's happening, as fairly and com-
pletely as we can—whether or not that is

what people want to hear and what offi-

cials want the people to *heft.
That is a simple answer which can be

hard to exelaus especially to three Ishii
have a ',Vert interest an the public

mood. Acquaintances in the finanrial
community, fm entente, have told me
often in recent weeks that the main
problem with the stock market ar confi-
dence, that things would be much better
if the press would pest stop searing pen-

Pie

-The press doesn't

tear down, just as

doesn't build up. It's

the business of the

to uphold institutions, to

reform them or to make

polity. Our job is to re-

late what's happening, as

fairly and completely as

we can — whether or not

that is what people want

to hear and what off icials

want the people to be-

here."

Whenever fear or peasirnisrn--er. for

that nutter, confidence—ls a -e,T
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